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THE LEDGER & TIMES

SECTION ONE
Six Pages

New SerieSsNo. 647

COMPLEIIS COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

A. E. LASSITER IS
TO BE PASTOR OF
MEMORIAL CHURCH

oncens
ehangC conineludI meal
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To Assist in Revival
Services Here

Calloway Countian Called
From Alabama
Church
WILL ASSUME DUTIES
FIRST SUNDAY IN MAY
. A. E. Lassiter, native son of
Calloway county Vaho was or'dained into the ministry at the
age of 19 years, has been called
to the pastorate of the Memorial
Baptist Church and will assume
his duties the first Sunday in

Have
at

hop
Hotel

Se

MOODY B. CUNNINGHAM
Mr. Moody B. Cunningham will
be in charge of the song service
and work with the young people
Methodist
Murray
during
the
Church revival which will begin
April 21 and continue through
May I.
Mr. Cunningham will come to
Murray from a revival meeting at
Center, Tex. He will not close his
work there..till Sunday night, April
21, so he will not reach Murray
till Monday, April 22.

RICHMOND, POGUE
TO TALK AT KEA
Prof. Carmon Graham to Preside
at Group Meeting; Murray
State Breakfast Friday

Dr. James H. Richmond and Dr.
Forrest C. Pogue will be two of
the speakers at the Kentucky Education Association Convention
April 17-19, in Louisville, Ky.
Dr. Richmond will speak at the
departmental meeting of the Kentucky Philosophy of Education
Association. Dr. Pogue will lrcture
on the European Situation: Prof.
Carrnon Graham will preside over
the sectional meeting of the Kentucky Association of Supervisors
of Student Teaching.
Murray State will sponsor its annual K.E.A. breakfast for its alumni and former students .on Friday
morning, April 19, at 8 o'clock at
State
Otis Eldridge. Emmitt Sills and the Kentucky Hotel. Murray
Brown
Jesse Paris gathered at the home headquarters is at the
of Jeff Burton Thursday, April Hotel.
Among the principal speakers on
11, and cut wood for Mr. Burton
who is ill and confined to his bed the K.E.A. program will be: GovMr. Burton extends his deepest ernor Keen Johnson, Cornelia Otis
appreciation to these fine neigh- Skinner, dramatic character; Col.
bors who are indeed true friends. W. Stewart-Roddie, London; U. S.
Mr. Hutton remains quite ill at Senator Claude Pepper of Florida;
his home Oil the East side of the Harry Collies Spillman, New York;
county,
Hon John W Brooker state superintendent of public instruction;
Rodney Brandon, Chicago, Ill.; and
Dr. Moorris Fishbein, New York.
School will be adjourned at, the
'close of the day's classes Tuesday.
April 16, and will reconvene at 8
o'citack on Monday. April 22.
Prof. W. M. Caudill, dean of men
of Murray State, is attending the
funeral today of his brother; Judge
John W. Caudill. who died April
11 in a Paintsville hospital following injuries received two weeks
ago ih an automobile accident.
The funeral services were held
at Prestonsburg. Judge Caudill was
Funeral services for J. T. Alton,
former circuit court judge, grand
master of the Kentucky Odd Fel- 19, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lilbourn
who died at the home of his
Alton,
lows Lodge. and representative of
parents near Coldwater Monday
the Sovereign Grand Lodge.
afternoon, were held at Sinking
Spring Church Tuesday afternoon
at 2 o'clecle wjth Rev. J. H. ThurHopkins county poultry records man officiating. Burial followed
show excellent egg production in the Sinking Spring cemetery.
f.hit month and low feed costs.
- Young Alton. who had been ill
for some 18 Monthe is survived by
his parents and two sisters.
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Friendly Neighbors
Cut Wood for Sick
Man on East Side
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Dean Caudill Attends
Funeral of Brother
in Prestonsburg
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Funeral*rvices
for J. T.'Alton
Held on Tuesday
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„CHAMBER OF
- 'COMMERCE
NOTES

iy, Ky.

We *ant to handle your dues
as you desire. Wc . will call or
mail you. tlae, amount. 'Just let us
know your pleasure.
We want a branch cif the Inter- I
s national Shoe Factory. We want 1
'canning factory for the Fruit and
'vegetable Growers Association of
urray and Calloway County. We
,awant a handle factory for Mur-t
ray. The Rertervoir Clearance Division of the Tennessee Valley
Authority will have an abundance
of oak and ash timber that can be
had for practically nothing. We
*ant a brick and tile plant.
Let every member of the Chamber of Commerce as well as every
citizen of Murray and Calloway
County lend their efforts in securing these and other factories for
Murray.
The directors of the Chamber of
Commerce extend their sincere appretiatiorf• to both the West Kentuckian and the Ledger & Times
lee their very aettorous support
they are giving us.
It took time to accomplish what
we have done, and with everyone
• werking and cooperating we should
accomplish more than we have in
the past. If you live in Murray or
Calloway • County, this is your
Chamber of Commerce
EVERYBODY.
GO!!

LETS

Many Pulaski county farmers attended a beef cattle meetipg, when
methods of economical production
were considered.

HAZEL CLASS TO
HEAR HARDEMAN
Prof. Fred Shultz Will Deliver
Commencement Address
Wednesday. May I
The commencement program for
Hazel High School, as announced
by Principal Vernon James this
week, is as follows:
Tuesday night. April 23, Mrs.
Freeman will present her class in
public speaking in recital at 7:30
o'clock.
Thursday night, April 25, annual
Junior-Senior banquet.
Saturday night, April 27. Senior
play, "This Night Beware," at 8
o'clock.
Sunday, April 28. Baccalaureate
sermon by Rev. J. B. Hardeman,
pastor of Church of Christ, Mayfield, at 8 p. m.
Monday, April 29, Music recital
by pupils of Mrs. Davis at 8
o'clock.
Tuesday. April-- 30, Class Night
at 8 o'clock..
•
Wednesday, May I. Commencement address, Prof.. Fred Shultz,
Murray State .College.
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Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
year elsewhere la
the State of Kentucky.
g9 nn a year to any snares'
Va•••"‘• other than above.
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W. P. RUSSELL !City Withdraws LIONS CLUB SHOW Mayor George Hart Appeals for
JURY DISMISSED
Annexing
Cooperation During Cleanup Week FOR TODAY; WILL
NAMED ON HIGH Order
CALLED
SUCCESS
College 'Nection
TRY CASES FRIDAY
SCHOOL FACULTY

Proceeds Used to Establish Sight
Conservation Fund for
'Inc annexation ordinance, which
County
would have brought the section of
Will Assist Coach Holland Murray known as the College
Lion
L.
'W.
Lennox announced
tion into the corporate limits of
i
Holland Next
the town was withdrawn lasL wee Tliesday night-that the Lions Club
Year
by City Attorney John Ryan.
of Murray had netted $231.00 from
The move for the annexation of the proceeds of their show, "We're
this
section
was
pushed
in
an
effort
CITY BOARD SELECTS
to bring the total population of i the Movies". A large portion of
,
TEACHERS APRIL 11TH„
proceeds of Tuesday s matinee
Murray up to a higher level for the
1940 census enumeration, but ops given to the Wallace Gordon
W. P. "Dub" Russell was added position was sufficient to make city
ad and this gift is to be suppleto the faculty of Murray City officialsdeem it wise to withdraw
nted by the Lions Club's Sight
Schools as assistant coach and in- the measure for the present.
nservation committee. The prostructor by the city board of eduThe ordinance was not brought
s are all to be used in conneccation, which met Thursday night, before the court for approval by
n with sight conservation work
the election of teach- Judge Ira D. Smith.
April 11,
in the county under the direction
ers.
, All other faculty - members
of M. W. Hickok ad Dr. Hal Houss.
the
excepwere re-elected, with
't4n.
.The movie was shown at the Coltion of Mrs. John Overby, who
lege Auditorium Monday and Tueswas not an applicant.
day, two showings being given each
"Dub" who was graduated from
day. The picture, "We're in the
the Murray State Teachers College
*vies", was the story of Mary's
in the class of 1939, is a son of
and Ape's opportunity for stardom.
Mrs. Rosa Russell of West Main
Tbe sponsoring club, in the story,
Street. He is employed at presadranged tor a Hollywood producer,
ent as coach in the Boyle, Miss.,
portrayed baassWoodrow Beale, to
high school. Mr. Russell, whose
cane to Murray-.o judge a beauty
major studies were in the fields Seniors and NYA Enrollees centest in the producer's search for
of commerce and. physical educaFrom 11 Counties
talent. Joe. whose part was taken
tion, was an outstanding athlete
14 Max Miller, objected to Mary's
to Meet
and active in various branches of
mitering the contest. Mary, very
extra curricular activities.
capably played by Miss MarysNee
PROGRAM
ANNOUNCED
Farmer,
decided to try in spite Q.(
The faculty members re-elected
were Mr. Edd Filbeck, principal.
BY PROF. A. CARMAN Joe's objections. Lizzette, played
by Lion Leslie R. Putnam, furnishPreston Holland, W. B. Moser,
Ardath Canon, Wilburn Cavitt,
Approximately 600 high school ed comedy interest.
Of course, Mary was the successCharles Farmer. Misses Lula Clay- youths and NYA enrollees of the
ton Beale, Margaret Graves, Mary First District are expected to at- ful entrant and the final scene
showed
both Mary and Joe, under
Lou Outland, Gracie Nell Jones, tend the Occupational Guidance
Kathleen :Patterson, Lucy Lee, Conference to be held at Murray contract, on their way to HollyLela Cain, Mary Lassiter, Meadow State College Thursday, May 2, wood. The story, all of which was
Huie, and Hazel Tarry,'Mrs. B. H. Prof. A. Carman. head of the col- taken in Murray, gave an opporCrawford, Mrs. Ralph Churchill, lege agriculture department and tunity for partidptaion by mapy
Mrs. Tom Rowlett and Mrs. J. B. sponsor of the program, announced representative business houses in
the city. Beautiful shots were made
Wilson. Miss Ruth Lassiter will today.
of points of interest around Murcontinue as secretary to Supt. W.
High School seniors and youth ray, -particularly at the college.
J. Caplinger.
from the following counties are exAs the pictures were flashed upon
Mrs. John Overby, who was fill- pected to be present: Calloway, the screen, the story was told by
ing- the position left vacant by the Marshall, Graves,' Fulton,' Hick- Fred Shultz. As was to be expectresignation of Miss Margueritte man, Carlisle, McCracken, Ballard, ed. several amusing mistakes were
Holcomb, was not an applicant.
Trigg, Livingston, and Lyon Coun- made, but the enjoyment of the
ties. The NYA enrollees from the audience was heightened thereby
I local area are also included.
and a good time was had by all.
The show included the crowning
The tentative program outlined
as "Queen of the Movies" of Miss
by Mr. Carman follows:
10:00-10:507-Purposes of Confer- Mary Adams Callis, of the Training
ence, President Richmond, Murray. School. Miss Nancy Whitnell, of
11:00-11:50—Confernces on Vari- the High School, was runner-up in
ous Occupations and Professions. the contest, which closed Saturday
Separate Groups in Conference: night. The Queen's Court included,
Funeral Rites Conducted Friday Electrical Work, Mr. Hudson, Trade in addition_ to Miss Whitnell, Miss
Morning at Palestine
School, Paducah; Auto Mechanics. Frances York, Miss Frances Sledd,
Church
Roscoe Carman, Mayfield: Wood Miss Eleanor Gatlin, Miss Mayme
Louise Shacklefard,
Working, Van Latta. Murray; Plas- Rgan, Miss
Funeral •services were held Fri- terer and Mason, H. H. JeffrieS, Miss Rebecca Robertson, Mist Mary
Nee
Farmer,
and
Miss Sue Farmer,
day morning at 11 o'clock at Pales- Louisville; Radio, Pierce Lackey,
Mayor George S. Hart crowned
tine Church- for Mis, Jenpia Hop- Paducah; Plumbing, Heating and
kins, wife of W. A. Hopkins of Metal Work, TVA; Journalism, the queen and Lion Fred Shultz, as
master of ceremonies, presented
Rico, who died at her home Wed- Henry Ward, Paducah; Mr. Evans,
the trophy to Miss Callis. Miss
nesday, April 10. Mrs. Hopkins' Mayfield; Mrs. Lawrence, Cadiz; Callas'
modest response, in which
death came as a result of a stroke Librarian, Ellison Brown, Murray! she gave all credit to her
school
suffered February 3.
Secretary
and
Stenography, friends, was belied by her beauty,
besides
her
husher
Surviving
Draughan's Business School,. Pa- charm, and poise upon the stage.
band are two daughters, Mrs. Vel- ducah;
Beauty
Culture,
Mrs.
The splendid support given the
ma McClard of Calloway County Stroup, Mayfield; Interior Deco- Lions Club is attested by 'the sucand Mrs. Livy Oakley of Marshall rater, Miss Munsey. Murray; Dieti- cess of their undertaking. The
county, and three sons, Gus Hon- cian and Home Economics, Miss John B. Rogers Production Comkins of Marshall county, and Fu- Ruth Sexton, Murray; Nursing, pany, whose representatives handlqua and David Hopkins of Cello- Miss Brown, Murray; Forestry, L. ed the production, proved able and
way County.
V. Kline. TVA; Agriculture, John- efficient and will' be remembered
Mrs. Hopkins, who was 69 years nie Watt, Bardwell; Farmer, Mal- pleasantly by all who took part in
the production or who saw the
of age, was a member of the Dex- colm Harris, Dr. Doran, Graves
County; James Wade, Calloway; results of their work. Lion W. B.
ter Presbyterian Church.
Ernest Hancock, Fulton; Ceramics, Davis, secretary of the Murray
The funeral was conducted by
Henry. Newhouse, Washington, D. Club, expressed, on behalf of the
Rev. Eurie Mathis, minister of
club, its appreciation for the wholeC. .
Lone Oak.
1:00-1:50—How to Apply for a hearted support which was given
by all the people and organizations
Jobs R. H. Boyd, Mr. McCharera
in Murray.
Mr. Hinson, TVA.
2:00-3:50—Conference on Occupations and Professions.
The NYA and Murray College
are joint sponsors of the -project.

for

May.,

The Rev. Mr. Lassiter is a brother of N. F. Lassiter of this city
and a son of the late Eanos Lassiter who resided East of Murray.
He is at present pastor of the
Lakewood Baptist Church of Birmingham, Ala., where'he has served
for four
-s.
all
Receivins his education at
Moody College, Martin, Tenn., and
the West Kentucky Bible School,
he has served various churches
in this section faithfully and well.
His first pastorate after he was ordained at his home church, Elm
Grove, was of the Ledbetter
church in Calloway county where
he served for a period of four
years.
Leaving Murray some fourteen
years ago, he has been pastor of
the East Baptist Church in Paducah and of the Jeffersonville. hid.
church. His pastorate_ of the 12th
Street Baptist Church in Paducah
extended over a period of seven
years.
Mrs. Lassiter, who before her
marriage was Miss Opal Geurin of
the East side of the county. and
their son will join Rev. Lassiter
here- as soon as school closes in
Birmingham.
The election of Rev. Lassiter
fills the pulpit left vacant by the
Carroll Hubbard
resignation of
who has been pastor of the Memorial Church since its organization seven years ago. Rev. Hubbard is now a student in the Bapin
Theelogical
Seminary
tist
Louisville, where he has been
enrolled since:lag fall.

Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over Half a Century
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 18, 1940
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NYA CONFERENCE
TO BE HELD AT
COLLEGE MAY 2

HELD FOR
SERVICES
mR
S. W A. HOPKINS

THOUSANDS VISIT
AT GILBERTSVILLE

Grand Jury Returns 18
Indictments During
Sitting
16

With two cases set for Friday.
Circuit Judge Ira D. Smith, again
dismissed the jury for the day
.today with instructions to return
for duty Friday. , Cases to be
heard at that time will be that of
Lucile Davis vs Business Men's
Assurance Company of America
and Curtis Newsome vs . Cliff
Shemwell.
The grand jury, which closed
its work on Saturday of last week,
returned eighteen indictments, two
of which were tried during this
term. Of these Quiricey Stubblefield, charged with robbery, was
found not guilty, and Tom Skinner, charged with dwelling house
breaking, plead ,gatilty and was
sentenced to three years in the
penitentiary.
In Wednesday's . sessions Edgar
Rowlett, colored, was awarded a
judgment of $195.00 against the
N. C. and St. L. Railroad for inloading
received while
juries
hogsheads of- tobacco.
. Sixteen cases of child desertion
were neard. during this term of
court.
•
Wilson
Homer Lancaster an,
Miles were each find *2.5.00 for
motor
the
alleged violation of
vehicle law.
I na closed hearing, Mrs. J. B.
Shaver of Muhlenberg County
was granted custody of her child
for three weeks out of each month
TO TIM CITIZENS OF MURRAY?- Clean-uti•„Week,--Sm -get-ell- your in aliebeas torpus- prer-edure.
rubbish ready for the truck which
One way to keep Murray the will come btr y ur home on one of
best town in Kentucky is to main- the four days
the week f,or
tain a physical aspect in keeping this purpose. The tsick will make'
with the high type of persons who a trip throughout th town and ,
make up its population.
everyresidents are urged to pla
.
In an effort to make this possible thing they wish to dispose o near I
f
for every resident and property the curb on the first two day
charges were preferred against
Council
sponsors
No
owner, the City
the week.
uston H. Ray at a court hearing
Cooperate with us, one and all, in
every spring a "Clean-up Week"
during which the city collects and keeping Murray the bests town in in. yfield Tuesday which investigated the death of Tom Wiggins,
disposes of all trash and rubbish Kentucky.
1 56, resideot of Dukedom, Tenn.,
available.
Sineereli..•' —
April 22-27 has been set aside for
George S. Hart, Mayor., who died in 'a Mayfield Hospital
that morning -frem injuries receiv•
ed when he CMS n'tdentally struck
by Ray's car on the highway about
ayfleld..
one-half mile north o
Persons witnessing the accident
testified that Wiggins stepped into
the path of the car from between
two parked cars and that in an
New Store Will Open As Soon State Optometrists Convention To effort to avoid striking him, Ray
swerved his car so sharply that he'
As Alterations Are
Be Held in Louisville
lost control of it and ran into anCompleted
April =q-23
other car and injured two other
After more than fifty years of
Dr. and Mrs. 0. C. Wells will persons.
Ben Cotham, Murray, Route 1,
continued service in Murray, the leave
Saturday for
Louisville, and Jimmy Heath, Farmington,
W. T. Sledd clothing company has where Dr. Wells' will attend the Route 1. were standing by the car
sold its stock and lease on its 27th Annual Convention and Ed- and received minor injuries which
present location to D. Cury of ucational Congress of the Ken- were treated at a Mayfield hospital.
Norton. Va,
tucky Association of Optometrists,
Mr. Ray, who testified that he
Mr. Cury, who is in Murray -at which will be ,held at the Brown did not see Wiggins until he walkpresent making arrangements for Hotel April 21-23.
ed in front of his car from between
the opening of his store stated that
Dr. Wells, state director of the parked cars, was allowed to
he had been in business in Norton Public Health Optometry for the return 'to his 'home.
Mr. Ray has for a number of
for 30 years operating a general western district of Kentucky will
merchandise and department store. appear en the program at the Sun- years been employed by the Mason
Hospital.
The new establishment, accord- day session, in a fifteen minute' Memorial
ing to the owner, will open for discussion of problems before the
business with an up-to-date line association and a report on work
of general merchandise as soon as accomplished.
arrangement of the building can
An outstanding educational probe made' to suit the stock to be ,gram as been arranged with many
installed.
prominent .stasakers. Some of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Romonus, outstanding men who will. appear*.
Over 200.honor students of MurThe Calloway County Conserva- daughter and soh-in-law of Mr. are Dr. E. C. Ebeling, St. Danis,
tion Club will hold a meeting at Cura, will manage the store. which Mo., and Dr. Ralph Barstow, Los ray College are expected to participate in the third annual Schole.
Lynn Grove High School Tuesday will go under the name of D. Coty Angeles, Calif.
night, April 23, at 7:30.
Store.
The annual banquet will be held arship Day program. which will
All who are intersted in conserT. Sledd, who has managed The Monday evening at 6:30 o'clock at be held in the college auditorium
Wednesday. May 1:
vation are invited to attend this' Famous W. T. Sledd Company the Brown Hotel.
meet.
Walter Jetton, principal of Tilghsince the appointment of Harry I.
maspost
position
of
Raiford- Parker, President
the
Sledd to
man High School, will be the guest
ter, has not yet made an announcespeaker. The purpose of this proment as to future plans. gram is the recognition of ,soUnd
W. T. Sledd Sr., founder of. the
scholarship among- Murray students.
businees and Murray merchant for
Honor students of the Training
more than half a _century was
School will also take part in this
forced to retire from active busiprogram.
ness last year because of failing
health.
Coldwater Resident Dies Wednesday Morning After Short
Illness

No Charge Filed
Against Ray In
Death of Wiggins

DD SELLS TO DR. WELLS WILL
D. CURY COMPANY ATTEND MEETING

Over 200 Will Be
Honored in Program
on Scholarship Day

Conservation Club
To Meet April 23

AUXILIARY TO MEET
Jessup Announces Press Conference
at Dam Site Friday,
The Ladies Auxiliary of the CalApril 26
loway County Medical Association
will meet tonight in joint session
A record crowd of 4.000 visitors with the doctors at their meeting
from 16 states inspected the site of commemorating Doctor's Day. The
TVA's biggest dam—the $112,000,000 meeting will be held at the NationKentucky Dam now under con- al Hetet,
struction at Gilbertsville. Ky.—Sunday. April 14, George A„ Schweppe.
of the information division, said
today.
The previous record for one day's
attendance was 1,200 two weeks
ago. States represented in the
record-breaker included Kentucky,
Tennessee, Missouri, Illinois, Maryland, Michigan, Indiana, Oklahoma,
New Mexico, California. MississipThe Cdllege News was judged the 'Best All-Around
pi. Massachusetts, Alabama, Texas.
College Newspaper" in Kentucky for 1-940, it was anArkansas, and Wisconsin.
Mr. George Jessup, project man- nounced Friday at the spring meeting of the Kentucky
ager of the Kentucky Dam, has an- Intercollegiate Press Associatiqn in Richmond, Ky. The
nounced that representatives of the
press of- the area will meet at the Kentucky Kernel of the Uniiersity of Kentucky was
darn site Friday afternoon, April rated- second.
26. for an inspection tour and getFor the past 10 years, the College'News has ranked,
together.
The delegates will 'meet at 3 first, second,.or third as the best all-around paper in the
o'clock for the tour of inspection, state.
wIfich will be followed by a brief
The University of Missouri College of Journalism
meeting in the recreation hall. Mr. judged the
various entries.
Schweppe requests all who expect
Besides winning first place as the best paper, the
to be present at the luncheon at
7 o'clock to notify him in advance. College News received first place for the lest advertisePlates will be 50e.
ment, first place for the lest cartoon, second place for the
s.

STONE FUNERAL
CONDUCTED TODAY

,MURRAY STATE PUBLICATION
IS JUDGED BEST ALL-ROUND
COLLEGE PAPER IN KENTUCKY

best pews story, and second place for the best sports story.

Virgil Robertson
Accepts Position
Virgil Robertson, a member of
the senior class at Murray High
School, has accepted a position as
secretary to the warden at the
state penitentiary at Eddyville,
Kentucky and will assume his duties May 1st.
Virgil, a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Johnilie Robertson west of Murray.
is a tine yotspg man, well qualified
to fill the position to which he has
been elected. He wills return to
Murray to participate in the graduating exercises at the high school,
where he will receive his diploma.

emth DESERTION
CASES BROUGFIHT UP

The College News is taublished
meritjo
lf.
ofnesMiisssse.T
cr
oenteasryao
nfd thheimicsen
by students in journalism. Courses
Miss
Kenare offered at Murray in News Re- tucky Intercollegiate Press Associaportiens, News Editing, Editorial and tion.
James Woodall has been
Feature Writing, and Advertising. ,elected editor-in-chief 'for next fall.
M. C. Garrott, editor-in-chief of Prof. L. J. Hortin is instructor in
the Cailege NtS.vs for 1939,.. with- journalism,
s
drew from collegneat Christikas to
Members Of the Kentucky Inaccept a responsible position with tereollegiale Press Association are:
the Mayfield Messenger.
'
University of Keptti`cky. Western
Miss Martha Jane Jones, formerly State Teachers College, Morehead
managing editor, was promoted to State
Teachere— Eastern
State
the editor's chair for half of the re Y Teachers College, University of
maining semester. Shirley Castle Louisville, Georgetown. Transylis serving as editor for the lust half vans, Centre. Union, and Murray
of the semester by 'mutual agree- ;State College. '

Dr. Franca Hick's
Speaks Sunday to
Westminster Group

•
Wit Stone. 60 year old farmer
of the Coldwater community, died
at his home there.
, Wednesday
morning' at 7 o'clock after a. week's
,- .
Funeral servicet were held this
morning at lls o'clock et Salem
Baptist church near LaInn Grove
with Rev. H. P. Blankenship of
Kirksey in charge. Burial was in
the Salem cemetery.
Mr. Stone, who was a member
of the Coldwater Methodist
Church, is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Zeta Ethridge Stone, two
daughters, Mrs. Wess Jones and
Miss'Dorothy_Nell Stone and three
sons, D..C.. William Howard, and
Harold Richard Stone.. all of Calloway county, and three grandchildren.

New Equipment
Is Installed by
Jones Drug Store

4

Installation of a new soda fountain and sterilizer has been completed in Aries Drug store this
week, bringing with it the latest
improvements in fountain service
ajsailable.
The 10 foot green and black fountain with its chromium trim is
equipped to carry 40 gallons of
frozen delicacies and also to concoct the most appetizing soft drinks.
An additional feature of the new
equipment is the large Steril-Ray
Cabinet for sterilizing glasses. This
new mechanism is designed to hold
from 30 to 40 glasses, depending
upon the size of glass used.. It •
mechanically operated so that w
the tray is placed in the
net
CHILDREN'S DAY NOTICE
and the sliding door clos ...it cannot be opened for a
od.pf two
T
committee prepa▪ ring the minutes and ten
ds, which is
program
r "Children's Day" next ample time to i
re abeedute sternSunday mo 'ng at the Methodist ization of
Church. requ
the children to
The at' izer is a prdduct of the
meet them both
ay afternoon Liqu'
arbonis, Corporation, while
and Saturday aftern
at 3:30, . t
fountain is manufactured by
Please see that the children are
estinghouse Electric company.
on had.—Committee.
Three Metcalfe icounty farmers
, In Simpson county, a local bank with entries in ihe ton-litter conNineteen electric brooders are in is sponsoring buying , purebred test •won Medals, for .outstanditig use in Gaerard connty thtf year. sheets for 4-Hattlub members.
records..

Dr. Frances Hicks spoke to
the Westminster Fellowship of
Murray College Sunday evening.
April 14. Her subject was, "A
Psychologist Looks at Christianity." Mrs. Hicks, who has her Ph.
D. in psychology, showed how religion meets all the psychological
needs of the individual and makes
personality,
integrated
hfS an
eharaderized by radiance, joyfulness. serenity.
She showed., how a belief in
God, a belief in imnsprtality, and
s of good
the biblical teach
and
and evil will work to
ality.
maintain a balanced pe
benefits
of
perhological
The
prayer, confession, communion
and church membership itself were
briefly outlined.
In commenting on the task imposed by religion—the task needed
by than to give meaning to his life
—Mrs. Hicks suggested. "If life
has lost its meaning for you, make
it interesting for someone else
and note the difference it makes.
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I influence upon his thoughts an acts, so, we should co!operate in cleaning up the rubbish and unsightly spot,
because of the ill effects that might be brought to brio
Consolidation of The Murray Led. The Calloway Times, and rho upon our fellow citizens, particularly the chilctren. s
00bber
rlas
Let us all cooperate in keeping Murray clean and
Published by The Odliptieg Publishing Company. inc
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
orderly to the end that visitors may be- favorably impressPublisher ed and that we who live here may be proud to call Murray
R R MELOAN
WAYLON RAVI3L'BN
•
• Editor and Business Manager our home.

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Some Early History
JOHN 11,
011:11GHT TIOLSAPPLE

Sunny Tennessee
News
Here I am back again after being
absent two weeks. I don't guess
I have been nussed tho. A few folks
have been wondering about me.
Quite • bit of visiting this week
in this neighborhood, Eagle. 1 believe you don't like too much visiting.
Several high school children from
Hazel took a trip this weekend.
There are three weeks left now at
the Buchanan and Hazel schools,
and then the children will be foot
loose for a few months.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Adams were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. T. A. Oliver. Afternoon guests
were Mrs. Jim Simmons, Ivie Bishop, Noma Housden and son, Mrs.
Nell. Vick antchildren, BarUs Vick
Henry Hutson, Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Petty and Pete Hutchen.
Mr and Mrs. Eunice Williams
and daughter, Eron Larue. Mrs.
Roda Williams were in Murray last
week. We are wishing for Eron a
Site time when she goes to Lexington to have her eyes treated, and
hope the is O.K. when she returns
home.
Hello there Gordon Ridge writer.
I think of you often. I remember
when we had quite 'a lot of fun.
Mrs. Maggie Burton and several
others visited Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Scarbough Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs.- Burie Wilson of
Nashville visited Mrs. Nora Wilson
this weekend. Mrs. Juna Wilson
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wilson were
also visitors of Mrs. Nora last week
We were sorry to hear that the
Mathie Mitchell family is having
the measles.
Mrs. Etna White and daughter
visited Mrs. Rob Duncan Saturday.
Mrs. Ruth Maynard and Mrs.
Tennie Duccan have been doing
quite a bit of Paper banging asd
remodeling their rooms recen
Mrs. Nellie Oliver is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. One Grubbs, this
week.
Truman Oliver and Ivie Bishop
have been cutting bushes for several days. Folks, there hasn't been
any bushes cut over here for many
years. I'm telling you.
Mrs. Colic Simmons' garden is
all fenced new now. We will visit
her this summer:
.
So long, "Sweet Pea".

Your recerst announcement of a
negro minstrel at the college calls
to mind the fact that we had such
Assistant Edeur
MARTHA GARDNER
performances at Murray in the
loilg ago. An. aggregation from
Entered at the Postothee, Murray, Kentucky, as second clams mail matter.
Mayfield put on "044 Black Joe"
a ith 'Porn Lanthean carrying the
Subsertption Rates -In First Congressional District and Henry and
ASSETS
SOCIAL
AND'ECONOMIC
leading
OF
WPA
role. He had on the stage
$1.00.
year;
Stewart Coutitses. Than.,
Kentucky, $1.50; Elaewhere 112-00.
with him "this good old dog of
The report of George Goodman, State WPA Admin- mine- and made a hit with his
istrator, on accomplishments in Kentucky the last four and singing the old song.- A local team
a half years is open to critical study from both the social of Murrayites put on another perof the kind soon after.
and economic point of view. He invites this, though WPA formance
Verily history is repeating itself.
authority is restricted to accepting or rejecting a project. I am wondering if Felix DenSelection is up to local initiative.
ham,. of Hazel, went to school to
me in the early eighteen seventies.
- On the credit side -is-an-imposing array of-pu
Bob tuidThrac Swann, the Myers
",sCIfilftft 1•At•it.
sets. WPA has given us 532 schools, libraries, hospitals, boys,
the Douglas boys, and many
A- dvert.sing Rates and Information 'bout Calloway County market jails, gyms, auditoriums and recreation structures and re- others of that community cross
furnished upon application.
constructed structures and reconstructed 1,510 public memory's path as I think of those
We reserve the right to reject any advertising, letters to the Editor.
good old days. While thinking of
or Public Voice items, which in our opinion is not for the best interest buildings. The report speaks for itself in miles, capacity that community I
remember that
af our readers
and benefits with reference to highway, street, bridge, Joe Hunt taught there
boon after
sidewalk, curb, sewer, gutter, water works and recreation I did, and then came to Texas. He
ground construction, additional airport facilities, sanitary and I lived In Paris, Tex., at the
engineering, malaria control drainage, stream purification same time. He was County Judge
Ledger and Times extends warmest and most by seal* abandoned mines against sulphuric acid seep- of Lamar county, Tex.
I intended to compliment editor
sincere congratulations to Prof. L. J. Hortin, Murray Col- age and Miscellaneous projects.
.Rayburn on his refusal to carry
lege Journatism Instructor, and his staff upon the selection
The character of the work has inestimable social whiskey ads in his paperobut ff I
• of the Cottege News as the "Best All-Around College value
.
apart from the effect of employment on the worker's did so he blue penciled what I
Newspaper" in Kentucky for 1940. This is indeed a signal morale. In comparing the cost with similar operations wrote. I hope he will not be too
modest to let his readers see some
honor and adds to lie already imposing achievements of under private contract, allowance must be made for the of
the good things others say of
College.
the
departments
of
the various
dole in addition to the contract price-; for we still would him. It is too true that "The evil
that men do lives after them while
This latest attainment of Murra! State through its have to support the jobless if there were no WPA.
the good is often interred with
Press Staff is no accident or happen so, in fact there is
Nor can we minimize the benefits by the thought that their bones."
not the slightest element of luck involved in -the accomp- the improvements would have been made anyhow. The "Ole Eagle's"
recent advice to
lishment in any w ay,-but rather is the result of intelligent, disrepair evidenced by the amount of reconstruction
parents about children's carrying
is
careful, and capable thought on the part of the staff mem- too eloquent of neglected maintenance for that expecta- matches calls to mind what happened to a full grown man who
bers directed by their skillfpl instructor to every depart- tion. When would Kentucky have got around to
ment of the paper each thriceit has been published during control or sealing 3,767 abandoned coal mines? malaria carried matches in his hip pocket
to church in Ballard county many
the year.
The construction, reconstruction or enlargement of years ago. Just as the preacher
accorded
ranking
to
the.
superior
pride
in the
Our
2,042 school buildings partially relieved a serious emerg- warmed up to , his subject said
College .News is enlarged somewhat. perhaps. by reason ency exposed by a survey of Kentucky public schools f. g. m. felt something hot on his
hip, looked down, saw his pocket
of the fact it is printed by The Ledger and Times. We under the auspices of the U. S. Office of Education. During on
fire and made a bee line
superiority
credit
for
the
are not attempting to take any
a corresponding period immediately preceding the year for the church door. lie held the
of our College paper, however, we suspect that Raleigh from which the WPA report dates, the survey showed flames in check with his hat until
Metoan's thirty years experience in tossing type around that the number of consolidated and city schools had in- he reached the outside where he
extinguished them. But the perenables him to render invaluable service to the College creased 344; but there remained 5,741 one-room rural formance
broke up the meeting
News staff in the general make-up of the paper: to say buildings for 69 per cent of the rural children, the average for that day.
the very least his knowledge and experience certainly aid attendance of whom was less than five months a year.
I held a protracted meeting in
in complying v.ith instructions of the Journalism Director
The conclusion of the survey was that local revenues another community not far away
where
there was only one doctor,
and his staff.
are inadequate, the rural school system "has little indebt- one
undertaker and one druggist.
Even though we livein the shadow of the College and edness and poor sthools" and "the State Should offer some The father was the undertaker,
one
should be thoroughly familiar with and dulY appreciative form of aid for purposes of school-house construction."— son was the doctor and the other If you suffer from rheumatic. arthritis
the druggist. I never saw another sr neuritis pain, try this sirople inespen.
of • all the accentipliiihinentot the school's diffeient de= Louisville Courier-Journal.
sive home recipe that thousands are using.
combination just like that.
partmenta, perhaps it is appropriate to direct your-attenGet a package of Ru-Es Compound today.
•
1856.
, Speaking of matches reminds me Mix it with a quart of water, add the
tion to 'Sotne-of.theni in connection with this'most recent
In the spring of 1858, L. L, of their scarcity when I was- a juice of 4 lemons. It's easy. No trouble
it all and pleasant. You need only 2
recognization, for human beings-ate prone to accept as a
Wrather and E. M. Magness built boy. away back when matches tablespoonfula
two times a day. Oriels
a storehouse about one mile west were too expensive for general use. within 48 hours-sometimes overnight-.
matter of course the success of those living in the same
Ledger & Tirnes,
of the Scarbrough store. On June I can remember when a little splendid results •re obtained. If the pain*
neighborhood. Every department has starred during the Bidtor,
1
quickly leave arid if you do gat
•dos
murray.• Ky.
22, 1858, the Coldwater Post'Office round box containing about two feel not
better. Ru-Es will cost you nothingsto
year. In athletics, the footle!l and basketball teams hung
was moved to the Wrather & Mag- dozen cost a dime. Because of try as it is sold by your druggist under
op better than average college records, the boxing team Since there is a difference in ness store. Edward Magness was s.uch conditions most country an absolute money-back guarantee. Ru•Eg
won its encounters, and the swimming teadli, even though opinion relative to the establishing appointed postmaster on the sarn-- people tried to keep fire by cov- Compound is for sale and recommended by
June 22, 1858, and served un- ering it up. Often they went to
the first year the school participated in this classic, had a of the Murray. Coldwater. Back- date.
til July 30, 1864. In the spring neighbors to borrow fire. We had
perfect season. The Public Speech Department developed usburg. and Kirksey postoffices of 1864.
Smith ant Wallace's array a negro girl in our home who
Calloway county, I thought it
orators and debators that viea tonlIonors with the leading in
might lealusti- to-secure the eoreelier•lited along the Murray and May- -spun fire" sometimes. She wrapfield
road.
going East. It - happen- ped cotton around the spindle of
country
colleges in the
and in every contest ranked favor- information on the matter. I. wrote
ably if not superior when compared with their Contestant. the • Postoffice Department in ed that they camped along the the old spinning wheel and turned
road side for a distance of about it so rapidly that the cotton caught
Every production by the dramatic department this year Washington, D. C.. asking for the two
miles. Part of the company
fire and dropped into a vessel
dates when these offices were eshas been marked by the most capable critics as a brilliant tablished and the names of the camped east and some west of on
The price of funerals
placed
especially
to catch . it.
performance. The Music Department has long been rec- first postmasters at each. In clue the Wrather and Magness store. Sometimes we struck fire from Is often a misleading
In selection of a
factor
The
West fork -of Clark's River flint rocks: but we did not ,always
ognized as the best to be found in any teacher's, college time I received a letter bearing was about
half a mile east of the have rocks on hand. Those Were competent funeral dithe
inforrnation
give
which
I
will
rector. We, in the 50
in the country, and the productions and performances this
and with the giving will Wrather SC Magness Store). It Civil War days. Protective tariff years we have been
year have strengthened Murray's bid for this unique herein
rained
thlt
night
and
the
next
(so called) was still on matches. I established here, have
make mention of others and will
position.
relate other things relative there- day and the West ford of the river am reasonably sure some a my earned a reputation for
overflowed, preventing the army readers remember when the Mc- nsakkas possible comto.
When we look at the school's record for the year, and
from crossing as there was no Kinley bill took the tariff off plete freedom from conMurray
cern about prices at
remember that there are enrolled at present over 1,100 This office was
established under bridge at that time. Therefore, matches-and other things. You a time when such freestudents in the college and more than 400 in the Training tile name of Williston with James the army remained in camp two younger one have read of it in dom Is worth more than
or three days longer. During this your histories.
anything else.
School, we are brought face to face with the realization Willis as postmaster. May 28. 1830. time
they broke into Wrather &
Three cheers for your worthy
What this means to
that Murray State is one of the outstanding colleges in the The name of the office was Magness'
store
and
took
most
senator Phillips for his noble stand you is simply this: Our
changed to Murray, with Charles
country. This fact should be a soutce of joy and pride to Curd
everything
they
had
in
,
stock.
for fair dealrepatatian
as postmaster. May 23. 1843.
on that Boot Legger bill. He is
every citizen in the community.
Under the two names there has Wrather & Magness discontinued a worthy son of a noble sire. Blood ing and She same fair
price to all whom we
been a postoffice at Murray for 110 their business there and since the will tell—in men as well as in serve
is your protection
years this May 28. 1940. -and one post office did not pay enough to horses. I knew Phillips' father that the services you
97 years under the name Murray. justify the keeping of the post- and grandfather. Calloway never request will be rendermaster, the office was discontinued produced a finer family.
ed in ith dignity, reverKirksey
The announcement by City Officials that the week of This town was ao named for its July 30. 1864.
Printed worship service programs enee and economy. We
your inquiries at
Invite
April 22 to 27 is designated "Clean-up Week" inMurray founder. Steve Kirksey who. as I In about 1866. Morgan Dunaway have become much more common all times.
will no doubt be appreciated by every patriotic, law-abid- arnde.rstand. was the first to operate built a storehouse about „half a in these latter days than they
businerss there. It was through mile further west where he ope- were when I began to preach.
Sincerely,
ing, civic-minded citizen living in this entire community, •
his efforts that the postoffice was ated a basiness. On February 7, They sometimes produce at least
J. H. Chnrchil:
Furthermore, eVeff person Interested in the progress and established . July 14, • 1871. with 1868, the Coldwater post office was an inward smile. One recently
growth of the town will cooperate with the officials to S: F. Kirksey as postmaster. He resetablished with Morgan Duna- placed - in my hand at church conFuneral Home
the extent of gathering up all the debris from the premises operated a business there several way as postmaster. Mr. Dunaway tained full directions for concert
Telephone 7
years and from there' went to served in this capacity until his readings, prayers, scriptures, etc!.
of his home and place it near the curb where it will be Farmingtan
Murray. Ky.
in Graves
minty deatli in the early seventies. About I noticed just after the offertory
acCessible to the truck drivers..
v.-here he operated a business for that time. W. W. Ezell built a was -AIR." Several - comments
• Murray has a large number of visitors each year, and a few years. From Farmington he store about one-fourth of a mile afterwards indicated that that was
nothing will create a more favorable and lasting impees- went to Mayfield and was a mem- back east of the Dunaway store an appropriate time to call for air.
ber of the Sinn of Bray, Kirksey where he carried on his. business
I can remember when the
• sion of the town on the part of the visitors and thoge and
Co From Mayfield he
and kept the post office a year or preacher held the only hlmn book
driving through than homes and lawns which appear to to Waco. Tex., where it iswent
re- two. He soon sold the bUsiness to at church, read two lines, some
ported he built a woolea mill.
be clean and well -kept.
L. L. Wrather. Wrather operated brother w.ould lead in singing
As I rerhember it was J. R. the business and was post master them, then he would read two
It-is true that a person's surroundings has a decided
On
one occasion
the
\Slather that came._ next after for several years- His son, James more.
•
Kirksey in _business and to W. Wrather. tended the store preacher held the only hymn book
and
post
office.
They
sold their said in the usual nine of voice
..rve as
ter there. I do
,t rernem r others in order. business to G. lkl?. Holland. Mr. "My eyes are ,bad, my specs are
This. office is .still in operation Roland kept the bUsiness and dim. I cannot see to read my
4-eh Mrs. Vjrgie Clark- as post- was 'post master until he died As hymn." The brother who usually
-.istress. Sdme others whom I I remember, it was in the fall of pitched the hymns sang these
oanember
riper. alibis
businesses 1895. Then his son, J. 0. Holland, words and waited for the next
. 'hers were James Hatcher, G. 0. followed him in business and as two lines.
' 7)ancan. Sid Bspach. Myers Nix. post master for a time and then
G
W. Dulaney. Wm. Onlaney. left Coldwater and went West. could get from old-timers about
:)ock Adams. George Marine and
As I remember, it- was T. J Nix Backusburg, it .v.as McNutt &
Terry Cochran at present.
who was next In business and . who Ladd, business men or Mayfield,
Coldwater
had the po§tmastershili until the who first 'operated a store at Back, This postoffice -was so nam
office was discontinued offs/august uslatieg-- with .I.Itte and Rafe Mc'-om a famous spring near where 31- 1907 and the RFD
Our many years of experience in the insurance
established. Nutt tending the store. The store
postoffice was first established.
And while there is no longer a was later sold to Alex Miller and
business plus 'our careful-study of all the various
The -spring was at the foot of a Coldwater post office,
the place Henry Landon and Amos Arminsurance problems make it possible for usto give
,)ill that sloped northward - and is yet known and
called Cold- throng worked for them.
-everal large oak trees were near- water. There are two
yot . better service in the field of insurance.
On November 7, 1873, a post ofgeneral
I was told that Byrd Ezell inores, three churches. a
black- fice was established there under
wrod and live at this place as smith shop, mill.
veterinarian and the narric of Backusqurg with WilWe -coufidentially believe that our experience
,-any as 1845 and maybe earlier. minister and
several others at liam P. Bean as postmaster.
dog this spring out deep and this
afid 'knowledge -of insurance places us in riosition,
I don't have any account of Mr.
aite.
salted it with rock. The water
Bean's ever being in
business
lo offer solution to any problem you may have—
Bachasbare
, dm0 forth in a strong stcaam' and
there
and I suppose he used other
This'place Was so named for its
therefore, we says better insurance service.
1:t was truly cold water..
persons'
stores
to
house
his
post
founder. Asa Backus. It was here
There is no spring at thia point that with -the aid of Zac Thomas office work. Many have been the
Now and there is little or no sign (founder of the Mayfield Woolen businessmen and postmasters ope•
st all of this stream. However, Mills/ that he built' a saw and rating at the burg. The post office
. another spring has apepared quite gritt mill about 1869 or 18711 Asa was , discontinued October 7, 1905
s. ways- from there but ilot ncarsly Baskin sorated the • anill
several and the RDF established.
-.0 strong a stream and, the water- years and then sold 'it to Miles • Of those I remember doing 'busis not Su cool.
,
Dunbar ,and John .Byrd,The late ness there are Ezekel Edwards,
.
. 11 Mts. Byrtf Ezell ter two men owned and - operated .John and- Thomas Hendrix. WillOn June 21
INSURANCE AGENTS
sold this land '80 acres More or the mill for some few, years and iam Beach. . Telmer Cochran. I
was their ...chief think there is a Mr. Riley in 'busito Aka B. Scarbrough -for Ben ,Hendrix
Phone 331
Gatlin Bldg.
5,30000, That same year. Asa B. miller. Andred Draften and oth- ness there at present.
1Sciii6rough ,built a log storehouse ers were connected` with .it. Dun- 'And white there is no mill or
Bonding
:
Casualty
Fire
post office there any more,
and began the operation of a bar & Byrd sold It to the late Jahn
ia.e.ariess place and a postoffice was Keys About 18110.4nd . he moved it Othetwisci its Baekusburg about!
-It Does Make a Difference
,'-tablishi•cl there under the name M the east side of the- county. So
• Who Writes Your Insurance"
as of
1 ,4 cold water. With Asa B. deaf- thus ended the flack pa Mill at
S.Igned
.
., brough as prritmaater, December 9 fhickticburo
isigan Wrather
From infrnatien I
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A Distinct Honor

The

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
lbsynatic Pain Qsickly

Letter to Editor

I'

Important
Facts ...

A Good Influence

Ten Years Ago This Week
roui Our Files
been principal at Faxon for the
few years will swap places,
Mr. Barker having been elected by
the. Reidlaricl board.

The commonwealth's docket for
the April term of Circuit court
In session here this week was
completed Thursday with the trial
of Herbert Rumfelt, charged with
storehouse breaking last year.
The grand jury made its preliminary report Wednesday after-,
noon and returned six indictments,
all for violations of the liquor laws.
Several other true bills are expected to be returned before the
jurors complete their work.

past

Construction involving the expenditure of approximately a third
Of a million dollars foe a library
and a boys dormitory at the Murray State Teachers College was
let by the Board of Regents here
Thursday, April 10.
The Raymond Construction Cornpdny, Bowling Green, was given
•
the general contract on the library
at a bid of $200,763 while the boys
made dormitory was awarded to Hal ,
Preparations are being
here for hearty cooperation Theirs- ,.and Son....s, Fulton. foe_ $89,093,
Ur-of next week. Apr11 24,. with H. Vandevelde at Co., Murray heatthe Kentucky State Fire Preven- ing and plumbing concern, got the
tion Association which will have heating and plumbing contract for
representatives in Murray on that both buildings for a total of 31,700.
date to confer with local business Dabey Electric Company, Paducah
and professional leaders and make was the successful bidder for elecinspection of property. The inspec- trical work in both structures.
tion will be for the purpose of
.40
eliminating useless fire hazards
Despondent over his continued
with the aim in view of reduc- Ill health, Claud Holland. 33, tociae
ing losses and consequently lower- his own life here Mohday night
ing insurance rates.
by drinking an ounce of carbolic
acid in a bottle of soda water at
Prof. Thomas Dubois. present Allbritten's Cafe on Maple street.
principal of Reidland High School, Mr. Holland had been in ill health
McCracken County. was elected for several months. He was a
principal of Faxon High School for patient at the Keys-Houston Clinic
1930-31 term at a meeting of the Hospital and had been given perFaxon school board. Prof. Dubois mission to go out in town for a
and Prof. 0. W. Barker, who has few minutes that night-

Around Paschall
Sehool
We were blessed Sunday with a
beautiful day to attend church services. The Rev. .J. H. Thurman
filled hts regular appointment al
Oak Grove Church and delivered
an interesting sermon to a large
crowd.
Reed Wilson of Detroit. Mich.,
is visiting his mother and other
relativeis here, lie attended church
services at Oak Grove Sunday.
We are very glad to report
"Aunt Missouri" Wilson's able to
be back with us at church again
after' an illness through the winter months.
Miss Ethel Paschall of Murray,
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Page of
Jones Mill were Saturday night
and Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. 0. T. Paschall.
Jess Key happened to a painful
accident Saturday while cutting
wood. The axe slipped and he cut
his thumb. Dr. Hal Houston dressed the wound which required flVe
stitches.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Humphreys
and son Doyle were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Everett
and daughter Opal. Sue Sunday.
The Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thurman were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Manuel Paschall Sunday.
Odie Morris and sons. Charles
and Doyee, did quite a bit of
farm work last week.
Rob Jones and . Holton Byars
were busy last week cutting barn
wood.
Lewis Cosby sewed Jap seed last
week.
Ab Phillips and Buster Paschall
were busy breaking tobacco ground
last week.
Mrs. Hanzy Paschall purchased
a bunch of baby chicks from the
Murray Hatchery Saturday.
Dewey Beale and Noble Lee Orr
visited Charles and Doyee Morris Sunday afternoon.
Emmet Erwin and son Ctrtis
were in the home of 011ie Morris
on business Saturday.
Charlie Cole transacted business
in Hazel Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. One Kuykendall
and familY visited their daughter,
Mrs. Rufe 'Spann and family Sunday.
Charles Doyce and Martha Nell
Morris were guests of their grandmother, Mrs.. hen. Byars Sunday
night, They took care of the stock
while their grandfather . and Inez
spent the night with Mr. and
.
Mrs. J. C. Paschall.
0. T. Paschall recently • built a

I

fenee around his fine garden.
Miss Clot-a - Nance was a latest
of Miss 'Inez Byars last week.
Reed Wilson and his mother.
Mrs. pl. J. Wilson, were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hollin
Jones Saturday. '
We, are glad to report the improvement of Bobble Nell Jones
who has been quite ill. Bobbie
Nell really is thrilled with the
beautiful doll presented to her
Saturday while in Dr. Jones' office by Mrs. Annie Jones. Bobbie has been a brave little girl
through her recent illness.
Miss Dortha Orr is suffering
from an attack of appendicitis
Here's hoping for hen a speedy recovery.-Golden Lock.

Buchanan News
Wayne Wilson of near Jones Mill
visited over the' weekend with
friends near Buchanan. Several of
the young folk from here acccimpanied him home for a while Sunday afternoon_
Mr. and Mrs. Demoy Roberts and
daughter were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Robinson and
children.
Miss Valda Taylor was a weekend guest of Miss Etna Ray and
Doily Buckley.
Several from -this community
went to Paris last week to see.
"Gone with the Wind- at the Gem
Theatre.
Mrs. Prince Robinson and daughter. Charleen. were Monday afternoon callers, of Mrs. Lelon McNutt.
Mr. and Mrs. Cortez Newport
and daughter: Mr. and Mrs. Hardeman Bucy' and children. and Mr.
and Mrs. Noah Wheatley visited
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Holt and family
Sunday.
Miss Frances Osbron visited Miss
Drue Nelle Robinson Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Prince visited
relatives in Paris Saturday night
and Sunday.
ree• and Mrs. Dorsey Roberts and
son visited Friday night with Mr.
and Mrs. Tommy Jackson and son.
Miss Clarice Gamblin was in
Paris Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Novis Henry and
son and Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Henry
a.daughter, all of Nashville, recently visited in the home of their
father, Will Henry. and family.
'
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Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

IT has been a long, cold Winter... but we believe
Spring is Finally Here. We've Been Saving Some
of Best

BETTER
INSURANCE
SERVICE!

SPRING BARGAINS
For You. Come in and Look 'em Over
•

Muslin Sheets
Spring Iirocks
Cottons (Washable)
Sheers, Prints
Charming Hats
Lingeries—
In Fact—We Have
Pretty Blouses
Hosiery, Bags
Everything You Pumps, Sandals
Wear for Spring

Frazee & Melugin
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1.00
1.00 J. B. Robertson
Citizen, Dr. Walter Russell LainTheda Wilkins
• ment in the fields of Education.
100
but h." was the subject for the
1.00 Dr. Dorfman
Conrad Jones .
Health and Sanitation, and charity
1 00
Murray
Auto
Parts
LOO
aft,
rnoon with Mrs. F. E. CrawJerry Hammock
work.
1.00
1.00 Lloyd Workman
ford discussing his work in Africa.
A Friend
Tea was served, and the cake
5.40
Student Contribution Boxes _ 20.33 TVA Land Acq. Office
Saturday. April te
A playlet on z'Founding the Miswas cut by Mrs. Lovett, each mem17.81
Contribution Boxes
Mrs. E. P. Phillips will be sion in Africa" was presented by
Murray Citizens
ber as she was served contributare
the
names
of
Listed
below
25.00
hostess to the Magazine Club at Mrs. A. F. Doran. Mrs. W. A. Bell
5.00 Young Bus. Men's Club ___
ing to the Foundation Fund of the
contributed as Harry Sledd
Out of Town Contributors
2:30 p. m. at the home of Mrs. and MU. Loren Adams.
The the individuals who
5.00
National Federation.
much as a dollar. Other contribu- Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.
Phillips
V.
A.
(Bill)
E. A. Tucker.
meeting was dismissed by Mrs.
5.00
• ••••
tions are listed as contribution box. P. B. Gholson
500
Princeton, Ky.
Monday, April 22
Bishop.
5.00
Luther Robertson
College and Training
MacDowel) Music Club
5.00 Mrs. M. G. Moore,
The Monday afternoon bridge
W. M. Paciunan
enjoyed
members
Twenty-four
School
Faculty
3.00
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Meets Saturday Afternoon
5.00
Hart
club will meet with Mrs. B. F. 'the dainty party plate which was W. J. Caplinger
$25.00 George
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
The MacDowell Music Club met Scherffius.
5.00 E. G. Bension,
Bill Swann
of
the
served
conclusion
at
the
25.00
A
Friend
Ky.
2.00
Central
City.
home
Saturday afternoon at the
5.00
afternoon each week.
15.00 A. D. Butterworth
program..
Clara Rimmer
of Miss Louise Putnam with Misses
5.00 W. P. Hummel,
The Book Group of the AAUW
_ 10.00 Torn Stokes
C. M Graham
5.00
Paducah, Ky.
Marjorie Fooshee and Elizabeth will meet at 7:30 o'clock at the
Thurman
5.00
J.
H.
Rev.
10.00
Mrs. Hendon Is Club Hostess
Lora Frisby
Rhea Finney assisting in the host- home of Mrs. J. W. Carr.
5.00
A. B. Beale & Son
10.00
entertained
Clifton
Thurman
Mrs.
Carnie
Hendon
$627.19
ess duties.
5.00
Wednesday, April 24
10.00 J. H. Churchill Fun. Home
members of her bridge club and Mayrne Whitnell
Other contributions will be listed
5.00
The following program was preMrs. Hal Houston will be hostess three additional guests. Mrs. fie .Nadine Overall
10.00 Bank of Murray
at
a
later
date.
5.00
sented: Paper, The Polonaise, Mar- to the Wednesday afternoon bridge
10-00 J. D. Ahart
bert Dunn, Mrs. 'Ardell Knight, Nellie M. Wyman
3:50
The Murray Woman's Club met ganization which took place in 1910. jorie Foshee; piano duet, Woodland club at two-thirty o'clock.
10.00 Mason Ross
Dr. J. W. Carr
Jr.,
TuesBurgess
Parker,
and
Mrs.
3.50
Sketches by MacDowell, Barbara
10.00 Curt Jones
at the home of Mri. Herschel Corn It was at this time that they Diuguid and Marian Sharborough;
day morning at her home on Olive A. Carman
3.00
and
Smith
Stokes
10.03
Thursday afternoon, April 11, to adopted the motto, "Another Round Musical Current Events, Martha Alderdice-Farris
Sireet. Mrs. Hebert Dunn received Dr. G. T. Hicks
Crawford
3.00
F.
E.
Dr.
5.00
Brock
was
suggested
Ola
Higher,'
which
-A
Mrs.
Joe
celebrate the fiftieth anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Alderdice the high score prize and
3.00
Murray Food Market
Lou Guier; piano duet, Morning
5.00
Trousdale
hlattie
• of the National Federation of by Miss Reubie Wear.
prize.
marHouston
the
travel
2.50
by Grieg, Virginia Nell Wilford of Farmington announce the
5.00 T. Waldrop
Ruby Smith
Th9 fallowirs&-persoas were, Act _
uslc. de- and-uarian
Women's Clatat, and the thirty- _ Sheatly,_ after _tbja te_m_.
stage of their daughter. Miss- Annie
Refreshments were served5.00
Ruth Hepburn
.50 mitted to the Mason Memorial Hos
2
fifth anniversary of the local club. partment was organized, to funcAlderdice.
to
Mr.
Alva
Farris
of
Conclusien
of
the
game.
Coal
&
Ice
followed
the
proMurray
Con.
A social hour
5.00
Hampton
Brooks
2 50 pital this week:
••• • •
Preceding the program in corn- tion as a separate group. Those gram during which the hostesses Brown's Grove.
5.00 Murray Garment Co.
Caroline Wingo
2.25 I Mrs. Will Chester. Murray: S. W.
party plate. .
The wedding ceremony was per- Book And Thimble Club
cemoration of these events, a bus- depicting this scene were Mrs. G. served a dainty
5.00 Graham and Sackson
Louise Davis
Hickok, Murray; Mrs. Evan Gar•
•
•
•
0
2.00
Thurman
R.
H.
formed Sunday morning. April 7,
Holds Meeting
iness session was conducted by B. Scott, Mrs. George Gatlin and
Maryelle Johnson
5.00
2.00 rett, Murray; Mrs. Clint Lee, McMusic Club Hears Program
in the home of the officiating min'
the. chairman, Mrs. Joe T. Lovett. Mrs. Joe T. Parker. .
'rho Book and Thimble Club Alice Keys
5.00 Preston Holland
2.00 Kenzie, Tenn.; Mrs. Miriam Holton,
On Impressionism
ister, Rev. Edgar Farris, at Cottage nit Wednesday afternoon, April' Carrie Allison
The next scene showed a comMrs. E. B. Houston, chairman of
5.00 Tom McElrath
2.00 Murray; Mrs. C. A. Russell, DecaThe home of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Grove, Tenn.
the legislative committee, read mittee meeting held in 1913 at
10. with Mrs. Charlie Hale. .The Jim Moore
5.00 Wells Overbey
2.00 tur, Ga.; Mrs. M. V. Franklin, Goldrecommendations for changes in the home of Mrs. J. D. Sexton at Sexton was opened Tuesday even- , For, her wedding, Mrs. Farris rooms held lovely bouquets of W. M. Caudill
5.00 Jack Sharborough
2.00 en Pond; Mrs. Walter Smith, Mur5.00 Pink Curd
the constiution and by-laws which which thne Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, ing for the regular meeting of the wore 'a dress of pastel blue and spring flowers, and- -needlework Dr. Charles H. Hire
2.00 ray; J. K. Cantrell, Crider; Orlena
tsances
SexFenton
with
Miss
J.
Music
Club
Harry
Attendants
were
accessories.
5.00
Price Doyle
navy
were tabled to be voted on at the baby Tom
Rowlett, and Mrs.
and,conversation Were enjoyed.
Putnam and Miss Mr. and Mrs. Julian Jordan and
Jackson Purchase Oil Co. _ _. 2.00 Guerin, Murray; Baby Kindl (col.),
R.
ton.
Mrs.
L.
5.00
Allison
Brown
the
for
the
purserved
by
May meeting. Delegates to the Swann were present
A party plate was
2.00 Murray; Mrs. Bill Swann, Murray;
Clayton Beale as hostesses.
Forrest Pogue
;ars. Edgar Farris and son.
5.00 Laverne Wallis
state convention to be held in pose of discussing the entrance of Lula
hostess.. •
2.00 Jas. Rogers, Oakton; Macon Miller,
Hafford Parker
Mrs. G. B. 8cott presided over
Fred
Gingles
5.00
will
be
held
Louisville on May 8, 9, and 10 the Home Economics Group into
meeting
The
next
trip
wedding
a
short
Following
2.00 Hazel; Mrs. T. M. Travis, Golden
the business session. Officers electL. C. Fowler
5.00 Burnette Waterfield
were elected as follows: Mrs. Hall the Woman's Club. A later scene for next year were Mrs. Scott, in the South., Mr. and Mrs. Farris with Mrs. Herman Ross.
2.00 Pond.
Lumber
Co.
Murray
•
•
•
•
Carlisle Cutchin ..
5.00
The following patients were disRood, Mrs. E. J. Beale, Mrs. A. F. in this sequence showed Mrs. H. chairman; Mrs. A. F. Yancey. vice- will make their home in Brown's
2.00
Kerby Jennings
Rue
Beale
5.00
Doran, Mrs. Joe T. Lovett and B. Bailey, Mrs. Rainey T. Wells chairman; arid Mrs. G. T. Hicks, Grove.
C. M. Hood Is Honored
2.00 charge from the hospital this week:
Gingles Wallis
Max
Carman
5.00
Mrs. Burlin Pullin, Murray; S.
Mrs. G. B. Scott. Alternates elect- and Mrs. B. F. Berry discussing treasurer.
On Birthday
2.00
5.00 Vernon Hale
ed were Mrs. C. L. Sharborough, the work of this group before it
C.'M. Hood, whose seventy-fifth Mrs. Leslie Putnam
2.00 W. Hickok, Murray; 3. H. Parks,
J. E. Littleton
The topic for study was "Impres- Sinking Springs WMU
Lillian
Waters
4.00
Mrs. Evan Garrett, MurMurray;
April
10th
Met
April
16,
birthday was on Tuesday.
Mrs. Fred Gingles, Mrs. W. J. Cap- joined the larger club. This was sionism". The leader, Mrs. G. T.
2.00
3.00 Loren Adams
The WMU Society of the Sinking was given a surprise party in Cleo Gillis Hester
linger, Mrs. George Hart and Mrs. the beginning of the Home De- Hicks, told of the beginning of the
2.00 ray; Mrs. Ivis Pinson, Trezevant,
Mrs. C. L. Sharborough
A.
F.
Yancey
2.50
H. I. Sledd.
partment.
2.00 Tenn.; Mrs. Gussie Wyatt, Benton;
impressionistic school in art, illus- Springs Baptist church met at the honor of the occasion on Tuesday W. J. Gibson
2.50 E. S. Diuguid
'church on. April 10th with, nine
2.00 Harding Galloway, Murray; Mrs.
The Delta -Department presented trating with paintings- by Revoir. members and two new members evening at the home of his daugh- Walter Blackburn
Mrs. Lovett gave a brief history
2.50 Shroat Bros.
The
L.
Jones.
2.00 C. A. Russell, Decatur, Ga.: Mrs.
Mrs.
John
ter.
Cochran
impressionistic
poems
J.
T.
two
She
read
of the National Federation which a review of their thirteen years
Evelyn Linn
,.___ 2.50
present.
1.50 Bill Swann, Murray; Mrs. Miriam
with
a
prohome
was-decorated
Lassiter
illustrated
Price
Sandburg,
and
Carl
by
ago
in
was organized fifty years
in the club with Mrs. George
P. W. Ordway
2.50
the leader- fnsion of spring flowers, and an G. C. Ashcraft
1.50 Holton, Murray; Mrs. Wiley Hatmeeting,
under
The
Corn
"The
H.
C.
in
music
with
impressionism
has
which
Mrs.
York
City,
and
Mrs..
Ronald
Churchill,
New
Hart,
2.00
1.00 field, New Concord; Rudy Hutson,
Debussy. ship of the president. Mrs. J. B. informal evening was spent.
Betty Hays
2.00 Rudy Albritton
grown from a small group 6f Foreman Graham and Mrs. Roy Sunken Cathedral" by
1.00 Paris Tenn.
was opened with the theme
Hugh Melugin
Mr. Hood received many nice Thelma Glascock
sixty-nine clubs to fifteen thousand Farmer .discussipg the history of Following this discussion Miss Hel- Boyd,
1.00
Miss Elea- song, "How, Firm a Foandation", gifts, and two .large birthday cakes Tennie Breckenridge
2.00 Marian Sharborough
clubs at the present time. An- the Deltas from the time their en- en Hire, accompanied by
1.00
followed by prayer.
with an ice course made the de- Grace Wyatt
2.00 Bessie Outland
nouncement was made that on trance into the club in 41927 to th4 nor Hire at the piano, played two
1.00
violin numbers by Block, an AmeriDevotional reading, Gen. 3:8-19, lightful refreshments' which were Mary Elizabeth Crass
2.00 I. H. Key
April. 24 from two to two-thirty present.
1.00
can composer of the impressionistic 1 Cor. 15:45-58, by the president; served.
•
Dr. Alfred Wolfson __
2.00 Claud Brown
o'clock over a national hook-up
1
The latest addition to the club school. C. R. McGavern concluded prayer; song, "Jesus Saves".
Waters
1.00
Neva
Mrs. Linda Simmons of near
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Jane Haseldon
1.50
national officers may be heard was the Garden Club which be- the prgoram with "Gardens in the
Washam
1.00 Macedonia spent a few days with
Robert
W.
E.
Hutton
of
C.
M.
Hood,
Mrs.
Marvin
Wrather
a
1.25
giv-,
"sere
Interesting
discussions
celebrating this event.
came a separate department in Rain"- by Debussy.
Outland
1.00
Dallas
Mr.
and Mrs. Monkey Stubfield
- 1.00
en ,as follows: "God's Standard", Dickson, Tenn., Mrs. Everett Hol- Dr. Ploy Robbing
1.00 last week.
The history of the local club 1936 after functioning for one year
A pretty party plate was served Margie Wilkerson; "God's Standard land of Memphis, Mr. and Mrs. Ruth Sexton
1.00 Ambrose _Tea Room
1.00
Sorry to hear of the illness of
was depicted with a program of as a branch of the Home Depart- by the hostesses. Guests of the for Each Individual". Mrs. Eurie Boyd Wear. Ralph Wear, Charlotte -Lillian Hollowell
1.00 Max Hurt
▪
"' 1.00 Mrs. Frank Lax of near Concord.
clever skits, the characters dress- ment. The history of this group club were Mrs. Jack Beale and Warren; "God's Standard for the and Jacqueline Wear, Mr. and F. D. Mellen
1.00 Lloyd Albritton
1.00
Riley's
Grocery
Mrs. Cleave. Lax and daughter,
Cook.
ed in costumes approVelate to the was presented by Mrs. John Ryan Mrs. T. P.
1.00
Home-, Wilma Hartsfleld; "Fight- Mrs..Gainett Jones, Garnett Hood E B. Howton
1.00 Betty Jo, of near Macedonia, are
In the and Mrs. N. P. Hutson.
time they represented.
1.00 Frank Holcomb
ing the Liquor Traffic", Mrs. Con- Jones, and Mr. and Mrs. John L. F. P. Inglis
1.00 spending a few days this week
William Fox
year 1905 eight young women of
1.00 Charlie Grogan
The soothing refrain, "Throw Ladies' Aid
nie Armstrong; suggsetions for fu- Jones.
1.00 with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lax near
Has Luncheon
Joe Garton
Murray formed the "As You Like Another Log . on the Fire," closed
1.00 R. F.. Kelley
ture work; benediction.
Young
1.00 Concord.
Members of the Ladies' Aid of the
Frances Jones
1.00 Boatwright and
It Club" which was the neucleus the pages of history -which had
Mrs.
Watkins
Entertains
orfor
the
under
way
are
Plans
_
1.00
Stubblefield,
Jr.
Vernon
Mrs. Clay McClure is quite ill at
Sara Henderson
1.00
of the present Woman's Club, later been turning before the eyes of First Christian Church had a lunch- ganization of a Sunbeam Band. We
Stitch And nuttier Club
1.00 this writing.
Oscar Skaggs
Oneida
Wear
1.00
becoming the Alpha Department. those gathered for the purpose of eon Wednesday at the home of Mrs. heartily urge every mother to come
Mrs. Lena Watkins was hostess
-Way Barber Shop
1.00
Mr. and Mrs. Bill. Simmons and
Havens. Co-hostseses were Mrs.
Suzanne Snook
1.00 White
They were Miss Maude Cook (Mrs. celebrating the thirty-fifth birth1.00 son, Brooks, spent Monday with
Otis Churchill, Mrs. Annie Wear, 1 and bring the little Sunbeams, that last Thursday afternoon to the
1.00 Ctladys Scott
Flavious Martin of Mayfield), Miss day of the Woman's Club. The Mrs. 'R. L. Wade and Mrs. R. M.'they may have the enjoyment of Stitch and Chatter Club. Only Jim Strader
Louise Turner - '
1.00 Mr. and Mrs. David Hudson in
Kate Diuguid (Mrs. Kate Kirk). musical background for the entire Pollard.
Training School Students
while members were present and an ininstructiga.; entertainment
Veneta Sexton
1.00 Tennesse.e
Mies Belty Thornton, Miss Hattie program was furnished by Mrs..
Junior Class
6.25 Rev. Lax
1.00
"Aunt Sallie" Burton of near
A nice sum was raised for a pro- you have the •joy of helping some- formal afteraoon was spent.
Cook (Mrs. E. J. Beale). Miss Gray L. J. Hortin, Mrs. Gingles Wallis ject sponsored by the Ladies' Aid. one in need.
A dainty party plate was served Sophomore Class
1.00 New Concord, Is rather ill at this
C. A. Hale
Freshman
Class
6.00
Gatlin (Mrs. W. S. Swann). ,Miss and Mrs. Hall Hood.
1.00 writing. We wish for her a
by the hostess.
H. B. Bailey
There were 33 present.
Eighth Grade
7.00 C. C. Hughes
•••• •
Mary_ Diuguid (Mrs. Walter Taylor
1.00 speedy recovery.
presented bronze
Wallace 'Gordon Is
Mrs. Lovett
Seventh
Grade
8.45
,of Waihington, D. C.), Mrs. John medals to Ms. W. S. Swann and UDC MEETS
Party
Jack
Farmer
1.00
Given
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Suiter of St.
Those from this vicinity who
McF,Jratb, now of Nashville, and Mrs. E. J. Beale as "Pioneer
0. B. Boone
1.00 were in Murray Saturday were
College Students
Misses Nancy Wbitnell and Mar- Louis are spending their vacation
At Mrs. Overbey's
.
Mrs. 0. J. Jennings.
5.00 Mrs. Mayme R. Hughes
1.00 Clay McClure, Rattan Lewis, Alon
Women" of the club, they having
Mrs. B. W. Overbey, Mrs. George jorie DePriest were hostesses Fri- in the home. of Mr. Suiter's mother, Ruth Fulton
1.00 McClure, Cleave and John Lax,
1.00 A. B. Austin
Ushered in by the soft strains been active members since its or- Hart and Mrs. Zelna Carter were day evening, April 5, at a picnic Mrs. John Suiterefiear Lynn Grove. Tennie Rogers
1.00
1.00 Dewey Patterson
Misses Susan and Velma Lax and
hostesses yesterday afternoon at and weiner roast at Hale's Springs Another son, Harley Suiter of De- •Sanford Davis
of "Memories,",the program open- ganization in 1905.
Wesley
Kemper
1.00 friends went to the Tennessee river
1.00
troit, is also spending a few days Thomas Henche
An impressive candle lighting the home of the former for the in honor of Wallace Gordon.
ed with a group of ladies gowned
Waylon
1.00
Rayburn
Herron
West
1.00
Sunday.
-"Curly Top".
visiting
his
mother.
Those present were Wallace GorIn the latest Mode of the year service followed. The huge three- regular meeting of the UDC.
The business session was con- don, Bob Irvan, Ophie Paschall,
1907 gath earl together to discuss tiered birthday cake, embossed in
the entranc. of the "As You Like great' and white, formed the cen- ducted by Mrs. W. P. Roberts and Sidney Williams, Jamie Hopper,
the program consisted of a round Martha Robertson, Harry Douglas.
It Club" into the Woman's Club. tral decoration on the- beautifully
Johnson, Herbert Lax,
Mrs. Hall table discussion of the work of the Georgia
These ladles were Miss Reubie appointed tea table.
DRUG STORE FOR LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN
REMEMBER -THE
Jean Chambers, Hal Kingins, Jane
Wear, Mrs. W. S. Swann and Mrs. Hood, in-coming president of the UDC.
A
dainty
party
plate
was
served
Neiswanger and the hostesses.
E. J. Beale. The same group, with Woman's Club, lighted the first by the hostesses.
• ••••
an additional member, Mrs. .t.. A. candle for the future. Following
B. And P.W. Members Attend
Bishop. discussed the federation this, forty-five candles were light- Virgil Robertson
Birthday Banquet In Mayfield
of the club with the--national or- ed, each for a step of achieveIs Given Party
The Business and Professional
James Dale Cloption entertained
Women's
Club of Mayfield celewith a party Tuesday evening at
its eighteenth birthday
Millions of thrifty shoppers throughout the country are fast
his home in honor of Virgil Robert- brated
Sunday. April 14, with a banquet,
friends of this gigantic drug store merchandising event. We
son.
Games and dancing were enjoyed followed by a very interesting prowant more friends for Rexall Products-so, as our way of
during the evening and delightful gram, at the Hall Hotel. A mesadvertising we offer the almost unbelievable values you see
sage was given by the state presirefreshments were served.
here. They're all bona fide, first-quality values. On special
The guest list included Misses dent, Miss Ruth Koch, and the
occasions during the year we offer a few of these items at
Mayme Ryan. Marjorie Shroat, Jo principal address "-Was given by
prices lower than the regular list prices. But at no time do
Crass, Martha Robertson, Mary Superintendent of City Schools.
Elizabeth Crass. Nancy Whitnell, K. R. Patterson.
we offer this merchandise at such rock-bottom prices as during
Those from Murray attending the
Frances Sledd. and J. Buddr.Farmthis sale. Some of the candy, pure food items, and occasionally
er. Bud Harbin, Henry Fulton, Rob meeting were Mrs. Pearl Miller,
another item or two that may not have a standard retail price
Rule, Hugh Greg Erwin. G. W. Mrs. Faith Doran, Mrs. Calista Butare offered on this sale at special prices, but not on the One
Gardner, T. B. Boggess, Jack Dur- terworth Jones, Mrs. Price Lassiick, Red Pearson, Virgil Robertson, ter. Mrs. Laurine Doran, Mrs. Nell
Cent Sale Plan. Be here early!
and the host.
Thompson Miller, Misses Virginia
Irvan and Katie Martin.
•• • • •
Mrs. Purdom Entertains
Entre Nous Club
Club Meets With Mrs. Cotham
Two FOR THE PRICE OF ONE PLUS ONE CENT • •
Mrs. Wells Purdom was hostess
Mrs. Freed Cotham was at home
yestreday afternoon to the Entre to her bridge club last Thursday
Nous Club. Needlework and con- morning.
Mrs. Johnnie Parker
versation made diversion and a de- wOn the prize for high score, and
4free with every
Purchase
lightful salad plate was served.
Mrs. Tom Turner the travel prize.
Guests included members and
yz LB.
The hostess served delightful
CHOCOLATES
Mrs. Rainey T. - Wells of Omaha, refreshments.
Neb., and Mrs. Joe T. Lovett.
YOUR FAVORITE CANDY
Witch th• newspapers and our
Only members were present.
•••••
windows for latest news on our big radio
•••• •
ONLY AS LONG AS THEY LAST
Woodmen Circle
Glen Gray and the Casa Loma Orshow-featuring
Missionary Circles Study Life
Meets April 11
chestra, Tony Merlin, tit* Three Rogues and other fop
Of Bishop Lambuth
Murray Grove 128 of the Supreme
notch radio stars. The big show of the year.
Circle number one of the Alice
Forest Woodmen Circle held its
Societe, met
THESE ARE SAMPLES
Ladies' dad Men's
regular monthly meeting in the Waters Missionary
Black Acetate
13usiness and Professional Women's Tuesday afternoon at the home of
OF BIG VALUES
FIRST 774a Al'
club room in the People's Bank Mrs. J. D. Hamilton withfMrs. 0.
3cmew
=
M.
Carbin
and
Mrs.
W.
4W.,
Cole
29c Klenzo
building at 7:30 p. m.. April 11.
CENTSALE
11,0#f
ONLY AS SONS AS THEY UST
Mrs. Mayme Hurt, guardian pre- assisting hostesses.
SHAVING CREAM 2 for 30e
Face Powder or Cream. Another big special
Mrs.
G.
T.
Hieks
presided
in
the
sided oVer the business session at
Lone Harmonized
we're been able to g•ll you for this One Cent
which Mrs. Thelma Bailey's name absence of the chairman and led
60c Size 8 oz. Jar Stag
"Ii•••
Sale. You've really got to see these
was presented for membership and the devotional. Mrs. C. A. Hale
CREAM
2
for
BRUSHLESS
61e
wsis favorably approved by the was program leader for the afteritems to opprocist• its Iraq value.
for
study
was
noon,
and
the
topic
members present. Fourteen offic25c Size Cigarette Case
ers and members including Mrs. "The Life and Work of Bishop
040ICE OF arb for
Style Stag
Mrs.
Kittie Fooshee of Golden Pond, Walter Russell Lambuth."
5 SHADES sir
POWDER FOR MEN 2 for 26e
Hale, .Mrs.. Genie Bedwell and
were present.
THE 7szall ston
THE AMR STORE
An announcement was made con- Mrs. L. M."Callis took part in the'
75e Size 6 oz. Stag
cerning the district meeting of discussion.
MAGIC HOUR SPECIALS
Woodmen Circle Groves in PaduDelightful
2 for 76e
refreshments
were
VEGETAL LILAC
FOR HAIR AND SCALP
cah on May 25, The Murray Grove served to the eighteen members
WEDNESDAY ONLY AS IONS AS THEY tAST
Lavender
Size
made plans to take the local drill present. 75c
Priscilla
6 cakis in a pkg.
7Sc Sae Stag
team which will assist in the ritualSHAVING LOTION 2 for 76e
NOW
HAIR AND SCALP TONIC.
2 for 76c
istic work in which representatives
Mrs. Bob Gatlin opened her
coke.-boalstitel,
6
Site s oz. Harmony
from approximately 15
35e
nearby home for the meeting of Circle two
014
Wive
perfiesed, Soft,
tl‘
Morgan Lock Knit usse
towns will participate. About 20 and was asisted in entertaining
2 for 36e
BAY RUM
leffier. Eerie Wed re yew Ale. A
members of the Murray Grove are by Mrs. W. L. Whitraell and Mrs.
.1St,
Owil• tow ••/• Sr•ead•Aiwum
40,91;.t7.‘ va,,Ne
for
soc Sin Petroleum
expected to attend. Mrs. Flossie Willie Linn.
2
THURSDAY ONLY AS LONG AS THEY LAST
2 for 51e
HAIR RUB
Hughes was elected assistant capMrs. Joe Baker 'conducted the
Medford White Vellum Gardenia Glorifying Cream
tain to aid Mrs. Lucy Coleman. business and devotional period.
2Se Size
captain in preparaton for the team Mrs. Solon .Higqins reported on
NOW2w
•
2 for 26e
Istartel's HAIR OIL
50e Still
work at the dstrict convention.
2for
the topic for study, "The Life
Th. Heves, valve in socially ear.
•• • ••
sod, sip-tc.-6.• stationery yee're
and Work of Bishop Lan-Muth."
We,have other makes of watches
I..,, lea tone time et sheen white
Jessie Houston Service
A social hour followed during
AA&
pwi.
leow Po match, thaf
Liere
Club Meets
which the hostesses served deAs a ossasnmpa
Elgin- Westfield-Hamilton
The Officers Service Club of the
46, REGULAR 3Re SIZE TURES
lightful refreshments. '
Woodmen Circle met in 'the club
FRIDAY ONLY AS LONG AS THEY LAST
There were seventeen members
0_11P MILK OF MAGNESIA
room 'on Tuesday night, April 9,
4
GIANT
Sin
present.
8 cakes Toilet Soap 4 BATH SIZE
at 7 o'clock. Plans were made relaTOOTH PASTE
45e I 02, Purefest
tive to the representation to be
4 composition
A.4,
Also, many other suitable graduation gifts
CASTOR OIL
2 for 46e
The
meeting
of
Circle
three
was
L. s•ohi
sent to the District Convention at
410
coasters
$1.00 Pig. of I/0 Pentad
at reasonable prices.
held
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
L.
R.
Paducah on May 25.
is.svr.*air tea e..•A••••• 4111W RV"
COD LIVER OIL
The Murray Grove has the eteneind Putnam with Mrs. E. W. Riley and
CONCENTRATE TABS
SATURDAY ONLY AS LONG AS THEY LAST
largest membership of all groves in Mrs. Carlisle Cuicliin as co-host2 for $1.01
1110 err. said rr 001•• ar re- Ca* rift 1-10 el ••• awl
I Miss Holiday Fee, Pewder All4 kr
the district which includes all of esses.
Al Orli Primal ford r• Irer-11001 0•••••••• el 1••••••0•0
IGe Sin 4 oe- Porefest
The meeting opened with a song
I Mess Holiday Groom
the counties west of the Tennessee
EPSOM SALT
2 for lie
river. The membership of the Mur- and prayer, Med Mrs. C. A. Bishop
2 KIS. Cense Podia %sums $1°1
Punted
*se
sit*
Mrs. E. B. Houston
ray grove is approximately no. presiding.
Awkr ear **le As a 6..*Ar••••4
Mrs. Lois WAterfield, diatrict man- conducted ;the Bible study on the
eget, attended the Service Club. Pic 'The Book in the Making."
ALL REXALL PRODUCTS SOLD ON A MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION
meeting.
"Birthright Missionary and .World
MRS. HARRY I. SLE.DD, Editor
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tat Science department of Murray funeral of their mother, Mrs.
State Teachers College accompan- Felix Denham.
ied by Miss Martha Jones of ClinTorn Ttulibow. who is attendton. Miss Mary Anna Jenkins of ing school in Memphis, Teen
Greenville. Paul Abell of Paducah. spent the week-end in Hazel with
Austin Adkinson of Carrollton. and his parents._
Edd Kellow of Hardin. attended
Mrs R B Chrism= ef pub ,
the Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
Association in Richmond, Ky.. Fri- was in Hazel Monday to visit her
mother. Mrs. Wm. MOM and sisMr and hare R. D. Langston and Watters in Kenton. Tenn. She was day and Saturday, April 12 and 13.
Miss Neva Gray Langston spent accompanied home Monday by Roy She was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. ter. Mrs Bei tha Maddox.
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Neely spent
Sunday visiting Mit Lang,stons Cheatam. who returned to Kenton C. S. Lowry in Lexington for the
afternoon near Milan
weeketfd.
Sunday
sister Mrs. V. T. Barnes in Fort after a short _Visit.
Henry. Tenn.
Mrs. Mary Ltd McCoy Hall of Tenn , visitus.g relatives.
Mrs. Shelby Davis, who has been
Mr. a z €1 Mrs. Charlie Wilson
Mrs. Harold Shaw of State Line, doing social work for the WPA. has North Fourth ,street, is a patient
Kentucky is venting her sister. Mrs. been transferred from the Graves in the Illinois Central Hospital at and baby Charlene. were Milan
LaVerne Willis, and other relatives. County Referal'Agency to the Mc- Padurah where she is convalescing visitors Sunday afternoon.
C. W. Denham and W. H. Miller
Cracken County Agency with head- from an operation in oral surgery.
here Una week.
Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Keilly and quarters in Paducah., Mrs. Davis. She is expected to return to her were in Paducah Sunday to attend
Legion program.
home
by
the
a
last
of
the
week.
son. Roger. of Champaign, Ill.. Vif- Mrs. Katie Mott Meredith and Mrs.
Miss Rose Mary Codell of WinMiss Marelle Orr and mother.
ited Mrs. Keilly's sister. Mrs. Will Hub Dunn attended the conference
chester. Ky.. and a member of the Mrs. Maud Orr, .Mr. and Mrs. C.
Moore Beale in the home of Mrs. held in Paducah Saturday.
Mrs. W. A. Guthrie On the Lynn .Home Economics faculty of Mur- C Orr and Calvin Orr West.
Jack Beale of West Olive over the
weekend. Mrs. Beale returned to Grove highway is ill with neuritis. ray State Teachers College, was a vent Sunday as guests of Mr. and
Mr. and Mist. Frank Brisidine of patient in the Keys-Houston Clinic Mrs. Ottis Damen of near KirkChampaign with them for a two
Detroit. Mich.. announce the arriv- Hospital last week and this week sey.
weeks visa.
has been renleeti _to her home In .--31.c&-Eald-Shaeklallord At_ the
.14es. ..,1.__4a4 Jenkins. wit of
...a.—a daudl= ala
incheitel. She is -reporteddning Green Plain section. spent Friday
rs.nirisidine is the daughter of
the Murray Methodist Church pasin Hazel as guest of her aunt.
tor. was carried to the Clinic last Income Accountant. T. L. McNutt, nicety.
Oda McDaniel has returned from Mrs. Osbron.
Monday morning. suffering with a in Murray at the present time.
Mrs. Ralph Penn of Martin, a two day tour of the oil fields and
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Daily and
severe case of asthma
baby. Peel Jr., and Gwyn spent
Dr. and Mrs. J C. Barr of Clarks- Tenn_ was the weekend guest of refineries in southern Illinois.
relatives
in
Murray.
ville. Tenn.. are spending several
Mr. and. Mrs. J. B. Littleton of Wednesday in Paducah visiting
Mr, and Mrs. Roger Caplinger of
days this week as the guests of
Murray and Hazel have been in St. relatives.
Mrs E. B. Ludwick while attend- New York City were weekend Louis this week on a business trip.
Mrs. Maggie Sanders -Hicks of
. Lsbyteraa Oasts of his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
ing the meeting of the I
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Overbey of Akron, 0.. is in Hazel visiting her
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Blackburn W. J. Caplinger.
sister.
Mrs. Elishia Clayton.
Mrs:. Hall Hood returned Monday West Main St., had as their guests _Rev. Brent
are spending the spring vacation
Clayton and family
weekend
over
the
Mr.
C.
and
Mrs.
front
Ringold,
La..
where
she
spent
in Champaign. 111. of Milan. Tenn.. were in Hazel
Meridian.
Luter
Mrs;
a
Miss.;
•
several
days
with
her
mother.
Chifor
Tuesday
Scott
left
.. . G. B.
E S Maxedon. Jackson, Tenn.. and Tuesday to visit relatives.
cago to attend the ,National Dry Mrs. Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Clayton of
Mr. arid Mrs. John D. Rather and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lurnsden of
Milk Institute at the Edgewater
little son left Saturday for visits Essex. Mo. Mrs. Overbey has just Cottage Grove, Tenn., were it.
Beach Hotel.
from an extended visit, in Hazel over the week-end to visit
Mrs. H. C. Curry and daugater. with relatives in Marietta. Ga.. returned
. '
relatives.
the South_
,
Ann. are guests of relatives in Birmingham and Boothton.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Swann were
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Keys left
Selma. Ala.
Dr. and Mrs. Hal Houston had as guests Sunday of her parents. Mr Saturday morning for their home
in Amarillo. Texas. after a short
their guests Sunday Miss Laura and Mrs. Baird in Barlow.
Mrs. W. E. Hutton of Dickson. visit with Dr. Keys' mother, Mrs.
RuUer, Miss Lod'die Has.sman. BurTenn,
and
John
Mrs.
Keys.
.
Everett Holland of
gess Scott and Joe Matchell. all of
.The following patient:. . were adMemphis. were guests this week of
Paducah.
Mrs. Gingles Wallis and Mrs. Roy
Mrs. Dick Hagan returried Sat- their father, C. adt•Hood, and Mrs. Farmer shopped in Paducah Mon- mitted to the Keys-Houston Clinic
Hospital this week:
urday to her house in Elizabethtown
day.
.
Earle Feezor. Benton, Bryan Bak11r
d.
. and Mrs. Curtis Hubbs and
after a visit with Mrs. W H Graves 14°
Mr.
Frank
and
Albert
Mrs.
Stuber.
*Lynn Grove: Mrs. Eldon Tucker,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Cletus Hubbs . and
and Miss Margaret Graves. She
blefield of Louisville speht Tueswas act-on-mewed to Elizabethtown children to Paducah were visitors day night with relatives in Mur- Benton; Baby Tucker. Benton; Mrs
Harold Smoeherman. Farmingtoi.
by Miss Graves and Miss Carrie -in Murray Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. J. D. Sexton. Miss Ruth Sex- ray. They were accompanied to Route 1; Mrs. J Mack Jenkirs
Allison who returned to Murray
Louisville
Wednesday
Mrs.
Verby
Murray; Mrs. Glenn McKirmej
ton and Miss Jane Sexton are atSunday.
non Stubblefield. Jr.. who will reMr and Mrs. Preston Ordway and tending the KEak in Louisville this main with them for the rest ol the Murray; Hunter Lovett. Murray
Miss MareUe Orr, -Hazel; Mrs. S
. .
••
son. John Preaters are spending week.
Hargis.
Miss Ann Howe Richmond will week_
the remainder .31 the Week with
"Route 1, was
arrive Friday for a short visit N'ith
Mr. and Mrs. Hanord Hay "Of L'.../essie fier;, Haze!,ra)
Mrs. G. P. Ordway in Kuttawa.
Mrs. W T. Vi'adlington of Meni- her parents. Dr. and Mrs. James Irvine. Ky.. accompanied by lairs. treated at the Clinic Hospital Saturday
for
an
injured
hand which
Richmond_ Miss Ann Gonna! Ed falbeck of Murray, are spendphis arrived last week for a visit
with her daughter. Mrs. J. R. Oury. Savannah. Ga.'. will accompany ing several days. with relatives in was injured when an axe slippeti
from wood which he was cutting
and Mr-Oury. Mr. and Mrs. Oury Miss Richmond home. -Both young Memphis.
One Williams. near Elm Grove.
had as their guests Sunday Mr. ladies are merithers of the Chi .Mtss Clara Waldrop. a student at
and Mrs. N. A. Hobson. Miss Lela Omega sorority at the University the University of Kentucky. is was treated at the Clinic Hospital
spending the sprng vacation with for an injured hand last Saturday
•
Wilson and Clifford Thomas of of. Kentucky.
Morris C. Hetzler was treated a:
Joe
Baker returned Tuesday her parents., Mr. and Mrs. H. ;.T.
Gracey. and MrtS Jerry Porter of
the clinic Monday for an injure.'
Mahn'.
from Rochester. Minn_ where Waldrop,- '
Memphis is their-guest for several
Mrs. Marshall Berry and son. ankle.
he spait, the, past week in Mayo
days this week.
Kenneth Bailey, Murray, va,
Dickie. of Marion. Ky.. are guests
.Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Cra;...-ford and Brothers Clinic.
The WOW. Log Rollers of Cal- of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. B. F. treated Monday for injury to the
sons. Pat and P&L are spending
ader, daring the absence of foot.
several days this week m Chicago loway eteinty are meeting at Hazel
4.••
alorreasat-the K.E.Pc-austeiuts- -- Those .dismissed 'this week are
and .aiariL2fsaa-t-aa.20 p..
_
Mx.
follows:
villa
Mrs_
uguid. Jr.. spent yes- fodows: the Payers band wil furMrs. Grover Wood James, MLA.
nish music: weicome by H.I.Neely:
terrine and today in Nashville.
ray; Baby James, Murray: Mr
Th€ Rev Howell M. Furey. Mrs. reaponse. Fred Paschall: address by
Hall Hicks. Murray: Mrs. L.
B F Scherffms and Mrs F.D. Mel- Evan C. Evans. state manager; prizArmstrong, Farmington R.F.D.;
len attended the Presbyterial which es for oldest and youngest W.O.W.
Rose
Mary Codell, Murray Sae
met in Providence. Ky. last week end for the- eamia with -the mint
Teachers 'College:'- Mrs. -Muri.,
Funeral Services Far Mrs. Felix
Miss Lillian Waiters spent :ae members present.
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Everett -Miss Alayrell Johnaon of the Soc- Dente= Held Tuesday Afternoon Knott. Tharpe. Tenn.: Master Jame,.
Funeral and burial services were Lewis Kelly. Murray. Earle Feezot
held Tuesday afternoon at the Benton: Ovie Williams. near MurHazel Methodist Church lot' Mrs.' ray; Jessie Key, near Hazel.
Felix Denham who died ,Monday
Morning at 10:0 o'cluck at her'
borne in North Hazel following an
illness of several month. She was
After an absence Of a week or
a member of the Hazel Methodist two will try
to send in a few
Church and always attended her items from this
part of the counchurch utnil her health gaveetvay. ty.
She was a fine Christian wonsat,
Spring still seems to be "just
loved and admired by those who around the corner"
as we
new her. • .
4
have cold weather with us.
Dars
-.---laenham leaves her husNo serious illness to re
this
band, Felloc Denham. and four
week. All the sick on
are holdehildren.• Mrs. Sam
Garrett of ing their own.
Memphis, Tenn.. .Arthur Denham
Mr. Robert
and grandof Williamsbura. Ky., Clay of Calidaughter. Ro
Evelyn, called on
fornia and Mrs. D. N. White of
Earl SI A:4 and family Sundal
Hazel: one sister, Mrs. Line Hart,
afternoon.Murray. and a number at grandDopald Stom visited Mr. and
children: nieces and nephews, and
a host of friends to mourn her Mel.- Jesse Stom and finality,. part
f last week.
going.
Funeral rites were conducted-lay • Miss Lola MeCuistoe of Buchanan is visiting Mr. and Mrs. L.
pastor, Bro. K. G. Dunn
Pallbearers were Herma Shrader. D. Linville and family labile her
sister.
Mrs. -Bessie McClure, is in
George Hart, lirri $Urt. Charlie
the Clinic kiespital recuperating
Denham. H. I.
rly and J. M.
from an operation.
Marshall.
Miss Mabel -Linville-- of , BucInterment was in the
Hazel hanan spent
Saturday night and
Cemeter
Sunday as the guest cf Mr. and
with
Connie Key, Mrs. T. R. Mrs. T. A. Lineville. We are glad
nes. Mrs. Bun .Crawford. Mr. to report Mrs. Linville is improv""
(RADIOACTIVE)
an*- Mr' George Hail, Mrs. Zel- ing from a recent illness.
Mrs. Ethel Hargis and mother,
na Carter and Mrs. Wale CrawMrs.
Taylor.
are
ilL..
Miss
Mary
ford of - Murray, attended the
funeral services for Mrs. Felix Hargis of Murray is at home with
Denham at Hazel Tuesday after- them for a while.
•Here is the must re‘oiutionlry ignitj.e6developmcux
Congratulations,, Mr. and Mrs.
noon.
since the in•ention of -the dis
utor. The new
Mrs. A. H. McLeod and son. A. James Kindred.
a Jr., were Murray visitors
Mr. arid Mrs. Henry Elkins and
firestone .Spark Pings 'wit -401:.,anirn taatrodes
H..
Mon- Mary
June were guests of Mr.
day.
provide quicker starting,
°caber MO/Of operation,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank •Provine and and Mrs. Galon Jackaen of Bucfaster pick-up and gr, fuel economy.Unconditional
Sunday.
hanan
mother. Mrs. Charlie Piovine of
monej-hack guar cc-your assurance of superior
A party in the home of Mr.
Paris spent Sunday here' as guests
performance.
and. Mrs. Guthrie Osbron at Eden
of Mrs..Frank 'Bray.
•Mrs. Bertha Acree and Miss No. 2 was enjoyed by 'a big crowd
Elizabeth Hall of Paz-is were in Saturday... night_ .
Mrs. Edgar Lamb and son, J
Hazel Monday to- visit I& Denare spending two weks in .!S
ham family.
Mr. arid Mrs..,Macon Erwin and vale, Tenn., with Mr. and a.Mr- .and Mrs, Claude Andersoh. Dee -Lamb.
were in Paducah Sunday Where ,Mr. and- Mrs. Tolbert Harr
Mr. Anderson aled Mr. Erwin .at- Mrs. turace cooper, Mr. and
.,
tended an American Legion meet- Logen Harman. Mr. and Oakley Harmon. Misses Eva
ltie of the Forty and Eight. '
, Mr. and Mrs. Claude Anderson' Motel Lamb - were Sunday at.
Shriek shear the 4iteffictral
New riroiivne Spark
rtra
HagLrowere in Mayfield Monday on bust- neon callers of Mr. and Mrs.
spark of atrrage spakk.
plegsdares itiketedikte, fall-t
ge
Darid Harmon and family.
TleSS.
liege:gasoline, drains battery
Ip4rk--colitpletely i
gasoRiley' Miller. Bob Miller and Mr. . Billy Harmon. was able to drive
mod wakes starting difficult.
line, providing oriel. Wailing.
around
a little Sunday aftern, n
and Mrs. cifyd6 Anderson were
Fulafier . guests of Mr_ and Mrs. He with David end James
Harmon
called on Mr. and s.
Vernon James Thursday night.
Mrs. Bob_ Bray visited her sis- G. E. Linville a short while, also
ter. Alia.. Edgar Outland *ho is a Mrs._ Verne Jackson and'isaby. Mr_
_fife;..ro. in th, Keyallouston clinic. and, Mrs. Wilford Smith and baby.
1 Ctait Drinkard of Murray was Miss Frances' and Ralph Linville
were visitors hithe LinwIlue
_ 1 in Hazel Tuescray on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe- Tidwell have
George Dirkerson and daughter,
Tho'l'oaog of 1,4iiatase
L..ates
moose. N. 5. C. Ka1, Ntiroek
• Miss Berdine, Mrs. Bettie James adtk:d three concrete clue
-rater
•
- and daughteraMists Libbie, motored their home, also had a
oVer to fidartin Sunday to visit and quite a bit of company last
week.
relatiees and friends.
Mrs. Nellie Oliver **Visiting Mr.
Quitman Lamb ' and daughters.
East Main Street
Southeast Corner College
Misses Louise and Madyline Lamb. and Mrs. Clovis Grubbs. Phone 208
Phone 9117
were In PaduCati -last week:entl - The 'Hamel Home' Economies
visiting relatives.
•
. ,,,.Club and several others went to
AT HAZEL, KY;
---IRA NIORGAN
• Mr. and Mrs. ArthusiDenham of Paris last 7a/earthy its sec "Gene
,
Willianisbure. Ky., were - 'called, Whet the Wind."
OF
.•
to Hazer beicaese of the death eef 'Mrs.- -Anunine Morgan and '•'
Mrs. Felix Denham.
Mal-me-n*0re weekseral. Rue'
.....
.
•
J. M.Tdarehrgl and 0. H. Tarntied
Jim_ AtIbratoti are
aiw were in Murray Monday after- .ctiildrert
- Mrs. Pauline Raspberry. %V
on- busiriess.
Mr. and Mrs"." S. S. Garrett and sla4 to heal cif your improver.
:amity of Mernphie Tenn., Were Hope you are still bettor.
dial to. liana "est-al:iv P-ir the
Poon-Tisrer-Paons-
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LIVING NOGal
Complete Stock. of
Newest
Spring Covers
.
0o
For as low as

- *to

$49.50

HAZEL NEWS I

Modern - Period
Poster or
Panel Beds
•
Complete 4 pcs.

•

Murray Route 5

YOUR CAR

WILL

$39.50
Big
Asaortasent
of Lamps.

QUICXER AND
STARTSMOOTHER OR
RUN MONEY 13ACK
YOUR
Sensational NEW

Walnut or
Mahogany
•
You can buy
a complete suite for

Breakfast Sets and
Stoves.
Kitchen Cabinets

$175°

$49.50

srestone

Overstuffed
Occasional
Barrel Back
•
As little as

SPARK PLUGS

-$3.95

POLONIUM
ELECTRODES

10 Beautiful
Metal chairs are
making a great
"hit" a ith comfort-minded people - metal endures, and will
give many years,
of service at trifling cost'. See our
otiorful summer
displays.

NEW COUCHES
All Types of Upholstery
Priced from $2950 up

assa
""tITH

SPECIALLY PRICED

VENETIAN BLINDS
Finished in all colors. Deluxe narrow slats,
enclosed mechanism.

NO EXTRA COST FOR THIS
EXTRA PERFORMANCE

Super Service Station

Table, boudoir
and floor
styles.

Complete Line of
Equipment.

-Kitchen

Only $3.95 installed

•

Also complete stock of window shades. New patterns for spring. Sizes 18 to 48 inches.

Whiteway Station

Jackson Purchase Oil Co

. Diuguid & Son

Murray, ity.

Phone 13
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Across the River
I was one_ of the "Know it ails"
Who grumbled last week aBout
ghe weather man sending summer
before spring. Now I'm one of
those baking my shins at the fire
place and putting on all the old
sweaters that had been hung upstairs too soon.
we got a part of the garden
while we shivered, and
e.
r1are in the ground
even-0 they freeze_
Just have finished reading the
Ledger & Times for of course we
get it here on Monday. Don't
know how I can know before time
when a good picture is to be in
Murray, for everything is past
history when we hear it.
I've been waking up singing,
"Somebody bet on the Bay" ever
since Mule Day for I was one of
those who sat and let tears drip
down the nose while "Old Black
Joe" was being sung in "Swanee
River." Hope I get to see "Grapes
of Wrath."
Was not surprised to read that
3.000 attended Bro. Billington's
church services. They turn out
accordingly to hear him at country churches. Re spent the night
with us once while preaching over
here. He has never allowed success to turn his head, but like
Lincoln, is a man of the people.
I think our country is poorer
for The passing of Rev. Gregory.
Many whom he never knew will
long remember him for his kindliness. Perhaps we're all remembered more than we realize for
some act, deed or trait.

There's a little old lady near us
who hardly lets her right hand
know what her left hand does but
she refused' to sell her pure bred
eggs to a hatchery -11Rause her
flock had been diseassed. A good
sermon which could have been enBrother's
titled, "Am
I
My
Keeper?"
Such little things count sometimes. Today I washed a patchwork quilt—the first one I ever
pieced when I was but a child. I
remember so well how painstaking with the colors and the stitches
my mother made me when I would
have pieced it any old way. But
when it came out of boiling water,
still whole and unfaded, a sermon
came up too, and I silently thanked her for helping me to choose
the lasting things and the worthwhile when I might have preferred the easier way and more
attractive.
I visited home last Thursday
night, and of course the little Concord garage. Can run in on -people
at the garage I never thought of
seeing. This summer I may even
have to powder my nose before
Mr. and Mrs.
stopping there.
Woodrow Smith had sent some
lovely pillow cases to Rainey's
shower. Its still showering there.
Little niece, Wilma Lovins, came
home with us and spent the week
end. Last summer when she came,
she begged auntie to teach her
to play "Jesus, Lover of My Soul"
with even one finger. But now
since Wilma had music lessons
seven months, Auntie begs her to
do the teaching. Yes, a child is
pretty much like a violin. You
can't tell what sound it might
bring forth if touched with the

CLEAN-OP
DAYS

ernment making experiments on
curing tobacco, will be with us
to discuss the topic.
*Wray Training School
These meetings are being held
The meeting of the Training in the _agriculture room...sof_ the
School 'TPA —chapter "wag cafled azel High School at 7 o'clock on
to order Friday, April 5, by Ralph Tuesday nights. All farmers inThe Southern cotton raiser will
Gingles, president.
terested are invited to be present. receive ,a little expert aid dur—By Calvin West '
The first subject for discussion
ing the next few months from atwas our Father and Son Banquet.
tractive young co-eds in the UniAfter a discussion on this item,
versity of Kentucky home ecothe chapter decided .to have the
nomics department. To encourage
banquet April 28, provided there
the wearing of cotton stockings,
was no conflict with other activimembers of Phi Upsilon Omicron,
ties on that date.
national professional home economics
fraternity, have agreed to
The chapter made plans for a toApril 17, 1940
Murray, Ky.
wear them over a trial period of
mato project. Paul Bailey agreed The Ledger & Times,
six weeks to three months.
with the consent of his father to Murray, Ky.
The cotton stocking of 1940 is a
furnish the land free of charge Alt: Mr. Waylon Rayburn, Editor
for the project. The boys will do Gentlemen:
fashionable accessory, says Miss
the work themselves. We ordered
As you know, yesterday and the Louise McGoldrick, president of
our plants April 9. The project day before were BIG DAYS for the the home economics society. It is
will include about 3,000 hills. We Lion's Club of Murray. That was full-fashioned, woven if desired,
plan to begin the work in a few because we were finishing our first and of soft, pleasing colors. Far
venture as a service club since our from being martyrs to a cause,
days.
women will save
The subject of a summer tour ,inception last fall.' As it is with these young
all
service clubs, the benefit which, money and still look well-dressed,
was brought tin' in the meeting.
the
community
they
can
provide
she
emphasized.
Because of the great number of
Interesting places a Committee was rests _primarily on -what they can, -The Kentucky department is coappointed to investigate the mat- contribute to the community. It has operating
of
with the Bureau
ter. The commitee is composed been our fond hope that we could Home Economics of the U. S. Deof the following members: James be of some assistance by providing partment of Agriculture in a series
Itlewport, Mancil Vinson, Bobby funds for the aid to community of practical tests to determine the
minded optometrists in their sight
Lawrence, ahd Paul Bailey. wearability of cotton hosier)', Girls
The meeting was adjourned with conservation work. The -funds are taking part will keep tab on how
now available. But it has come to
the regular closing ceremony.
be so only through the wholeheart- long the stockings wear, the cost,
Herman K. Wicker, Reporter
ed cooperation of the City of Mur- where they break first, how long
ray. and. we want you to know that they look well, and other factors.
How Cure Tobacco?
we realize the success' of our efIt is the custom of Phi Upsilon
Our evening school in tobacco, forts has been in a large measure Omicron members to assist every
is progressing nicely. This is a attributable ton your support—the year ,in practical home economics
short course of ten meetings open generous publicity which you gave projects of professional interest.
to farmers, who are already set our project, and your spirited co- Thia year they also are studying
up in farming or are planning to operation in the conduct of our food costs, surveying vocational opfarm.
MOVIE QUEEN CONTEST.
portunities and trends, and taking
Dealing with tobacco our first
It is fitting therefore that we part in the national organization's
discussion deaIth with the build- should, as a club, have gone en special consumer research.
ing up of land for tobacco, then record last night to the effect that
we took up producing the plants, the Club appreciates your effort
and following in order, the pro- and' at their request, I am sending
ductive jobs required' for produe- you this letter, a feeble expression
of our thanks.
ing an acre of tobacco.
Miss Margaret Evelyn Jones, 20,
YOURS for a BIGGER AND
Next Tuesday night, April 18,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Eight carloads of limestone have we shall discuss "Curing Tobacco", BETTER MURRAY, •
been spread in Martin county to and Mr. B. H. Scherffius, who was.. THE LIONS CLUB OF MURRAY Jones, died at the home southeast
of Hardin. Sunday, at 7:30 p. m.,
KENTUCKY
formerly associated with the govdate, with more ordered.
illness.
months'
By William B. Davis, Secretary. after
several

right master hand.
Miss Geneva and Mr. Linus
Spiceland enrolled at Murray College again last week. Linus spent
Friday night with AIL_ sister...Mrs.
Johnnie Ahart, who has been in
rather poor health lately.
Mrs. Emma Nance is hoping to
move into her house at Concord
by May. It is still unfinished at
present. I want over one day and
watched the Workmen laying the
chimney, wiring the house and doing other innumerable things to
the great hulk of framework and
the thought came to me: Houses
are like people. They're all pretty much alike behind the weatherboarding. Some may be taller
than others or larger and may
later be dressed up till there's no
resemblance, but they all have
plain
commond "innards", just
sills, rafters, -joists, and such, and
all—like people, are susceptible
to the same fate, decay, wear, age,
fire or wind, so after all, if a
house, or a person, fulfills the mission it was intended fin', which
dust is the better.
Cedar Knob, I read from you
because you remind me of an 'did
house that I sometimes get .-sse
homesick to visit again if it were
possible to repeeple it as of old.
The fairy castles of storyland
never held half the charm that
"ma's" house used to hold. Ana
since I have grown up I have
really been surprised to find that
that house which I used to love
to wake and find my .self in occasionally, was just a common
house without even any paint.
Why. if I could find a clock that
had that same cheerful tick as the
old one on Ma's wall or if I
coufd - find a rooster that crowed
ith the joyousness as hers, I'd
think I waa a horne maker.
.
—Chatterbox
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Home Economics
Girls Will Test
__Co_tton Stocking§

LETTER TO THE
EDITOR

SMART WAY TO BE
SWP
THRIFTY!

WE HAVE JUST INSTALLED
A NEW LIQUID

W?
S
April 24, 25, 26, 27! ‘TSS ?N‘
vv.irG
'
IN
vi0
‘Ik s s

VKL L Lam"

-34,oDucrs

414"-

Not Later Than Tues. Evening, April 23
Be sure to have the trash reacry, as trucks'
will be around ONLY ONCAE.

This CABINET is equipped with four Sterilanips which,
through LIQUID'S METHOD OF REFLECTIVE RADIATION,
kills from 98',"S to 100"S of all germs and bacteria on glasses
placed in the cabinet.

Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn Hale of
Almo. Route 1, upon the birth of
a 10,02 pound son, James Darrell,
who was born Saturday. April 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Tucker of
Kirksey whose 44 pound daughter,
Winona Ann, was born Sunday.
April 14. The young lady has been
placed in an incubator.
NOTICE!
Mr .and Mrs. Henry Childress of
Dexter, Route 1, whose 7ia pound
Sinking Spring graveyard letting daughter arrived this morning.
will be held Tuesday afternoon at
MrM. and Mrs. Leman Downing
1:00 o'clock.
of near Paducah, upon the birth of
an 8 pound Or April 15th.
Board of Trustees.

NOW
A Clean Home
Curtains - Drapes - Rugs - Furniture
Bed Spreads- Radio Scarfs- Tapestries
All Beautify lie Home
• • •

BEWARE THE MOTHS!

The cabinet will hold 40 glasses and

will thoroughly sterilize them in 2 minutes and 10 seconds.
Furthermore, In keeping with modern drug store practice,

GM"

It's your big
Spring paint "Buy"!
America's most widely-used brand
of house paint priced amazingly low
for such a quality peint. Treat your
purse and your house to a teensy.
saving 5-gallon pail of this famous, lastingly ba•utiful paint.

we have installed a new soda fountain which will enable us
... and PAY FOR
THE PAINT JOB
ON TIME!

to serve drinks that mill afford you greater pleasure and
refreshment.

• • •

And remember, we trI•4, it easy
for you to have the paint job done
on time. Ask us about the SherwinWilliams Budget Payment Plan that
makes this possible. No down payment. 12 to 111 months to pay. Payments include both paint and labor.
Drop its today and telk it over.

Let us clean and store your minter clothes in our moth-proof,
fire and theft-proof vault which has just been completed. The
cost is small and you have nothing to pay until you take them
out in the fall. Every garment is moth-proofed until it is
cleaned again.
Our representative will gladly call and submit prices and
explain this, service in detail.

Drink from Clean, Sterile Glasses
Over Our New Fountain.

Let us restore the original beauty of your davanettes and
upholstered furniture. All are cleaned like nem and are mothproofed during the process.

• • •

PAINT and COLOR Headquarters for
CALL US TODAY — PHONE 234

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

Boone Cleaners

MURRAY PAINT &
WALLPAPER COMPANY

BURMAN PARKER
Chief of Police

By order City. Council

WE CONGRATULATE--

• • •

• • •

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
FRIDAY, SATURDAY

The city will furnish trucks to take up trash
of all kinds. Property owners must have same at
edge of curb—

The Rotary Club held its regular' meeting Thursday. April 11,
with Prof. Forrest C. Pogue as
guest speaker. Mr. Pogue spoke
on the European situation.
Preceding the address by Mr.
Pogue. Wells Lovett made a short
talk in behalf of the Wallace Gordon Drive being sponsored by the
Training School.
Ladies' Night will be held on
April 25 in celebration of Founders
Day, at which time Dr. James H.
Richmond will be the principal
speaker.
Guests for luncheon last week
were Senator V. A. "Bill" Phillips,
Representative Pink G. Curd, and
Robert J. Coker, TVA attorney
from Paris, Tenn.

IT'S MURRAY CLEAN-UP WEEK

STERIL-RAY CABINET

f0Vt $41,39
OSI-3

O

F.C.Pogue Speaks
on War Situation
at Rotary Meeting

Hardin and Vicinity

IT'S THE

Residents are urged to get all- trash, rubbish,
cans, ashes and the like on the front, accessible to
workers.

Funeral services were held Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
Hardin Methodist church with the
Rev. W. T. M. Jones in charge.
Interment was in the Hardin
Cemetery.
Ed Filbeck, principal of Murray
High School. spent Sunday with
his father near Olive.
Mr. and , Mrs. Clyde Youngblood
and son, Phil, visited Mrs. Youngblood's father, Mr. J. W. Filbeck,
Sunday.
rs. Gus Davenport of Paducah
was in Hardin Tuesday.
Mrs. Rosa Hurt returned Monday from Nashville where she had
weeks with her
spent several
daughter, Mrs. Ogie Cleaver, Mrs.
Cleaver accompanied her home
for a day's visit.
The Hardin ball club is making
ready for the new season.
Mrs. W. T. M. Jones attended the
annual conference of the Woman's
Missionary Society at Mayfield
this week. She attended as a
delegate from the _Olive society.
Marvin Jones began operatics'
of a "rolling" store out of Murray this week.
A new Methodist church building will be constructed at Olive.
A committee is at work and plans
are being formulated, and the
church - is looking forward to a
new home. Let 'every one interested be looking that way.

South Side of Court Square

At Your Service

"Murray's Only Exclusive Paint, Wallpaper Store"

Phone 323

North Fourth Street

Phone 234

t. —

We call for and deliver

14
4111

CLEAN UP WEEK IS ALSO PAINT UP AND FIX UP WEEK!

ROOFINGS
Real "Sunproof" Paint
Wood - Asphalt - Asbestos
For $20.00 you may add
$100.00 or more value to " .-- A real metal roofing
your,home.
Not a siding.
PAINTS

SCREENS
Repair Now!
Avoid Sickness
Fly and mosquito proof.

SERVICE FOR 'ALL
We can render helpful-wsenvice to both county
and city. Correct designs to fix your needs..
We are studying always to be able to savw
you money.
"More house or repaire for Your Money"

FLOORINGS
All Kinds

Wood - Asphalt
Rubber - Tile

•

CABINETS
—Kitchen - Bath
Telephone - Window Seats
Book- Casts
See some of the new ones

CALLOWAY COUNTY LUMBER COMPANY
•

4

MATERIALS
All good bidding material of 4:na1ity, Nationally
advertNed and guaranteed by the makers.
PHONE 72
By the Water Tower

a.'

•

COPY FADED
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- ply to Reubie Wear, 206 North
5th St.
A18p

&magma§

FOR RENT-Apartment. 4 rooms
and bath. Hardwood floors. 1314
West Main. See John Ryan or
lc
Low Prices. Satisfaction call 99-J.
guaranteed. FREE tunSALESMEN WANTED- UNEXint W. E. Dye, N. 13th PECTED CHANGE makes availand Cairo Rd, Padu- able fine Rawleigh Route in CalCounties
Greves
and
cab. Ky.
Mayl6P loway
Nearby Dealer. Noble Burnley,
averaged Sales $50 a week so
WE SPECIALIZE in Tasty Fancy far this year. Exceptional opporCakes, _Pies, Pastries for parties tunity for right man
Write
and Social functions of every de- Rawleigifs. Dept. K.YD-181-201,
scription. Let us serve you. Mei-- Freeport. III.
549p
tf
ray Baking Co. Phone 79.
Good
Mulch.
SALE-Tobacco
FOR
FOR SALE-A few good milk for flowers and gardens.
75c
cows. Some fresh and some to per bag. See Minnie Farris. lp
be.•-f-resh, eeen. T. E, McKinney,
Hazel, Ky., Route 3, Highway 95. tf FOR SALE-11-2 miles East of
Murray. just Or East Highwaya= 1939 WRECKER 3 Acres land. new 5-room house.
STREAMSERVICE. New equipment. 24- full size basement: good well
hour. fast. dependable Wrecker water. Garage and garden. Newlp
Service. Charges reasonable. Day ly fenced in. Priced right
phone 97; Night phone 543-W. FOR SALE-391e Acre farm. 4te
Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales nules South of Murray on Murtf ray-Paris road. Will give posand Service.
session now. 1 Extra good ChevIn
concrete
-I
am
back
NOTICE
rolet Coupe. 1931 model. W. A.
business again. Plenty of con- Owen. Murray Route 5.
lp
crete tile at all times. All sizes.
Located same old place North of FOR RENT - Downstairs Apt.,
Murray Laundry on West Main. close in. with private entrance
Phone,325. 0. W. Harrison, home and bath. 200 N. SQL St. Mrs.
5428p H. P. Wear.
1206 -West Main.
lc
I AM A DISABLED WORLD WAR
Veteran, who was trained by the
Government in veterinary surgery. I have been a practicing
veterinarian for 20 years. I need
and want some of your business.
Dr.
Earl
reasonable.
Prices
Adams, Coldwater, Ky. Phone
Fermington ExChange.
M9p
_
FACTORY. RECONDITIONED car
engines for any make of car or
truck. Cylinder regrinding. Crank
-shaft grinding, bursted cylinders
and cracked water jackets repaired, main bearings poured and
line reamed; rewound armature
for all make of automobiles, fuel
pump and carburetor exchanges:
and
connecting
rods
ground
poured for all make cars. Wholesale and retail prices. If it can
be fixed, we'll fix it. Turner's
Auto Ma-chine Shop, Coldwater.
Ky.. Murray Route 1.
May3Op
•
WANTED-An elderly lady between . ages 40-50 years to keep
people. Only
_house for four
niee, sanitary ladies neieT
Call or write. Phone 55. P. 0.
Bo* 191.: Murray. Ky.
A18p

ward. Phone 280-J.
dition.

College

Adlp

FOR SALE-House and Lot. Large
lot 75x450 ft. House practically
new-five rooms and bath, located on Sycamore St. en east _end
of Hazel Highway. Priced to sell.
See R. C. Ward, Murray, Ky.,
lp
Phone 514R.
STRAYED-A brown hound, a little white on each foot. Reward
for return or informatien of
whereabouts. Roy H. Swann. lp
garage
RENT- Furnished
FOR
apartment: 3 rooms and bath.
1314 West Main, See John Ryan
lc
or call 99-J.

Murray Circuit
H. L. Lax. Pastor
I will preach at Lynn Grove at
11 o'clock Sunday morning. Sunday evening services will be held
at Goshen at 7:30 o'clock.
HARDIN

CIRCUIT CHURCH
NEWS

W. T. M. Jones, Pastor
Services for Sunday include the
following:
- Hardin
10:15 a. in.,'Church School.
11 a. m.. Worship Service.
7 p. me Young Peoples Meeting.
7:30 p. m., Preaching services.
Dexter _
10 a. m., Church School.
3 p. m., Preaching Services.
Olive
10 a. m., Church School
Palestine
10 a. m Church School.
_ Union Ridge
10 a. m.. Church School.

-A turkey tour is being planned
Several Carroll county au-reels
most expensive disease, the destroyer of earning capacity and of culled their poultry flocks last 'iii Meade county for the fin!
days.
Imarketing
productive power. The time is month.
opportune to plan fur the complete control uf this age-old disWASHINGTON, April 16-A
, where successful methods may be ease.
cent project undertaken by lead- distinguished from ineffectual practices, the topic, safety education.
ing educators promises to improve
was chosen for the 1940 yearbook
tremendously the character of (if the American Association of
teaching
in
public
School
safety
schools.
Administrators
entitled
both rural and urban. Estimating -Safety Education." Schools with
that the lives of 6e.000 children of outstanding school
bus driver ,.,Harry H. Ramey of Salyersville
school age have been saved largely training plans junior safety counAPRIL 19 - 20
through safety education taught in cils, school bus patrols. and safety was appointed to the Morehead
FRIDAY OR SATURDAY
the schools since 1922, the Amen- committees composed of pupils are State Teachers College Roard of
can Association of School Adminis- used In the volume to illustrate Regents by Governor Keen Johntrators, a department of the Na- good practices.
son today. He succeeds W. A. Castional Education Association, has
Factors that need to be covered key, West Liberty, whose term
recently completed a survey of the in these farm safety courses in expired.
best safely instruction practices small schools are indicated by staJohnson also reappointed State
in effect in rural and city 'Schools tistics on the leading causes of Treasurer Ernest E. Shannon of
which will be put into use work accidents. According to the, Louisa to the board. Both men
throughout the United States.
safety
publication, "Accident will serve until April 1, 1944.
- Yellowing the' refriark-fiVie stic- "Facts,"-- 4.300 dled'That year",OW the
ether uOlinTrnembers are His.
2 LBS. PEAS IN THE POD
cess of safety -education in urban farm as the result of accident': Attie Young, Morehead, and Donald
schools, small communities under machines and animals were the Putnam, Boyd county. 4ohn W.
the leadership of the National Ed- chief cause.
Leading ,all other Brooker, State Superintendent of
ueation Association have been types, machinery accidents were Public Instruction, is ex-officio
Entitles bearer to one box Birds Eye Peas. Present
rapidly adopting many of the responsible for 29 per cent of the chairman.
this Coupon at Our Store on Friday or Saturator
latebt instauctional me.tohds to re total number of farm accidents.
duce the number of deaths and in- Among farm machines the most
and get a regular 25c value, for only 21c. Enjoy
juries to children. The high speed dangerous was found to be the
the Finest, Freshest Peas you have ever served.
traffic of the rural highway, the tractor, 'followed in importance by
Save yourself money and appreciate the 22 minutes
isolation of a farm and its conse- the circular saw and combine.
The Kirksey F. and , A. M. Lodge
less kitchen work, necessary jii• their preparation.
quent requirement of a knowledge Kicks by horses and mules caused
of first aid, the complicated ma- ene-fifth of the total number of will meet Saturday, April 20, acEye Peas are Shelled, Wisled, and Ready
Birds
chinery and use of chemicals- in farm deaths, while overneating, cording to the secretary Otis Patto Cook!
ton.
Mr.
Patton
reports
that
there
scientific agriculture are all haz- falls and accidents caused by cars
ards that can be greatly lessened and trucks follow as causes of will be work in the various deSold on 100'4 Money Back Quarintee.
grees and requests all members
when individuals are trained to death.
recognize accident producing sitTo train children in the safe to be present. Visitors from other
uations and to care properly for way to do their farm chores, to lodges' are also invited.
injuries,
play, and to go from one place to
Coming as the result of increas- another, schools in small cornmuniingly urgent need for safety in- ties are pressing* the latest and
struction in rural communities most effective methods of instrucand because experiment in this tion into service in this business
field has advanced to a point of saving lives.

iiiciwEIDEENgoDEff
and Saturday',
April 19 and 20:

Boggess Produce Co.
1:10@": ENOCH:15

BEANS - Prices Soar Higher - BUY NOW!
FOLKS-We have started a rolling store-a home
extension servite. We will soon have regular
rouses established and will give yo w homes the
best possible service. If our boy does not have
what you 'want on our truck, just phone our store,
Phone No. 12, and we will be glad to bring it on
our next trip.
PURE PORK SAUSAGE, Lb.
SPLIT SPARE RIBS, 2 Lbs.
PORK CHOPS, Lb.
PORK STEAK, Lb.
SHOULDER_ROAST, Lb.
PORK BRAINS; Lb.'
4
SLICED BACON, No Rind, 2 Lbs.
BEST PIECE BACON, Lb.
PICNIC HAMS, 4's - 6's, Lb.
•
COUNTRY HAMS. Whole, Lb.
ROUND VEAL STEAK, Lb.
All Cuts Local and K. C. Beef
All Kinds Cheeses and Lunch Meats
HIGHEST. PRICES PAID FOR EGGS
WANTED-A 'Fee Nice Hams.

10c
25c
18c
18c
13c
15c
35c
16c
15c
18c
313c.

the
tors
the
on
ing
the
corn
the
Boy
ing.

GUARANTEED
FINE
GRANULATED

24-PHONES--25
•
Small Seed Cobbler Potatoes
Bushel $125
100 Lbs. $1.60
Nice Small Eating Potatoes. pk. 28c
Temple Garden Salad Dressing
8-oz. Jar 10c
Pt. 15c
Qt. 25e
Thousand Island Dressing
•20e
*oz. Jar
Johnson's Peanut Butter
Pt. Jar._ 15c
Qt. Jar _ 25c
15c
Crackers. 2 Lb. Box
Libby's, Bruce's and Dr. Phillips
Grapefruit Juice, Large No. 2
25e
3 for
('an
_ 10c
Francis Drake Grapefruit Juice
15c
46 oz. Can
Kentucky Wonder, Cornfield and
15c
Bash Seed Beans,' Lb.
Balk Mustard and Turnip Seed
15c
Half Pint
25e
4
6 Large Graperrill
30c
California Granges,- Dot. •
Snow King Baking Powder, can loe
Ilc
2 Cans for
1Humko Shortening, 4 He carton 45c
(Sc
Gallon Can Cherries
A Blend of 4 Best Mountain
20c
,
Coffees, 0. K.. lb.
Sweet Modntain Row Coffee
3 Lbs.._
37c
2 Lbs. _
25c
Fancy Honey. Topmost Brand
Qt. Jar. 3 lbs. (Sc
5 'AC Jug 61k
Fancy Raisins, pkg. ._
5c or 10e
Lunch Meats-Fresh Pork-Beef
25e
Dressed Hens, Lb.
Mee Dressed Pryers''

1 LB. 25c,
COFFEE
CORN OR TOMATOES 2 Cans 15c
GODCHAUX SUGAR CI1o0thLEUg 50c
5c
MATCHES
2
16. OZ. CAN
CHERRIES
1 Oc
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
Se
10c CAN or TOMATO JUICE
HEINZ KETCHUP Lange Bottie 18c
COFFEE and
1 LB.25c
Can 10c CORN both for
25`
SLICED BACON No Rind LB. Oc
NO, 2 CAN
HOMINY
5c
Maxwell

House

Boxes

ALL CUTS BANQUET BEEF, LAMB,
DRESSED FRYERS AND HENS

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
See Otrbisplay of Nice Gifts for Coupons!

pree
H. 1
fice
prei
serg
heal

SUGAR 10 lbs. 46c

Ti

nos(
ton.
Tap
Hidl
cab,

Cain

Ir
bull
regi

CCC

A
play
Mar

12 oz. WhiteKroger's Clock
24 oz. Homestyle
20 oz. Twisted 9 Iva. 15c
r) loaves 4)5c or PAN
or 20 oz.
J ROLLS ol
U 16 oz. Vienna 1.•
Sandwich J

tcBREAn

0I

2 Lb. Jar

Embassy Brand

19c PEANUT BUTTER 25c
FIG BARS or
SNAPS
iarilalltBEANS 'cic;Ln 25c GINGER
6
S ailF
3 24-oz. Cans
Kroger's C. Club
Motet Apple Base
TOMATO JUICE 25c
AlIe Base JELLY 12-.
Jar 10c
CORNMEAL

1:1±1th

Strawberry, Raspberry, Grape, Apple
Avondale or Val Vita

PEACHES 2

No. 2'=
Cans

Kroger's C. Club

TOMATO SOUP

Can

3 tc-:1 .39c
27` SHORTENING
SWEETHEART
18c
SOAP
TOILET
Extra Bar for lc with 3-bar Purchase
5c

GREENS

10c
10c

MUSTARD. Quart Jar
VINEGAR, Quart Bottle

CORN CNaun 2 10c 2 Ncoanls 15c

11=1.1=

Qt

. Packer's Label
GRAPEFRUIT A No. 2 Cans 9tc
JUICE
46-oz. can 15c GO

25c
BEEF ROAST

ban1
DRESSING

BACON

_

Turnip or Mustard
NO.2 CAN

Del Monte

rn
,A
3a
lsss

INIMME

KROGO Pure Vegetable

21c
3 Bars
LUX SOAP
LUX FLAKES, Large 22c, Small 9c

KROGER'S
C. CLUB

We Deliver

Phone 375

FOODS

LYON'S 24 lb. Qac AVONDALE 24 lb. enc

U. S. GOVT.
GRADED

Blalock's irocery

trib
seri,
Wel
grot
"Mc
ing'
Fe
be
Ira
"En.
Fiel
will
mee
R
the

24 lb. 420)c
sack UU
sack OJ BEST sack Oa or BOKA
FLOUR Kroger's
C. Club
1") No. 2 Cans 9tc
No. 2 10c GRAPETRyIT
46-oz. I9c Ls/
JUICE
•NJ
GRAPEFRUIT
tru'is)
Country Club Vacuum Packed
._
3 lb. 19!
SPOTLIGH
3 lb.
bag %I
Pound 15c
19c Bag JJ
COFFEE 2 49c NCH
c
Til or
4 Tilt
KROGER'S
8 Small Cans 25
C. CLUB
Small Cans 21c
MILK CaPnietacjion 36 Talir

read oar Classifieds.

Swann's Grocery

low
'ball
by
tra
bare

E.
G

Ntitional Tuberculosis Association Strives
Toward Goal: "To Conquer Completely"

'

10c
Sc
25c
18c
25c
15c

W.

Notice.

Murray Food Market

It pays to

GET ACQUAINTED SALE!

BIRDS EYE PEAS
EQUAL TO
21c and this coupon"

'Too-Many' Families
on 'Too-Small' Farms

11c
23c
50c
20c
23c
15c

KROGER'S

Morehead Regents
Named by Governor

FOR SALE-One 1925 model Fordson Tractor, gang plow. 2 12-in.
bottoms and 1 6-ft. disc for tractor: 1 2-horse wagon with body,
1 6-hoe cutlivator, 1 disc cultivator. I 10-disc harrow iAusborne
1 MeCermick mower, 1 No. 11
Vulcan Chill plow, 2 Double
Shovels, 1 single shovel Woe. 1
Acme harrow inew teeth). 1 1horse corn drill with fertilizer at- MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
tachment. I set 14-in. Corn Rocks
1French Burs). The above are
Lord's Day Bible study, 9:45 a.
By Thomas' Parran, M. D.
"silent- disease, without marked
at my home. 1207 West Main St..
m.; worship. 10745 a. m. and 7:15
Elbert Lassiter. lp
Murray. Ky.
Surgeon General. United States symptoms, and when it is easily
p. m. Sermon subjects will be ancurable._
Public Health Service
FOR SALE. Reasonable-Two 30- nounced at these hours by the
Similarly. progress has been
I like to watch a train leaving
h p. Case Cultivatieg Tractors, on minister, C. L. Francis, who is
the railroad station. The mass of made through education of the
steel, or rubber. Se these good visiting in Columbia. Teem., at this
steel begins to move slowly and People about tuberculosis, through
machines
before time.
reconditioned
greater iffterest in and understandBible class for women at church gradually .picks up speed 1.1%itil thet
your 'purchase any tractor at any
laboredi
ing of tuberculosis by the medical
puffs'of
the
engine
smooth
Wednesday;
p.
m..
building,
2:30
McKee] Farm Equipment
price.
out to a swift, even rhythm. When !Profession .and in many other asCo.. South Second Street. behind all church prayer meeting and
tagiest.
momentum has been p antbifc theryprogram. Each
lc Bible study Wednesday evening sufficient
Rowlett's Factory.
Tak
Taken all
gain
and with a clear track, the romantic
at 7:15 o'clock.
gives her full steam er, the tuberculosis control proWE HAVE some good bargains
The well attended services on engineer
in second-hand plows 'with new the part, of visitors and members, ahead and speeds to the end of gram has brought encouraging results.
parts.' Let us have your orders *specially Sunday mornings, is his run.
This is not the time, however, to
for fertilizer early. Sexton-Doug- boll encouraging and appreciated
The movement to control tuber.
AlSe
las-Hdave.. "CMentoeig- is something like that. '-stop for self-congratulation A discause Of the momentum gained in ease certainly is not yet under.
LOST-Black and white. Pointer
the past years. we are ready to control which even now kills 70,dog. eight months old. Left home
open the throttle wide. Our pres- 000 of , our people annually; which
Any information.
FOR RENT-Four-room unfurn- last Friday
ent reserve of power and the clear even now is No. 1 killer among
ished apartment. Close in. Ap- notify R. M. Miller, received retrack ahead promise sure arrival people between the ages of 15 and
Since 1860 the number of farms at our goal. That goal is to con- 45. It is time to open the throttle
in this country has more than quer tuberculosis so completely and finish the run.
There are plenty of people who
tripled. But the size of the aver- that...its load will never again burbelieve in letting this and other
age farm has steadily decerased; den us and our children.
During the last 50 years we have disease problems work themselves
as population grew, farms were
subdivided. In 1680, acording to learned how to treat tuberculosis out threeigh the slow process of
census figures and estimates com- better. Sound principles of treat- time. I do not agree with them.
piled by the Farm Security Ad- ment, the main ingredient of Theugh the reduction of tubercuministration. about 10 per cent gt which is rest are everywhere un- losis has been' steady, it still is
PHONE 12
PROMPT DELIVERY'
the country's farms were of less derstood and applied. New ways slower than, we should tolerate.
than 20 acres, but today, 18 per of resting the lung by simple surThe Early Diagnosis Campaign
cent are of less than 20 acres. In gical procedures have bet n dis- now being conducted by tubercu47c
SUGAR, 10 Lbs.
IMO nearly 30 per cent of the covered _ The sanatorium is now lbsis associations throughout the
10c
•
farms were less than 50 acres in a fu11xenliii1Ded hospital. The country calls attention to one
COFFEE, We Grind It1 Lb.
size. Today, nearly 40 per cent doctors in charge are expertly means of detecting early tubercuCOFFEE, Ranweiti4ouse, Chase & Sanborn
.
trained. In the treatment of tu- losis. The slogan this year is
are less than 50 acres.
25c
or Canova, Lb.
The problem of the too-small berculosis and in the isolation of "The X-ray Reveals Tuberculosi,
13c
CRACKERS, 2 Lb. Box
farm has been intensified in re- those who have it, ,we have gone Before Symptoms Appear." Why
23c
cent years. It was Jess serious as far.
PEANUT BUTTER, Quart
not X-'-ay all apparently healthly
But, before cases can be treated persons'
long as the expansion of industry
. 10c
MUSTARD, Full Quart
absorb millions of and isolated, they must be found.
continued
to
An investment made now to
15c
SPRING TIME CORN, 2 Cans
people from farms. But with a At first it was easy to discover hurry up the control of tubercu... 25c
.
SCOTT COUNTY CORN, 3 Cans
shortage of jobs in the cities, be- them. Consumptives walked- the losis will be self-liquidating and
Even the non-medical final. Tuberculosis is perhaps our
ginning with the, 1929 depression. streets.
OCTAGON,0. K. or P & G SOAP,6 Bars .. 25c
too many farm people, who would' person could pick them out. But
19c
SWEETHEART TOILET SOAP, 4 Bars
ordinarily have migrated to urban soon there was felt the need for
FLOUR - Prices Going Higher - BUY NOW!
areas, have had to remain in rural a new service-the diagnostic clinLARD Prices Advancing-Buy Now!
ic. established at first for the poor
areas.:
$2.05
Meanwhile the productivity of who could not afford a private
SEED IRISH POTATOES, Bag
millions of acres of farm land has physician. This work of finding
10c
NAPKINS, 120 Count, Package
been impaired by erosion and people who have tuberculosis has
CANDY, Chocolate Drops or Orange Slices,Th. 10c
wasteful farming; drought has grown.
Will Pay Deliver4
kinds.
of
all
SEED BEANS
As our knowledge increased,
routed many families from their
3c
land. Areas still-sbeing cultivated the methods of case-finding were Heavy Hens ....
IRISH POTATOES, Fancy Reds, Lb.
are too poor to support adequately refined and improved and beSc
SWEET ONIONS, Lb:
Leghorn Hens
9c
the present population, much less came more expansive. Two imSc
MATCHES, 2 Boxes
7c
I
Legeowing population. Mechaniza- portant developments encourage Roosters
30c
ONION SETS, Gallon
tion has chepiaced many former progress-one,.the tuberculin test Eggs
13c
15c
NICE CABBAGE PLANTS, Per Hundred
hired hands from the rich lands which tells whether or not a perwho, if they are going to continue son is infected with tuberculosis
10c
TOILET TISSUE, 3 Rolls
farming. must add to the millions germs; the other the X-ray with
10c
GIANT BOX CORN FLAKES
and subdividing which we can now discover tucompeting for
25c
still a
TRY OUR COFFEE & CORN DEAL, Pkg.
the remaining small farms in berculosis early, whit,.
10c
PUTNAM DYES, All Colors, Pkg.
poorer areas.

SNOW KING BAKING POWDER DEAL,2 for
SALAD DRESSING, Full Quart
SYRUP, Per Gallon, Red
45c
White .
MOPS, Our Special, Each
BROOMS, Good Quality
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, 46-oz. Can
GARDEN SEEDS OF ALL KINDS
PORK & BEANS, Large Can
SARDINES. Packed in Oil, Box
PRUNES. Medium Size, 3 Lbs.
APRICOTS, Lb.
RAISINS, 1-1..bit. for
BUTTER COOKIES, Large Size Box

90

Safety Instruction Practices Will Be Put
Into Every Public School in United States

Qc ECONOMY
CHOICE
2
CUTS LB. 10 CUTS LB. 141/ c
SUGAR
CURED

Whole or
Half Slab

lb. 13c

LONGHORN CHEESE
17'
POUND
Square Cut Jowls
Dry MEAT
Salt
POUND 4.1
BOLOGNA 2 LBS. 25'
Armour's
Oc
LB
. r 4111
3E
PRAUNSCHWEIGER
EABT
RI11.0
Lb. 22'
LEO
O
Armour's Star
PICNIC HAMS LB. 15c Armour's fiiAC
er
ON LB 15c
2c

CC.

Kroger's C. Club

ROLL BUTTER-

LB.

29c PORK STEAK

LB

15c

STRAWBERRIES box 11c
RADISHES 2 Bunches 5c I LEAF LETTUCE LB 15c
RHUBARB 4 LBS 25c I BANANAS
LB
'6c
EGG MASH or
100 Lb. ft, no STARTER, 25 Lb. Bag
60c
FEED START
Bag 4111..,lliU CHIC SCRATCH. 25 lb. bag 60c
MASH
MAJESTIC WATERLESS
ONLY ONE MORE WEEK TO GET COOKWARE!
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Children's
LOCAL PEOPLE TO ;Crippled
Clinic to Be Held
ATTEND MEETING in Paducah May 1

••

West Kentucky Funeral Directors
Will Hold Annual
Conference

annual meeting in
the West Kentucky Funeral Direce
tors Association will be held at
the Irvin Cobb Hotel in Paducah
on Wednesday, April 17, according to Boyd Gilbert, member of
the
program and
arrangements
committee'and former president of
the organization. Mr. and Mrs.
Boyd Gilbert will attend the meeting.
The all' dal session will be followed by a banquet at 6:30 in the
'ball room of the Cobb followed
by a dance. Harry Ware's orchestra will furnish music for lanth
banquet and dance.
Outstanding speakers will contribute to the program with a
series of lectures.
Maynard C.
Weller of Chicago will address the
group at the morning session on
"Modern Methods of Merchandising".
Following a luncheon which will
be held from 13;30 Act 1:30 talton
Ira Jones- of Chicago will talk on
"Embalming". The report of the
Field Council, Mrs. Elizabeth Lyons
will be heard at the afternoon
meeting.
Rev. A. Warren Huyck will be
the speaker at the banquet.
The business session will be
presided over by President James
H. Rowland, Henderson. Other officers are: Roy Lowe, Lowes, vicepresident; J. B. Tucker, Bremen,
sergeant-at-arms; and Paul Hornbeak, Fulton, secretary-treasurer.
The Board of Directors i,s composed of Robert Morgan, Princeton, Percy Jones. La.Center, F. M.
Tapp,• Hickman, Harry C. Barrett,
Hickman and Dee Dinning, Padu-. cab.

MOP

In Hancock county six grade
bulls have been replaced with
registered animals.
Approximately 100,000 straiVberry
plants have been procured by
Marshall ,county farmers.

The regular spring clinic for
crippled children in western Kentucky will be held by the Kentucky Crippled Children Commission, is., the Broadway Methodist
Church, 7th and Broadway. Piddcab, on Wednesday. May 1, 1940.
The clinic is for the benefit of
crippled boys and girls in the following ten counties: Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman, Fulton. Graves, Calloway, Marshall, Livingston, Crittenden, and McCracken. It is sponsored locally by health departments,
clubs and committees in each of
the cOunties.
Notices of the clinic are being
mailed to cases in this district who
have been 'treated by' the Commission and whceare still under supervision. These number approximately 200. Attendance at the
clinic is usually well over 100.
Examinations will be made by
Dr. Orville Miller. Louisville, orthopedic surgeon, assisted by field
nurses on the Commission's staff.
Miss Imogene Merrill, field supervisor, has recently been in this section of the state, making arrangements for the clinic on May 1st.
The following persons will serve
as chairmen of committees in their
respective counties and will see
that transportation te the clinic is
provided for all needy cases. Anyone who4nows of a crippled child
in need of examination or treatment is urged to send the name and
address to one of these chairmen.
Ballard county—Mrs. Gladys Rollins, Wickliffe, assisted by members
of Woman's Club.
Carlisle county—Dr. J. F. Harrell, Bardwell.
Hickman - county —Dr. Layson
Swann, Clinton.
Fulton county—Dr. James H.
Wells; Hickman. The Rotary Club
furnishes transportation.
Graves county—W. H. Creason,
Mayfield. The Rotary; Club furnishes transportation. Calloway county—Sen. T. 0.
Turner or Dr. J. A. Outland, Murray.
Marshall county—Dr. S.• L. Henson. Benton.
Livingston county—Dr. Clifton
Fishback, Smithland.
- Crittenden county—Dr. T. A.
Frazer or "Dr. F. M. Rogers. Marion,
In McCracken county the clinic

CAPIT

•

ADMISSION-10c and 16c

gag AND

Swag

...to the season'stap-happiest hit!

Eyes At

ME"

CONSTANCE MOORE !TOM BROWN
•
119st
,

tc

RICHARD CARLE • ANNE NAGEL
JEROME COWAN • ELIZABETH RISDON

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

Assistant Coach of
Murray Tigers

W. P. "DUB" RUSSELL
W. P. "Dub" Russell, graduate
of Murray State College and Murray High School. was named asHigh
Murray
sistant *etstieh at
School last Thursday night by the
City Board of Education. Russell
was an 0u/standing linesman as a
high school and college athlete.
Mt. Russell is the son of Mrs.
Rosa Russell of West Main Street,
this city. For the past year, Dub
taught and coached in a Mississippi school.

is promoted by the Charity League
of which Miss Virginia Fergusor
is president and by the Health Department, -of which Dr. Russell
Teague is director.

REA Names Roby
as Electrical Adfisor
Mr. James Roby was employed
by the directors of West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative last
Friday. His work will be as Educational Advisor to carry out the
details of a program to prove the
value_ of electric service to the
farm people.
Mr. Roby will spend his full
time helping cooperative members
to make better and more economical use of electric service. An effort
will also be made to educate every
non-:member along the lines to the
advantages of electric service.
Mr__Roby comes to this cooperative from the Salt River Rural Electric Cooperative where he has been
working as Eddcational Advisor
I.for the past six months. Mr. Roby
has for the past two years been
working with rural electric cooperatives in different parts of the state.
He has had a numiser of yesrs of
experience in working with rural
people. His excellent knowledge
of electrical equipment and his-understanding of the problems of farm
people will enable Mr. Roby to
rend6r a real service to the farm
people.
As a part of its educational plans
the West Kentucky RurartElectric
,Cooperative will sponsor an Electric Circus in June. Further details will be announced later.
The directors also agreed to
sponsor home grinding of feed.
Arrangements were made to purchase a demonstration feed grinder
which will be available to any
member who wishes to try it out.
Present at the meeting also was
Mr. Williamson, Graves County
Agricultural Agent; Miss 'Victoria
Harris. REA Home Electrification
Specialist, and Mr. Nivison, REA
Utilization
Representative. The
directors of the cooperative are E.
C. Ray. president; T. F. Maddox,
H. B. Douthitt, J. D. Wade, G. D.
,kogers, A. A. Luther, Karl Shockley, 0, S. Wall, and W. H. Weeks.

MASKED TERRORS!
The James Brothers? Or crafty
thieves trading on their name?
Roy solves the amazing mystery
in a roaring, six-gun adventure.

Several farm drainage demonstrations have been laid- out in
Rockcastle county.

7.;EORGE "GABBY" HAYES
DONALD BARRY
PAULINE MOORE
•••

4th, MONDAY SPECIAL

BILL ELLI•TT
IN

Pioneer of the Frontier
with LINDA WINTERS
ALSO
SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS

INNINe

LYNN GROVE HAS
FULL PROGRAM

•

Lack of knowledge causes many
a weak, undernourished girl a lot
of suffering!
Many others, however, know how
the headaches, nervousness, cramplike pain of functional dysmcnorrhea
due to malnutrition are helped
by the proper use of CAREW'.
Some take it a few days before
and during "the time," to help ease
periodic distress. But CARDUI'S
principal use is to help increase
appetite; stimulate the flow of
gastric juice; FO aid digestion,
assist in building up physical resistance and thus help reduce periodical distress. Women have used
CARDUI for over 50 years.

Notice of Settlement
Joseph Berry, Administrator,
Vs.
Notice to Creditors of Final
Settlement, Heirs and Creditors
of J. Frank Berry, Deareased
Notioe is hereby 'given that I.

Joseph Berry, administrator of the
estate of J. ,Frank Berry, deceased,
do hereby notify air personshaving claims against said estate to
present and collect said claims cm
or before-Saturday, April 20, 1940,
or, be forever barred from asserting same.
• Joseph Berry,
Administrator of J. Frank Berry,
Deceased

Almo School Will
Give "Fingerprints

THE FIRST STEAMSHIP

COUNTY SCHOOLS COUNTY SCHOOL
illOSE FOR K.E.A. RATINGS LISTED

Harry Cotham Makes
Spring Honor Roll

Card of Thanks

Kirksey High School

RSIT

TODAY AND FRIDAY

NATURE'S OWN
PRUNE JUICE
Basis of

PRUNLAX

SAFE, EASY RELIEF
Brought to Thousands
Are you one of the many who drag
through the daily duties with your
system so sluggish from internal poison• that you cannot work effectieely
nor enjoy life's pleasure•? If so.
con•icler u•ing PRUNLAX, the last,
the which has helloed thousands to
regain their normal health.
Mild — Quick — Effective — Sate
Those are the four words which describe PRUNLAX
completely.
It
quickly acts in a mild manner.
thoroughly cleanses the system ot
poisons; has • toning-up effect on
kidney• and liver—and—ir definitely
, safe for all to use, children or
grown-ups.
Relief at Lowest Cost. PRUNLAX not
only brings quick, easy relief—a•
hundred• upon hundreds have testified--.but it brings this blessed re•
lief at such e low cost. For only 60
cents, you can get a bottle containing 56 doses. Only very small doses
are needl•ri, making PRUNLAX a most
reasonable medicine.
Don't worry along feeling "under
par." Rid your •ystern of poisons
Tona...up 0,- vital organs. Get a new
'lease on life with PRUNLAX—the
natural California prune Juice laxative. On sale 4,t your druggist's.

Wains Dru471

other than above.

Vol. CVIII; No. 16

"Fingerprints„' a comedy-drama
in three acts, by Myrale Giard
Elsey, will be presented in the
Elder F. W. Gould Will Open
auditorium of Almo High School
Commencement Sunday. April
on Saturday evening.,Aril 20, at
28. With Sermon
7:30.
Tbc __cast is coMposed of
—Students Who_ are._Inembers of _the
program
for
eranmencement
m
.i4ed chorus and mixed quartet.
Lynn Grove High School, as an'A brief outline of the plot folnounced by Prin. Huron Jeffrey, is
lows:
as follows:
Sunday,'April 28, 8 P. M., BacNed Thorndyke and Jimmy Lee
calaureate, Elder F. W. Gould,
are owners of the Thorndyke
Church of Christ. Benton, Ky.
Rranch. •Ned's sister, Amelia. came
Monday. April 29, 8 P. M., Talent
to spend her vacation on the ranch
Night.
and brings--with her the rich and
Roger
Wednesday, May 1, 8 P. M..
elegant Whitney family.
Whitney has heard rumors of rich
"Sappy," 3-act farce play, presentoil deposits and has made up his
ed 1?y the Seniors.
mind to buy the place. He falls
Thursday, May 2. 8 P. M., Comirr -lave with - -Ned's daughter,
mencement address, Prof. Fred
Famine. Paulette Whitney beShultz, Murray State College.
comes infatuated with... Jimmy,
Friday, May 3, Annual School
while the latter is himself in love
picnic.,
with Pamina. He suddenly' disThe complete program for bacappears, leaving therritsto think he
calaureate, Sunday April 28, is as
has committed suicide, but reapfollows:
pears just as suddenly when he
Precessional — "Military March,"
discovers Roger abiut to kiss
Schubert; Choir, "Lord of , Our
Pamina. The Whitneys pay an
Life," F. Fleming; Invocation, Rev.
exorbitant price for the ranch only
C. W. Lawrence; Trio, -Would God
to find that the oil rumor is false.
I Were the Tender Apple BlosHosey Hawks, a, fingerprint, deMysom", Jessie D. Treas, Jessie
_Alice Faye, Richard Greene and. Uremia Joyce in Darryl F. Zanitck's
tective; mignon'. a French maid;
ers, L. Ruth Marine; Sermon, Lid.
Century-Fox
spectacular
20th
and Porcehn, a colored servant,
F. W. Gould; Choir, "Building of production of "Little Old New York." the
Life", Lehman; Benediction, Rev. film showing today and Friday at the Varsity Theatre. This is a robust furnish much comedy.
The cast of. characters-is as folC. W. Lawrence; Recessional.
romantic drama of the good old days when cows romod Fifth Avenue.
lows:
The commencement program, for
Thursday, May .2, is as follows:
Hosey Ha:Irks, "A Fingerprint
Processional. '"Excelsior", Kerr;
Detective", • Aaron Burkeen; Ned
Invocation. Rev. H. A. Lax; Solo,
Thorndyke, part. owner of "Thorn"In An Old Fashioned Town,"
dyke Ranch", Lornan Nelson; JimHarris; Address, Prof Fred Shultz;
my Lee, his partner. Heyward BedTrio, "If My Songs Had Wings to
well; Roger Whitney Jr., a rich
Fly With," Hohn, Jessie Dee Tress,
city aleck, ,Harold Young; Pamina
Jessie Myers, Lady Ruth Marine; Large Group of Teachers Attend Attendance Will Determine Rating Thorndyke, . daughter of N e d.
Presentation of Diplomas, Prin.'
Brooksie Nell Burkeen; Paulette
State Meeting
High
Schools
For
Huron Jeffrey; Benediction, Rev.
Whitney, sister of Roger,' PaulaNext Year
H. A. Lax.
Taylor; Mrs. jloger Whitney Sr.,
All schools in Calloway county,
. with the exception of the Murray
County 'superintendent of schools mother of the younger Whitneys,
'city school which held class* Crawford Arnett announces that Mamie Nell Rowland; Miss Amelia
Thorndyke, Ned's sister; very prethrough Wednesday, were dismissed
Tuesday afternoon for the annual a recent letter from Mark God- cise, Nell Suiter; Mignon Mocare,
meeting of the Kentucky Education man.' director of supervision of the French maid, Josephine Suiter;
April
Association in Louisville
the Department of Education gave Porcelin p,urdy, a colored cook,
Harry Cotham. son of Mr. and 17-20.
Dorothy Caldwell.
Mrs. B. B. Cotham of Murray is
the following rating of county
Dr. James ti. Richmood and •Dr.
The proceeds of this play will
listed among the 279 Abilene Chriscurrent
year:
high schools for the
tian college students who made Forrest C. Pogue will be speakers Lynn Grove, class A; Kirkse'y, be atsect in sending the mixed
the spring honor roll, according on the program. The annual Mur- Hazel. Faxon. Almo and New Con- quartet to Lexington.
Teachers College breakAdmission, adults -1.0 cents, if
to Mrs. Clara Bishop, registrar of ray State
cord, class'B.
tickets are bought in advance; 15
. • fast will be held at the Kentucky
that institution.
on Friday morning, April 19,
.Hotel
the
The present rating continues
cents at door: students, 10 cents.
Young Cotham is reported by
, at 8 o'elook.
schools in the groups in which Tickets may be putchased from
school officials to be on the honor
A representative group of teach- they have stood for several 'ears. any member of the Mixed chorus.
list in four courses.
`ers in the county system will atSupt. Arnett stated that informatend the sessions, according to_Supt. tion furnished him through the
T C. Arnett. Those attending from State Department of Education
the Varioiui schools are: Carman
would require that to meet the enParks, Ethel Mae Paschall and Ger- rollment requirements laid down
We are taking this means of
"Deacon Dubbs"
aldine Milstead from Hazel. Ernest
three years aglatby the 'Department expressing our deep appreciation
Fiser and L. E. Hurt from New
will
present
B
class
high
of Education.
The senior class
for the generous help and symConcord, Heart Darnell. Dallas
"Deacon Dubbs." the last dramatic Lancaster.. Mr. and Mrs. J. H.'Wal- schools must maintain 'an enroll- Pathy extended to us during the
production of their high sc-hool "son of- Kirksey, Holman Jones and 'Sent of 60 students to remain on illness and interment of our huscareer. .Saturday night, April 27, George Hurley of Faxon. Mr. and the accredited list for next year band and father. Dr. J. R. Philat 7:45. If you enjoy good comedy Mrs. Boron Jeffrey, Bobby Grogan and that A class schools must lips. That the same measure of
don't fail to see this play.
Brooks of have a standard of 100 enrollment. comforting assistance may be acand Mrs. Marguerite
The cast is as follows:
Lynn Grove, Prentice Lassiter. and This ruling is effective after July corded 'to you all at the time of
your greatest need is o r sincere
Deacon Dubbs, Meredith Story: Raymond Story of Almo,...ar,yi ,at- I, 1940. ,
wish and prayer.—Mrs. J
Philgan, and
Amos Coleman, Hubert Bazzell: tendance officer Leon
State.
Murray
State
is
49th
lips and children.
Rawdon Crawley, James Carlton: Supt. T. C. Arnett.
ArmMcNutt, Howard
Major
be
strong; Deuteronomy Jones, Ray- CHILDREN
—
burn G. Adams; Rose Raleigh. An- BALCONY, Nights, Sundays, and
na Dorris Lancaster; Miss PhilHolidays
270
ipena Popover, Nora Mae Cole- LOWER'FLOOR, Nights, Sundays.
man; Emily Dale, Irene Morgan:
3.30
and Holidays
Trixie Coleman, Frances Fuqua;
Yennie Yensen, Martha Perdue.
We didn't have school on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday because the faculty attended the
"You can take a woman
KEA in Louisville.
for better or worse . . .
Mr. Walston and the FFA boys
are planning for a fish fry. It
„but ..you can't take her
will probably be held at Pine
for granted?"
Bluff. The agriculture classes have
been cleaning off the campus and
trimming our shrubbery.
Everyone is busy getting ready
for the graduation exercises' and
the close of the year's work.
DARRYL F. ZANUCK'S Production of

Besides insuring 3,250 sheep, the
Bath county protective association
is importing western twes and
Many Johnson county farmers sponsoring a "sheep care and feedpay grocery and tither small bills ing"
progrant
from poultry profits,

Girls Are Advised To
Build-Up For Reliei

noY 130GERS

41.ral a year elsewhere
the State of Kentucky.
t9 nn a year to any *admit

Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over Half a Century
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 18, 1940
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TODAY AND FRIDAY

a year In Calloway
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.

$1.00

MURRAY GREETS
VISITORS IN STYLE
DESPITE COLD DAY
Memphis Chamber of Commerce Presents Band
With Flag
GROUP SEES COLLEGE,
RESIDENTIAL SECTION
"Snowstorms in April and winter
weather where spring should be
can't put a crimp in Murray's entertaining visitors when they arrive
to see our town," stated Elmua Beale,
secrefary. of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce. in describing the reception of the Memphis "Know
Your Neighbor" delegation which
visited Murray Friday, April 12.
The special train, arriving on
schedule at 10:05 o'clock, brought
approximately 125 members of the
Memphis Chamber of Commerce
who had held a two-day tour of
Western Tennessee and West Kentucky. Led by the Murray State
College band, the group marched
to- the court square where they
were welcomed by Mayor George
Hart and president of the Chamber
of Commerce. Luther Robertson.
Plez Pettit of the Memphis PressScimitar responded to the welcome
for the visitors. Bruce Tucker,
son of Mrs. E. A. Tucker of Murray. who is now a staff member o/
the Commrecial Appeal, gave a
short talk. W. C. Teague, a representative
cf the Commercial Appeal. presented the Murray band with an Arnericanfiaz in appreciation for this
-and tot mir apPe.arane.es before the
Memphis group.. Misses • Nancy.
Shultz, and Joyce Hill and James
Davis, representing the band, atcepted the gift.
A police escort conducted the
visitors on rie short motor trip
through the residential section and
through the college campus before
they boarded the train for the remainder of their "Know Your
Neighbor" tour.

Kirksey Circuit

R.

F. Blankenship, Pastor

A nice size crowd attended our
services last Sunday at Coldwater
church.
Third Sunday
Hebron

Church School at 10 a. m.
Preaching services at 11 a. m.
followed by the Holy Communion.
Kirksey

The pastor will preach at Kirksey Sunday night. The . service
will begin at 7:30 o'clock.
Muriay, the birthplace Of Radio.
10e

CHILDREN

ADULTS—Balcony, Matinee Except
160
Sundays and Holidays
Floor, Matinees,
Lower
Sundays and Holidays

Except
210

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

sITIZ
- OLD

ron

_J
FRED

ALICE

.41
. RICHARD

FAYE MAcMURRAY- GREENE
SATURDAY ONLY

CITY OF CHANCE

ROLAND YOUNG • MARY BOLAND
CESAR ROMERO • MARY HEALY
LYLE TALtIOI • ELISHA COOK, Jr.
Bt.RNETT PARKER

NEXT • THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

th

LYNN BARI • C.
DONALD WOODS •AUBREY SMITH
AMANDA DUFF

1(aateiz MAETERLINCKS
‘

Executive Producer
Sot M.
Co.-,,, •
Wurfrel • Dierwed
Ors9e,o4 Screen
by Cra,do
Ptor by 10.1 041.
iiine 501, 1,,,.,,.
A 20th
Century-Fos
Picture

THE

BLUE BIRD
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Fled Trimble of Harden spent
Tuesday night with his cousin,
Bernard Starks.
I want te say hello to my aunt.
Several attended trade day at Pearl York of Lynn Grove. The:
Hardin Monday but most of the • :aloe het you sent us surely was
crowd rushed home earls- on ac- nice
on
count of the weather turning so
Mr. Robinson. keep
gueeang until you land out who
cold.
Mr and Mrs Bud Thweatt's chil- "Pudding Face" is. I heard. that
aren are sick with the measles at - you said you were going to find
out who was writing this. column,
this wrinng.
Mr and Mrs Oscar 'Thompson eo just keep on guessing: ,
-and farntly were Sunday afternoon
We are glad to hear that Neal
guests of Mr and Mrs. Howell I, Starks found his Lost car tag. .
Starks and family.,
'So 'long -Pudding Face.
Willie Rose and Mr and Mrs Louie Ross and baby of Paducah 1. In Hancock county, four farmers
visited Lake Ross and sisters last bought registered purebred bulls
week
te replace grade animals
_•

Robinson Airline
Road News

I

Cedar Knob,News i • •Mrs,
- ."'Alice
Ilinebil
at t"was
writing.
Sheridan
a guest

Sinking Spring
News

Cross Roads

Effie Christenbury, and Ted Ray
Wilson.
W it Stone is seriously ill with
heart trouble and high . blood pressure.
Glavons Orville, small son of Mr.
and Mrs. Novice Rogers, has
measles.
and Harrell Ezell
•sleaKirkland
d
are in Hollywood. Florida, visiting Novice. Ezell and Mrs. Ivy Ezell

I of Mr. and Mrs. Charley Cole tatHere as another Monday morri$r„ 1,•-das,
We are indeed very thankful for
',tit s0me,.-11.1t different from tia- • ''..
this beautiful, sun shiny clay, as
week ego. - Today the e . ' Leland Paschall was a Thursday
we have had but few such days
Mrs-. C. W. Laerence and Me „re singing :,nel the sun is shia. er eht guest of John Paschall and
,
Wilma Hartsfield with the C. A warm again for which we tire vele i at""la•
Farmers of this vicinity are still
I Miss Mildred .Paschall spent one
.
Girls, Grace Wilson. Ivanel ,Wate thankful,
cutting and hauling fire wood.
erson, Ruesene Taylor. flebecee
Kentucky Bell has been bedri1.1., naht last week as a guest of her They are hoping they may soon
Wilkerson and Martha Lou Taylor onion sets aye! else viewing geed
"
,It cousin. Miss Doe tha Paschall.
Mrs. Rella Key is not so well be able to -gee" old Beck at the
went tc the home of 'Mr. and Mrs* et as. beets, and hean.s' this weekplow.
.
.it this writing.
anlY.
sCobti, who has pneuJohn Story Sunday Morning and
Stec
uen
and
are
fanners
getting 'retro- , Miss Fay Paschall spent the
conducted a devotional service (or • 'tie
The health of this community is
monia. is not doing so
Toreuipther
crop
here.
free
Several
week-end with her grandfather. very good at present.
Bazzell is unimproved.
the benefit cif Mrs. Story !Whose nawe
Burt,
health doesn't pernuf her tu atteno the done quite a lot of plantine alr. fryan Cochran, and family.
Mr. Kile was able to attend
Mrs. Tarry Kirkland has been visLen few weeks and some iter
church services. Xbe 9er:ice Sae
• Adolplius and L. W. Paschall church services Sunday after being
iting her brother and sister-in-law;'
been
corn:
;planting
4a$410.•
enjoyed by Mr. and Mrs, Story.:
.1-s:sted the Lassiter brothers at confined several days with illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Will NA/rather, Mrs.
Pernie Mae Sitritneins.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wilkerson wen! is
'
Wrather has been sick about alai
with their livestock
Miss Frances Osbrun was a guest
sta nig with Mr. arid Mrs.
I',st iiStore
-afternoon callers. ,
thrnfteut.t
weeks
.,ennie
wiA
Carrie'
Morturaay. •
of Missies Evelyn and
spent
Lamb
13f*Ha*1
is visiting relative".
the
we
'
lekc
'"
Vitert
is
in
the
evening.
home
Wednesday
of
Lawrence's
Mr.
last
account
Ir- ris
'On
of Bro.
with her parents, Mr. and airs.
in and around Colwater this week.
.
van Cochran and .family 'Sunday
-abscessed throat he was unable. Johnnie Simmons.
Herbert Osbron Oiled a large
Edd Marine, Glen Haneline, Mrs..
to preach Sunday morning or evenowl last week. This is the second
Mrs. Maiireile Williams and
Mt. and Mrs. Davie
Martha Haneline, "Aunt" Francis
mg. A testimony meeting was held daughter. Eren. near Providew„ .easehall „ and .daughter, Enty,_ Lee one for him since Christmas.
are
duringetheemornitee worship hour. Were Stinda
Those visiting Ms. hod Mrs.' Anere. Mrs.. ETTYri
her
Ind-littlAr1111
nl
oti 24C
hlta list•n
PliaFt"
Toy Y
'Ode hundred eorty-feur'were pres- Mr. and Sio. Limos Mitchell „aid Sheridan 'and Mr. .Noah Cochran. drew Osbron Sunday were Mr.
go e to
- looking for work.
Nashvitte
ent for • SundwyeSchool and 94 at- Miss Pat 1Vc.itlierSpoi313.
MY. and Mrs.' John. Paschall and and Mrs. L. Alton, Mr. and airs.
Mrs.
Ira
and
Mr.
Smith
tended the
- anounce.
-Training Unian Sundae
Mrs. Billy McClure. was ruslied wildr9Q8 .314-ier
yisitt'd in Nollie Wisehart and little- daughthe arrival of a new girl: She has
night We arc- very. glad.to see to the Clinic lex,pital Monday morn- the home of -15`-'erina
Mr. and Mrs. Oat ter Wanda.
Afternoon Ili/eters
been Mined
the increase in attendance. Every- ing where theaunderwent an .ofiela Paschall Sunday afternoon.
were Mr. and Mrs. Russell Neece
Stoneha
Mrs.
'ikiart
ofGa
Daly
one present enjoyed the duets giv- aeon Tuesday morning.
Lton, Ohio, •
. Mr. and Mrs. Deltas Lassiter and Peyton Nance.
viaiting, her father, Tom Smith,
is
en by Larue and Harue
'Miss Mary alitchell was a Tues. and son visited . Mrs. L,assiter's
Edward Morris was the week-end
and other relatives. Mrs. Stone's
also Maurita and losetta Morris, day afterpoon caller of her aunt, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Pas- guest of Herbert Osbron,
father is slowly recovering 'tram a
after the Training UniOn.
Mrs. Meanie e.altehell.
cited; Sunday night.
Taman Clayton and family were
will sell for delinquent state, county, and school I Mr. and Mrs Carl Itingine and
broken limb received some time
Johnnie Simmons •was a Tuesday
Chesley Pasthall enjoyed guests of Mr. Clayton's father,
ago.
taxes, the property of tht -following .named persons on ;family were SUnday guests of Mrs: caller of Jessie McClure.
e
a,'jiteadcast
by the
Kentucky Naylor Clayton. Friday night.
C. B. Christenberry left Monday
'Aunt
Wisehart •azed. ..Cillertet at the borne of Mr. and
April 22. 1949.
being fourth Monday, at the. Court Kinguss' parents, Mr. and Mrs.,John
1-elian Burton and Everett Fur'
for-the CC camp-"K. T. Dere
Boyd. Mrs.- 'Boyd returhed horn Miss Mary - Lucille' Simmons • were Mit. Rey E. Orr Sunday morn- person took a wagon load of young
House door, between the hours of one and four o'clock
Monday afternoon vzseors of
with theni for a visit.
. .
folks to a party at the home of
In Monroe county, three farmP. M. Said property listed below is described the_same'as
Meanie Mitcneil.
•
Those visiting, in the home . of Guthrie Osbron Saturday night.
Mrs. Ernest_ Underwood enterers are 'Outing alfalfa with potMrs.
Careen
Wisehad wasea Tuns- Mr. grid -Mrs. Holland
in the official listing in the Calloway County's Tax Com- tained her Baptist Intermediate
Jones
"Raincrow's"
Sun- Mr. Osbron lives on
Otis Wilson, Detroit, Mich., Is ash as a top-dressing, with "Id
missioners books, and a more complete description of the Union with a party at 11•21. home day, guest of. her parents, Mr. end day -afternoon were Mr. and Mrs. farm.
visiting his mother and son. Mrs. I stable manure used.
Mrs. Vermeil' Vaughn.
Jimmie
Jones
,
lend
son.
Mary
Mrs.
assisted
land and lots may be found in the office of the County 'Friday, night April 12. Games anti
Mrs.
Neece
Parvin.
yliklikeS Henry Gipson lost a tine -and. .10., ma- tra,•, Johnnie
bonteste were feeler's of the evenJones Andrew Osbron quilt Thursday
mule Tuesday night.
Court Clerk of Calloway County.
ing. Present. were Maur:Li Morris,
and. daughter. WInnie Lou. 'and afternoon.
Los
Grace Wilsop, Iva •Nell Wilkerson,
anti
'MrsRainey
-ins!M iss Beatrice Lewis. •
Mr. and Mrs. Chalmus Clayton
Amounts due for taxes shown below do, not include Mildred ,Jones. Josetta. Idqrris, Re- Tuesday rught visitors
of MIAs ArtMr. and 'Mrs. Fred Humphries and son. Herbert. Brent,. visited
Willis-And Jeeere meClare- a!--- -were
penalties, interest, advertising ,costs. etc.
leteeee Ste _Water-soh- Laura -.Nell nit
- dhutee.gu&sts of Mr. and Thilman Clayton and family SatAliee-Merfaeliteliell and Miss
Hart. L. D. Warren, Huron Riche'.
airs. Will Everett atmeay.
urday night.
were Thu:
J. I, FOX, Sheriff Calloway County. son, Darrell Hargrove.JamesCharl- Mary Lici,1le
t)nSf
Th
Ani
"
,
;;.
Mr:
and 'Atm Othal Paschall and
daj dinner guests
Mrs. liontas Taylor was a guest
ton. James Key. Fred Atkins, Joe
little
le
en.
Jerald.
Mr.
and
Willis
Mrs. of her daughter, Mrs. Wade Betsand afternoon callers of Mrs.
Pat -.MeReenolds„. Doris Charlton.
Willie
Jones
and
Vary
Mrs.
Maude
Thursday.
MeChlre.
endine,
Orr
CITY- OF MURRAY
Jonnie Pat Boyd, Rubin. arta Ralph
visited Mr°. and "Mrs. Deck Story
E. H. siemens was a Theme,'
Mr. and 'Mrs. Harold Ray vistied
Chapel_ Roy. 1 lot' in city of Murray
$ 4.68 J.:me& Refiethenents were served. guest of Hafford -Brown.
of Paris, Sunday.
the latter's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Long and son,
Coleman; .1. H:.-1 lot. West Main
57.64
• Jeee Diak, JeMeS H. Gipson ette
Mr. and Mrs. One Kuykendall Dennis Lamb. Saturday night and
-Joe Max, who have resided ha Ere- eesioneweei
Dulaney. J, A.. Jr., 1 lot, 13th and Main Sts.
dre
were
Hazel-wee
31.92 troit since Chriiintas,
. of Oak Hill visited relatives in attended ,serviees at Bethlehem,
in
returned te
Heisler. Mrs. H. O... 1 lot •
a Kentucky Synday.
, '1419 their'home near Wiswell • last Sun- nesdaY.
Church Sunday.
Kirkland. Mrs. C. -V.. 1 lot on West Main
JeeeeDiek
and
Will
!Ratan lefrctattle Ooyee Morris visited his
• 35.48 day.
Mies Drue Nell Robinson. Elaa
Thursday
mornteg
Maddox, Ray. 1 lot North 4th St.
for
e
Illinois
andgiarents,
Mr. and _Mrs. Ben Ray Buckley. - Frances °Aerate.
14.7S
Miss Ethel Bncy is- visiting - her
eiwne,tile funeral of then- nephe-... Byers Sunday afternoon.
Palmer and Brown.a I lot in • City-. of Murray.
Sam Webb. Wayne Wilsore Ben1.16 sister. Mrs. John Warren, Mr. War,
ClIftcei 13...yd. little eon of Mr. tied
Reed Willem of Detroit is visit- nie Robinson and Pete Prince
Patterson.'Harry. 1- lot on Maple St.
.•I
,- 2957 ren and L. D.
,
Mrs: Fe-Tres'. Boyd of De:reit-Mich.. ife, relatives in Kentucky.
The
Intermediate
Auxiliary
Girls
boat. rides on the Tennesenjoyed
Spencer. Boyd. 1 lot.South 4th '
1
17_69
John Paschall ill-id James Miller see River Sunday afternoon.
met 'at- the home of their-leader. who died Wednesday mornirig.
Stewart. Flora. 1 lot. "West Poplar
20,40
Mrs.
Arthur
Morris, Miss Ann'e,-Deerinif weie' In the home of Mr.
IR ias w.ihnirliarv=5Ad --Etiaj
Miss Sue Nance ,was a guest of
Wall. H. T. - Jr. aote Etat Street-- Wr"
.
.,,dit
47' erridonHa•.tenLewis -were 7in „ins( MI-s. • Chesley Pasihall Sun- Miss 'Gentle Nell Morris Tuesday
at 4 o'clk,
A very
c:
r
Washern. Robert. •1 lot North 4th
BRING IN tR"OLD TIRES TWAY! IF
Murray
Weanesciay
18.87
afternoon.
tlay night.
night.
PnIsnun was iliest-,on -Our
Williams. R. L.. 1 lot. North 8th . St.
Hatten Lewis and Clay McClure
- • 29.5.1 estmg
TKEY'RE GOOD ENOUGH TO DRIVE IN
Bodies. as Temples of- God". The
Adelphus McLeart ibet
ahd
Morris
Cieleen
Bobbie
fine
were
were
-.an
Murray and Hazel-Sat-LirCITY
i_next pre.rain will be held at the
"
Mi.1111tAY I I 0
work mare recently. - ••
.,
Sunday guests of Ozane and Caro- ON, THEY'RE WORTH MONEY TO US!
.48 ehurch fourth Saturday afternoon
I•
•
Bogard. Georgia.'1 lot, South 2ncl
Mrs. Nannie Paschall is n the lyn Robinson.
••2
••
f•
6
•
•
see O..n muds actual:ash sass
ttlai-itee
We -hope -Mr'
-2hd"airatn soon,
save ta on the purchase of new U.STirs,. its
week with_ her mother.. Mrs. Em- were in : zel SaturcLiy.
clo
he%rery
a. Complete and rapid mBoyle. Eli. Kstate. 2 lots. New AtIdition .
she golden apportianite padre been welting for
-Jackie
19 mitt-Swann at 5rlay6eld. • She .re- ,-Mm.,..AlaniliellitChell was gu,
a
. .
ter eclair, roar car with the extra blowout acid
Carter. William. 1 lot, in Poole Town
8.23 ports her mother as being seriously ot Mho -„Aritile- Willis. Thursday
skid protection of looser wearing U.S. Tires,
Caleinan, Torn. 1 lot. New Addition: Book 49: Page 383
237 illKisses Pernie-ALae and Mary • Lea
•
Curd. Houston. Estate. Spruce St..' 1 lot
'Lyme Crawford Wilkersoti spent eine. and Eli.. Simmons and AL. •
JUST
Diggs. Ante, 4 lot, New Addition
7.09 last •week with his uncle and aunt. Mary -Mitchell were Callers of M. -.
E. A. Moore transacted business
ARRIVED
Gammons,. Modena. 1 lot, New Addition
2.93 Mr. and - Mrs. Crab „Paschall- of Mangue Mitchell Sunday morn,' j 13ack 'again with a little news in Murray Tuesday.
BIG SHIPMENT
Mr. and Mrs. Pete WiSetrart il from the Ridge.
'
Gilbert. Vernon. 1 lot. Pople Town
1.79 near Jones Mill.
Mrs. John Cathcart is on the sick
Of *ORM tA11101.!!,'
Harding Galloway._ who -is -a • pe- aon. Bernice;'11r.s. Fanhie Wisehn.
A large numbCr. of People from list. . ,
Greene. Susan. 1 lot. New Addition •
7.09 ewee at Itte
d
and Mai. Aylon
Mason- Memdrial Hasthis- neighborhood_ were in Ailur
Bert.-2 lots. New Addition
Mr. and Mrs. C. Y. Langston
peal. is irnpreving and is expeetra end daughter were Sunday gut -s nay Saturday.
•`,
• were in Paris last week.
Hudspeth. S. L.. 1 tot. Poo* Town
5.92 to return to his home 'some
f Mr.s•and•Mrs. Otis McClure.
.
. Those on the sick list this week
Mrs. Benlah Farris was a MonHudspeth. Dave. 1 lot, Poole Town
Mr. and Mrs.'Noah Maynard if
8.28 i. • Maueita and eosetta Morris were
are Mrs. -Ray Steele of Dexter day guest of Mrs. Giles Lamb and
Hughes, Wayne, 1 lot. Sprat* Street .•
- 2.36 Sunday guests of Robbie Fey Rich- Cedar Knob, Jessie McClure at.d Route 1.
the children of• Mr. and daughter.
•
•
Hatters Lewis of Macedonia spent
Martin, Bettie. 1 lot. pn Railroad
136 ersore
Mrs. Edmon Morrie and John CulAb Phillips is able to be out
Pat - -Wilkerson 'is visiting .with Sunday in Hopkinsville.
Marvel. Whitman. 1 lot. New,Addition
8.83
voe
who
has
been
ill
for
again
after
days' illness.
the
several
past
Mi. and Mrs. HenrY Ell's and
McGehee. Lon. 1 lot an Railroad 11.77 his grandparents, Mr, ane Mrs. H. son.
•
111111110T111111113AMONNICENINIStIlITOISAFETV-CNECX YOUR TIRES TODAY!
'
Miss Connie Lamb and Mrs. L.
.
Hobert., spent the. weekend two .Weeks.
McGehee. Ella. 1 lot. New Addition
and • Mrs. Jesse Culver and W. Cosby were in Murray shop„..
73
Mn. Edna McReelnOlas. Who en- With Mr. and MIS. JeT Stall cd
Mi•
McLean. 'Lizzie, 1 lot. New Addition
'-, 1
children . were . Sunday guests of ping last' week.
4-aa dervrerit a major ioperatipn- at the Murray.Patten. Andrew: 1- lot. New Additipn
Mrs. L. A. Farris and children.
A large aeoavd attended the ;tarty Mr:: and Mrs., John Culver.
40-03 Keys-Holstein Clinic Monday,, is
Pritchett Jesse, 1 lvt New Addition
Mr. and Mrs Hal Smith were Owen and Clifton were Tuesday
.95 sictely improving. A decter was at • Mr. and Mrs. Luther- Oseron's
'
-Scruggs. Alike, 1 lot; New Addition
.
turday.bight, and reported a nice caleel to attend the bedside.'of dinner guests of Mrs. Dennie Orr.
11.83 cailed to see her husband. 'Miller Se
West Maple Street
Phone 97
Ganda Bell Morris who is very ill
. Smith. Virgil, 1 lot. New Addition
time.
11.77 McReynolds. Sufraily'.
Mrs. Emma Stone visited in
• '
merriing..
Mr. end Mrs. Hatsn
Sdrry
to •Ieern of the illness of
Mrs. :Winit.rd James_ is. winch irner Smith were Murray Wednesday.
Wells. Hezie.-1 lot New Addition
Murray, Kentucky
24.26
,e
Mrs. Gwen, Warford at -St. Louis, in alexier 'Sunday.
proved at present.
Mrs. Tommie Shrader and Gene
, ,.
-Berry, 1 lot. New Addition
_aer
e - Mr. and Mrs. &id - M
5.11,s_ Lu. Alice Culver was a
end. M9. Kentucky Balle..-ishes for her
Willis. Marvin, 1 lot. New Addition
, gut st Sunday afternoon of Mrs.
Mr. Bertha Paschall spent 'Sundae niece a speedy •recces,rty.
Willis. Ben. 1 lot,. Spruce St!
Bob Allnritten, Pete. Wisehart -Pop ESC.
13-00'alternocii with their mother. aridIii inchais grandmother. Mrs. S. V. Miller, and eon. Perniee,--:anti Hubert Dick
..
WEST lliptRAT.
Mrs. Ray Steele, who has been
12:38 who has.inaproeed.sipee last,week. were .in Murray Saturday.
Haley. Mrs. Betty. 1 lot
Env amain
I sick .for three weeks was earned
Mrs.• Jewel --Wilkie-eon and MrMr,. . --Edd -Lamb - was a Sunday after- to the Clinic Hospital Saturday
Jones. W EV 66 acres and 3 lots
vAcuomwtovelt morr
'50.11
Bernice Hughes were Saturday art_ noon . wilier of Jotmrue Sam:ions fun tieetment. We are hoping fur
Owens. L. E.. 6 lots. 9 *tarts of land
On all models at no extra
278.94 ernoc-n callers
o
f
Mrs.
Roy
Harmon
end
iterrelYe
•
•
- her a speedy recovery.
Pogue,,Thomas: Estate. 94 acres of. land 4CCC Campi,
cost. Only Chevrolet hos this
Mei. A. t.C. Itlichaa x ahd, her
and 3drseadiraile Bradlee. and Mrs
marvelous EXChniVO Vacuum.
-,
e.I lot 12Th St.
18.15 Ozella Mills, Mrs. ,Malls Is irriproe. friend wete in Murray Saturday ' Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Ramsey
Shift ...supplying 80%
Power
Rowlett: Joe. 2 lots, levan Addition
are the...parents of a fine boy horn
1059 ed lee Mrs. Bradley is not as well. afternoon;
•
of
the shifting effort automatiWard, D. O., 20 atom ' •
Miss Annie Willis was a Sunday April 12.
7.4,3 -The Wamen's hrissionary Society
cally, and requiring only 20%
Those Nestling Mr. and Mrs.
met arthe church Wednesday af Cr- guest of Mrs,. Mary McClure,.• Mrs.
•
driver effort.
• 1E.A$T MURRAY
Johnnie
MeClure
Ramsey
neon
is
Sunday
at
2
o'clock.
were
Much"
.for
Mr.
the
reg
inepraired.
• Ruirland
. ..••••
Harry. 24- ecres..
7.41 pro grain.
5.
ar.d Mrs T.orratrty Burkeen and
very interesting Prc- •1 •
leenlekticy Bell"
"Thl tONGEST o nit tor.
cONC•ORD --41/TrRicg ,
grain.seas. given and these preeent
chien en. aria Mr. and Mrs. Robert
From front af grill* to rear of body (181
Allen. Thetaniare. 51 acres, lays by W..4„L. Brandonwere
litre
_Neva Taylor. Sgt.-Doris
Jones.
21 47
•
ineF0/1 Chirirolet fpr 1940 is the longest
Doegfas. S. A.,
Mr. anti Mrs. Leon Burkeeri were
aere.1
••
23.60 Warren. Miss Wilma Hartield.
•
of oil lowest-priced cars!
.
_
•
Mrs..
lewei
Wilkersbn.
Elkins. Met k.
Mrs.
dinn
-r
.guests
of Mr. and lette
acres
CoSY
.. •
3 16
Bleers. lelreePeare West: Mesr---Atary •, - Adoilatteas Pa.3enali .has been bal- Galon Chapman Sunday.
Fetgusen. P. •G.. 92 herds, lays by Nona .Bucja '
14.88 'Easley.
Mrs. .Mande • Armstrods. ing.hayefot `Coolier Jones Tor the
Sunday 'afternoon callers at the
Hendon, J. These 13 acrtat. lays by Paenie Hendon
••7411111L
Miss Margie 16'ilkerscite Mrs' Nan- eiast "several days.
•
, home of J. C.-- Chapman were
4emerecin-A D-. 66 acres, laysaby lered ,Crowley.
20 64 rue Biryd and Itire. Eva 1.••••-reilte. 'tilt- Re;an 15ntehaLl'iiPent the day
'aft,
Charles Ray. Revo. and Alfred
in the honie ref-Mrs. elohn Paschal& Steele and J.
.
,
W. Peeler.
McClure.. J. S. 47 acres, lays by 'Hardin Riley '
Tbdrsda y.
5.
13.21
,•
•
Mr. and Mrs. Max Walston were
lieCtuston. Joe'B.. 7$ acres and 102 acres
- 1-; Johnnie Jortes and J.-T. -done
14 46
"11
afternoon callers of Mr.. and Mrs.
'Parker, Mrs: L. K 'deetaseci. 164 acres
liawed woed last week.._ • •
worla
1402'
•
John Culacr Saturday.
only car In the
.
M'sa Cies.e.- Ceithean ripd her • Deeper kuests7
Shannon, D. C., $5 aeres _
-.125 . Derothe'LoNet, Ke y tuiderwent .
of Mr. and Mrs.
fel,'40 Is the
Chevrolet
an feente- N•reite-datier
,
pictured
sister Mrs. Davie Edic
ein Hanes Sunday were Mr.et
- LIBERTY biSTRIC'T
G-eat/on
at hicSwain Clinic Mon- Lee
modern features
Peehrell Baturday afternoon.- and- Mrs. • Kenneth Redden and
all the
combining
brings
Bipingtort. Mrs. M F.. g adres
24
Chevrolet
Miss clatighter, -Eula May.
Remember, only
Mr. and etre Aubrey Nance were • Amo 4; teeee , ;assisting
.
Aprkeen. Mrs. .losepli L.'80 acres, lays by •twiri.Giogan •
.5.78
Audee Qedorris in' 'emitting lasthere.
prices 00
Clifton
Crawford
Sunday
Ginner
of
Pad
guests
•
of
Mr.
and
Byere If. -D,
and 27 acret •
f
' 5.94
features at low
"Mt RUN ROTAI," with Periodos,
week wereaMrs. NathanCef•Dir and Harlon and Clarence Collins. Lu, el
Mrs_ Hildrea Johnson.,
upkeep!
ati these
Cole Ctiaritee 100,,aciesfalays by Effie-Pieekett . _a' „
you
Kn..-Action
4.13 emoreis Jenkins visited- Wylie
and
ayn:a
operation
m
n
u
rI
nit
C
a
)
h
in
.
ntrles
were
Steele
On Se•ciulDe luii• and Mester 0.1,..Swirl
Giles, Elvin= C. 50 acres ______
,64,1%-;
Ma's„,
..„
L1..LitteL
eerri
lth42n
_
.Nealtl. •'15'14.4eli
__
.b11. .
-. 17.34 Darby
low cost of
and
proMDtglurru_Sunda)
'hitleek
with
night_•
volume
Hopkins.
Chevrolet's famous Perfected KneeMartha, 147 Acres
top
907 •1447,4..S'alune 'Paschall lir ill at ii-,:r 'Osten.... • Miss' C,loais Beetle)
,
" .I1,musr. run.alene now, het will
•
Chevrolet has the
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visited Mr. and Mrs. Aubra Slueder and family last week.
Mrs. Pearl Moore and daughter,
Charlotte Jones, shopped in Murray Wednesday.
Mrs. Luna Dickerson was a recent dinner guest of Mrs. L. W.
Cosby.
Mrs. Pauline Moore Rasberry's
condition remains unimproved.
-The little daughter of Mrs. Hubert Orr celebrated her first birthday at the home of her grandrojether Thursday with a number
of her little ,friends and relatives
Eveeyone enjoyed the
present.
refreshments served during the
day.
"L A. and -Homer. Farria visited
hia brother. Jim Farris, near MurThe latter Mr.
ray. Saturday.
Farris has been confined to his
room for several weeks with illness.- • •
•
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Milstead were
Sunday guests of Litbuni Paschall
and family.
Relatives from Camden, Terme.visited Mr. and Mrs, Lester Johns,
ton Sunday.
Lester Johnson was in Murray
on' business Saturday.
?disSes Edith Myers and Ctiettie
Mae Orr were Murray shoppers
Saturday.
'

Mrs:
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1! ciety of Sugar Creek Baptist with us during the meeting in our
Church met Wednesday afternoon, so'ng service.
April 10, at the church for a
These men are experts in their
respective lines and you will enRoyal Service program.
Mrs. Bub Maupin, president, con- joy the service they will render
ducted the Bible study and devo- while in Murray.
Particularly do we urge our fine
tional period.
Following the singing of "How young people to be active during
Firm a Foundation," Mrs. Ella the meeting, seeking to bring into
Garland led the group in prayer. the church those of their own
A very interesting and instruct- number who have never come out
on God's side.
ive
program was presented.
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
We count on the full cooperaThe benediction was given by
afternoon each week.
Mrs. Chester Morris after singing tion of every member of the
church during the-- revival cam•
e• of the hymn "Jesus Saves."
paign.
We will appreciate the
Misses Brock and Trousdale
Mrs. R. R. Mclean the consolation
kindly help of all others. "Come
Entertain at Luncheon
prize.
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES now, and let us reason together,
The hostess served a aelightful
saith the Lord".
A lovely social event of the
the
the
conclusion
party
plate
of
at
J. Mack Jenkie .Pastor
spring season was the luncheon at
Sunday, April 21. 1941
game.
which Misses Oha Brock and Mat.
- At the Sunday-school hour, 9:3Q
tie Trousdale were hostesses Saturo'clock, the children will present
•
day at 1 o'clock at the National MurrYa High Seniors
their annual program, usually callAre Entertained,
_
Matti-'•Tto stIaltadollaror-veated ut
ed--ellildten's Day. We 'are rethe vela dining room at small
questing
that all please be "on
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Paschall
Mimes lifayme, Ryan, Marjorie
table Mlidell held bouquets of Shroat and Frances Sledd enters time" so as not to disturb the and Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Evans
sPilistilitrwers in yellow and white trained the Murray High School children in 'their program.
visited Brent Hart and family Sunas "OW esiatral decoration. Snap- seniors with a party Friday evenAt the morning worship hour, day.
shots at Opting flowers against an ing at the home of the latter: The 10:50 o'elock, in preparation for
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin McCree .and
owls istlaillia as the background basement room was gaily decorated the aripual revival, the pastor wi4I children attended church services
Ma*
:7alr Slaver place cards, and with
van -colored
crepe paper preach' on "Preparing for the Re- at New Bethel Sunday.
a EaDalaus three-course luncheon streamers, .and tables were placed vival".
Mrs. Charlie Paschall visited Mrs.
•
*is sem&
for games whieh 'furnished amuseThe cheit will ttave special music Alvin McCree Thursday afternoon.
oemarige• laid for Mesdames ment during the evening.
Mrs. James Hart was in Paris
in line with this theme. We urge
J. W. OUR, A. F. Yancey, G. B. Refreshments of sandwiches, all Methodists to eotrie and be Friday.
Scott, CISO Gillis Hester, C. L. Shar- cookies and iced drinks were serv- with
Frank Alexander visited Alvin
is during the servites of the
borough. Elinus Beale Carlisle ed to the 45 present.
meeting. Of course we will be McCree Sunday morning.
•• • • •
Cutchin, M. G. Carman, Charles
glad to see the members of other, Clois and R. C. McCree visited
Hire, G. T. Hicks, Joe Garton, Hugh Mrs..eldarkwell
churches at the services when they Genie -and Elisha William McFadMcElrath, Finney Crawford, Rob
Enthrtatn.s Club
'have no services in their own den Sunday.
Green, Robert A. Jones, R. E.
_ Alvin McCree was in Puryear
Mrs. Jack Markwell was at home churches.
Broach, Leslie Putnam, E. S. Diu- Saturday afternoon to members of
At the evening hour, 7:30 o'clock. Saturday.
guid, Jr., B. F. Sherffius, Wade the Sunshine Friend bridge club
Rev. James D. Jenkins, pastor Of
Crawford, Howell Forgy, John and the following guests: Mrs. John
Madison Heights Methodist Church FIRST -PRENSYTERIAla
Ryan, R. M. Pollard, A. M. Wolf- Whitnell and Mrs. Burgess Parker.
CHURCH
Nth and Main
lien. G. C. Ashcraft, W. J. Capling- Jr. Mrs. Whitnell and Mrs. Pogue in Memphis, will preach his first
sermon
of
the
revivel.
From
April
er, J. T. Parker, Harry Sledd, Rain- Outland received the high score
21 to May 1st services will be
Howell M. Fergy, Faster
ey T. Wells, Omaha. Nebraska.
prizes.
held thrice daily, at 10 o'clock in
Sunday services-10 a. m., Suns
Misses Neii:e May Wyman, ThelA delightful salad plate wee serv- the morning and at 7:30 each evenday
School for all ages; College
ma Glasscock, Margaret Campbell, ed by the hostess.
ing. Mr. Moody Cunningham, who Bible Class. 11 a. m., Worship Ser.• • • •
Lora Frisby. Tennie Breckenridge,
charge
of the music dusing the vice. 7 p. m., Westminster Felhas
Etta Beale Grant. Grace Wyatt, Hinton-Marshall
revival, wilI-not arrive at Mur- lowship.
Clara Rimmer, Beatrice Frye, BerMarriage is Announced
ray
till
Monday,
but he invites all
A hearty welcome is extended
nice Frye. Alice Keys, Jane HaselAnnouncement has been received
den, Nadine Overall, Floy Robbins, of the marriage of Miss Edwina the lingers of Murray to join to all.
Helen Thornton, Roberta Whitnah, Hinton and Gordon Ray Marshall
Caroline Wingo, Emma Helm, Suz- which Was quietly solemnized on
anne Snook.
Sattirday. April 13, at the home of
the bride's. parents. Mr. and Mrs.
• • • S.
T. J. Hinton, in Prattville. Ala.
Club Meets with
Mrs. Marshall attended Murray
Mrs. Lovett
State College for two years, during
Thie Friday afternoon bridge club which time she made her home
met last week with Mrs. Joe T. with her sister, Mrs. H. I. Sledd,
Lovett. Guests included members and Mr-Sledd.
and -Mrs. George Baker and Mrs.
Charles Stewart. Mrs. Stewart was Missionary Society Meets
The Woman's Missionary Soawarded the high score prize and
MB& HARRY L &LEIN), Editor

with
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MURRAY CONCERT ASSOCIATION WILL
LAUNCH MEMBERSHIP DRIVE MONDAY
Dinner Meet to Be
Held at Christian
Church, 6:30
Members of the Community Cont Association of Murray and vitinny are urged to attend a din-,
n't! 'meeting at the First Christian
Church, Monday eve:fling, at 6:30,
to launch the Association's third
arinueldlinembership campaign. The
occasion will also celebrate the
tenth anniversary of the non-profit,
civic, organized •audience move-
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Women Desire

Men Admire

DRESSES
Beautifully Cleaned and Expertly Pressed by

MODEL

••

Take advantage of our low cash prices
on Mondays and Tuesdays

DRESSES
e 97

LADIES' COATS

35C

Cash Price

LADIES'SUITS

dm•••••••

This price includes our best grade cleaning and
free pick-up and delivery.
PHONE 141

Coy MODEL Cleaners
Dyers - Tailors - Hatters
719 West Poplar St.

Murray, Ky.

List week Congressman George
M.
rant of Alabama introduced
a resolution on the floor of the
House that, proposes a change in
the name of the present "Bee Line.
Highway", which rues from Chicago- to Miaini, Fla., to the.. "Blue
and Gray.Highway" as - a_symbol of
realty. understanding and fraternitet between the North and the
South.
In proposing this change Congressman Grant stated that, "Easy
and swift means of travel on our
nation's roads-4s done more to
cement the "fell?ership of Americans than any ether medium."
He called attention • to the vast
crowds that come from all sections of the country to witness
the Blue and Gray football game
which has been staged in Montgomery, Ala., for the past two
years which is a step toward
welding this great country more
closely together.
It sounds' like a very interesting
name for a highway and one
always reminiscent of historic
events that will always be treasured in the hearts of the American
people. Certainly it would mean
more to Americans than the "BeeLine Highway".

about this product much has been.
said about its long wearing quellAles. The company does net comment on this other than to say that
it will "Wear at least as long as
other high quality hose of the
same weight". Reports have also
stated that this type of hosiery
will not run, but that too is unfounded. It is true that the Nylon
threads are strong and more elastic
and for these reasons more resistant to snags, but if the "pull" is
sufficient to break the thread, a
"run" will be the result
Other Nylon products already
on the market are sewing thread,
man-made bristles for tooth, hair
and clothes brushes, fishing : lines
and leaders and surgical sutures.
Lord &- Taylor, Fifth Avenue,
New York, have conceived the
novel idea of waking up, in a
flower garden. The plan is to
match sheets, pillowcases, comforta b 1 e s,
bedspreads, housecoaLe,
negligees, nightgowns in flowered
patterns for spring. In this the
children can join the mothers for
rcursery appointments carry out
the same decorative scheme.

Here's the color chart again—
this time giving a checkup on anDu Pont's new Nylon hosiery—
other hue that may be used to admade basically from coal, water and
air--is expected to be on the mar- vantage in decorating both interior and exterior. It Is
ket by next month. In various.reBROWN—is a mixture of red
ports that have been circulated
and green. It's a rich and vibrent
color with all the warmth of natUre's own Indian Summer.
In large living rooms and lining rooms, beautiful _Cinnamon
Brown walls add warmth to the
setting and reduce the apparent
size of the rooms. In large, cool
bedrooms, this attractive color
lends warmth and a cozy feeling of
restfulness.
Brown is often used to lower
too-high oceilings. and intriguing effects are obtained' by carrying the
ceiling color brown down the most
important wall in the room. When
this is done the other walls ,May
be cream, canary yellow, or beige.
On exteriors, brown has always
been a favorite color, particularly
on. wood shingle houses. It is a
most effective color for houses designed td blend into the landscape.
Brown roofs make a tall house
seem lower, Brown can often help
in two-color combinations to bring
a house into more pleasing proportions. If your house. is too
high and narrow, try brown on
the upper part, cream or yellow
below, and you will have a color
combination that improves the architectural lines of your borne.
A-new type of plate glass called
aklo, which is heat absorbing has
been irfeented- and is being Used
as- the outer pane. of a- doublelayer display window to keep out
sun heat in summer. while the air
space also econditiOns the stor
against heat loss in. winter. Store
owners with such windows report
that it lessens considerably the load
on air cpnditioning systems in
Stuumea. •

GLADYS SCOTT'S

nearly 4,00 concerts all over the
world.
Outttanding features of
their performance are the wild
Cossack dancing and thrilling Caucasian Sword-dances. Their repertoire comprises the best of traditional old Cossack songs, ranging
from tender lullabies to wild war
songs, gays songs ,and hymns to
God. The rich melodies and harmonies, the, striking contrasts, the
purity, the precision, the sincere
feeling and dynamic interpretation cannot by imagined without
actually hearing this unique aggregation of famous singers.
addftiorrefft theesbove-attraceteen, the Association .would like
to - sponsor another °instant:ling
radio or concert artist such as Luce,
Muoroe, who sang on this year's
aerie, or James Melton, who appeared here two years ago. The
complete seris will Include at least
three concerts.

East Side Court Square—Murray, Ky.

ARE

Murray and 365 other cities in the
United States, Canada, and &tint
World's
present the
Africa to
greateSt. music by ' outstanding
artists.
Rev. A. V. Havens, president, announced that the principal speaker
and guest of the evening will be
Mr. Henry DeVerner of New York
City, :organization 'dierctor and
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
representative of the Community
Cooperative Concert Service, of the
A. V. Havens, Minister
Columbia Concerts Corporation, a
division of the Columbia Broad"He Was Praying," will be the
Mr. Deyeifier
casting System.
sermon subject. of A. V. Havens,
will remain in Murray the entire. minister of
the First Christian
week. to assist with the drive and Church, at the morning worship
to Contract for the attractions at service, next Sunday. "To many
the close, Saturday night, April people," Mr. Havens said, in an27. Last year's members are Mired nouncing the sermon, "prayer has
to mail their - renfwal amelications become a lost art. They have driftthis week to Miss Alice „KeyA,"Sec- ed into the habit of prayerlessness
retary, Murray College, so that the by' allowing the prayer-period to
greater part of the campaign week be crowded out by the insistent
may be devoted to securing new pressure of more tengible things.
members.
The fact that others have received
Murray and this vicinity are for- tremendous benefits as the result:
Innate in having Murray College of their" prayer-life should catise
participate in their concert series us to pause and wonder if there
program. • The amount Which the was something in prayer which we
College in'
,support of the progtam missed and others have found. This
enables this community to enjoy sermon." stajed Mr. Havens, "will
seek to present Jesus' use of prayer
the artists of the highest rating.
and how he profited by it."
As in the past. final selection of
Special music will be presented
the series Will not bemade until
by the chorus choir, directed by
after the close of the drive when Prof. .L. R. Putnam. The beautiful
the exact amount'ofmoney is avail- organ prelude by Charles Farmer
able from membership dues is will begin promptly at 10:50.
known. This methodprecludes the
The Sunday School, led by Suppossibility of a deficit as the As, erintendent R. L Wade, will begin
seeiation .does not contract for art- at 9:30, Sunday morning.
1.15 until the -money to pay for
The Chrietian Endeavor Societies
them is collected and held in will meet at 6:30, Sunday evening.
escrow in a local bank.. A large The Junior Society for all children
membership -means' greater pur- udder high school age, will meet
chasing power and CoresequentlY-e in the "ChildtPrie 'depaffreient: The more extensive' choice of' attrac- 'Yeting People's Society, for those
tions. With the fall cooperation of college and high school age. Will
of the epople of this community, meet- in tile. young people's parlor.
The-.Aegular Sunday night service,
and esatisfactory increase in memberships, it will be passible to will be dismissed in favor of the
revival
meeting at the Methodist
bring at least one large •choral or
inetrumental group next year. In Church, 'in accordance with the
addition, at least two other • con- RICISIOR1 of these two churches.
TilliTradaY night . 4tonighti at 6:30,
certs' by rknowned artists will be
sponsored as the remainder of the the Christian Fellowship League
will have a dinner meeting in the
series. • s
dining room of the church. PresiIf results of the local Community dent A. H. Austin has arrange a
Concert Association's drive. Or fine fellowship program and a
membership steeting next week. splendid menu. All men are Anwarterlts, it .has been suggested vited to come and bring their pet
that the Don Cessack Choir, under games with them.
the direction of General Platoff, be
The Tea-Talk for all young people
secured for a concert' here next will be held at the home of the
season. .
minister, "Wednesday night at 7:00
This Choir, a world renowned o'clock. All college and high school
organization of singers and people are invited to enjoy an indancers, was founded _in 1926 in formal good time of fun and felPrague. They have since g,iven lowship..
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SUPERIOR
WORK
ALWAYS
Service Deluxe! Many
People Call It, But It's
Standard Here at Superior Cleaners!
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"... Yes,I've Found the
Peoples Savings Bank to
Be Friendly and Helpful
0 • to the Farmers"
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_iairoi ci CATRA spurt Farm.
C VS93 in Gold and Ecosald
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Every garment cleaned in our shop absolutely moth
proof. ,The fluid we use makes them so. Bags are
not necessary,--yet we supply them if you want
• them at no extra cost.
a.

Time to store your furs and heavy winter clothes,
Let us clean and store. them in our fire proof, theft
proof storage vault.

4

Every garment will be
moth proofed bef ore
storage.
HAVE YOUR FURS
AND HEAVY CLOTHES
CLEANED AND STORED
NOW—PAY NEXT FALL

SPECIAL!

Send us your soiled garments; we'll return them
perfectly cleaned — perfectly pressed.

Be , sure

to

showing

of

see

the

Levine

Dresses by Mr. Max
Loeb, special

PHONE 44

THE BEST COSTS LESS.

sentative,

AT

repre-

Monday,

April 22,.from 2:50
'
clock.
to 5:00 o

Peoples Savings Ban
Deposits Guaranteed 100% up to

$5,000.00
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DRUG CO,
Prescriptions

Accurately and Carefully
Compounded of Purest
Drugs
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f
LAUNDRY
AND DRY CLEANERS
We Call For and Deliver
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Roumanian oil fields, would deRoger Whitney, Jr.. a rich city 1
with him was Anna Sage dressed of the McLaurins, Martha Gallo- This trophy was won by our
Parnina
:ilea. Harold Young:
stroy the wells before they would
in REP and another woman. Four way: Russell Logan, her fiance, school rating fist in public speakN e d.
"
- Therndyke. daughter o f
permit the Germans to seize them.
G-men surrounded the outlaw. Misers Myers; Professor Paxton, a ing events in the county contests
held at this place in the month of
We have four weeks of school Brooksie Nell Burkeen; Paulette.
The great unknown factor in an
Melvin Parvis, chief. said, "Stick
left- at this writing.
Whitney. sister of Roger, Paula
Last Friday. .April about the 'em up, Johnny", but instead he professional hypnotist. James Don march.
attack on Roumania is. of course.
We get out for the KF-4 this Taylor: Mrs. Roger Whitney, Sr,,
Our students and faculty apthe attitude of Italy. Many people 12th-freeze-out, ice, snow, Ft was jerked out a "38" from his back Caldwell; Rosita Gondelaz, -his
week as Mr. Lassiter and Mr. Story mother of the younger Whitneys,
doubt if Mussolini could afford to on April 21 in 1931 that we had pocket.' Then - it was, he fell for- 'fiance, Roberta Armstrong; Sap- preciate very much the compliMamie Nell Rowland: Miss Amelia
uncle,
morning
it
was
the
Kenneth's
frost,
ice
and
lare going to attend.
Tubby,
mentary
remarks of Mrs. A. D.
pington
heart
by
a
share
in
through
the
lose the
ward shot
Roumanian trade
Ned's sister. very preThe government gave Watson Arnett; Tabitha Todd. Lo- Stark in a letter to the editor of
which he now holds and they wiel- that Mr. and Mrs. Noah Warren. G-man.
The. seniors will begin working Thorrtdyke.
Mignon
Macare,
Nell
Suiter;
cise.
on the senior play next week.
der if he cares for Germany and Barbara and Willard left here for Anna Sage with her red dress on vice's aunt, Jessie Dee Treas.
the Ledger & Times in regard to
Josephine Sinter:
We are indeed proud of our,.our school.
The play "Fingerprints" will 'be the French maid,
Russia to strengthen themselves in Las Vegas, Nev.-9 years ago. But $5,000 tor her part in the episode.
ceok,
Purdy.
a
colored
Porcelin
fruit crop was not damaged. It Now- who was he? He was classed beautiftil trophy we received from
given Saturday night. April 20.
Southeastern Europe.
remains to be seen about last as No., 1. 'Others in like manner the University of Kentucky ExThis play is to be given to finance Donna Caldwell.
doubtful if Germany would
sale
now.
tickets
are
on
It
is
Adult
It pays to read oar Classifieds.
week's 'freeze. The Warrens swill were Clyde Barrow plus Bonny tension Department last week.
a trip to Lexington. 'The mixed
withRoumania
invade
q„Li
,rtet They are 10c each. The price will
attempt te
item in their Ledger. itc
chorus and • the Mixed
arker, .Bruno Hauptmann. Babyconsent, which read this
night.
Italian
door
Saturday
be
•
Me
at
the
getting
out
ranked superior in the district. The
Times.
face Neleon, Al Capone and so on.
save.
would seem to be contingent on
•school is unable to send the mixed Buy your ticket now and
We were at Mrs. Be Adams'
by
Well sir, I got into it Saturday
Italy
in
concessions
to
German
Thorus but the mixed quartet plans ... '
Sunday, near the old iron bridge. monkeying with Ira Fox.
He
F. C. POGUE Jugoslovia and a promise lliat I saw' my great grandson and
By planting hedges in the spring
to go. The east of the play is as
didn't do a thing but handcuff, me
Russia Qld not invade -Routhe home-owner avoids the risk of
fellows:
granddaughters. I'll bet that right .in his office. But Charley
great
liasey Hawks, a "fingerprint de- some of the young plants being RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN mania. Once these promises are Charlie Fulton will think I'm old.
made, it must be kept in mind, I also saw Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Bed- Marr. "slept", unlocked the blame
• tective". . Aaron Burkeen: Ned killed by winter. By planting in
THE BALKANS
things and let me GO.. I shore
another power in the Balkan -sec- Thorndyke, part owner of Thorn- the spring,
,it , is possible to care
well and their was laughed at.
To predict the unpredictable tion will be involved: Turkey.
dyke Ranch. Leman Nelson; Jimmy for the plan and to be sure that
-grand-. daughter --MotHe'enehreirt- Celdwater, came
seems to be a common desire of The Turks have large interestsli
- -Lee•-his--partner. -Heyweira- Hed-weliTrall are star ' ,
grow. '
most columnists who write on the Balkans -which they will -riot
of near Bur- in possession of a blind baby
N football, horse races and elections. care to lese to Italy: they also have
nett's
Chapel, chicken. She killed it, but she
in common with these gentlemen old scores to settle relative to
South of Se- ought to 'havelet it live and named
it—"Eagle",
who try to read the future. I shall islands off the Turkish Coast
dalia.
risk my "prolessional neck as a which the Italians seized in the
Mrs. Lucille
prophet by attempting to discuss last war. All these elements may
Kingins Potts
recent developmentS in the Bal- so complicate the Balkan situation
took our 1940
being
action
prevent
any
as
to
kans.
10-year census
istorians for years have agreed taken there at all. If. however,
on April 8. She
on lsg Balkans in only two re- Italy agrees 16 aid Germany in
asked an ole'
gards:eir tendency to change the project of forcing the Balkans
bachelor
his
Th program for Commencement
and thi'N capacity fur trouble to feed Germany and to supply age. He said' he was 65. She said
r role in this war Hitler's armies with oil, on may "Are you married?", he said, "No, is as follows:
making.
Sunday,
April 28. Baccalaureate
usual
seems no exc tion to the
count such action, as a major -de- not yet."
by Elder F. W. Gould, Church of
rule. This time. however, it is feat for the Allies hi the Near
A lot of company and four dd., Christ, Benton,
not so much the wisheS of the Ease since most of the effect of
ferent and phonograph conversaMonday, April 29. Talent Night.
Balkans which make for danger in the British blocade will be lost.
tions going on at the same time. foll
Theowpsr:ogram for this night is as
the international situatio't..s it is If Germany could get Balkan sup-That's that."
the designs which the a,sring plies. she might well continue the
Received greeting cards of me
Introduction of Seniors; Signifhave
on' Bourne a. war indefinitely.
countries
"birr day from Ama Roselee and icance .of.. Commencement, Mary
Greece, Jegoslavia and Bulgaria
Tom
Thurmon,
Murray
6;
Maud
Sue Miller.; Song, "Alma Mater
If one adds Turkey and Hungary \Germany's Attack on Norway
and Carl Hendrick. Lucy and We'll Be True," senior class: Poem,
to this list, he -has a full quota of
and Denmark .
Louis Lawson, Mayfield; Esther Alma Mater: Costume Song, "The
danger spots, with which to conIt is stial, too soon to say dogmat- Smith, Mayfield; Hattie and Wayne Hats of Other Days"; Oration,
tend.
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or not Germany's Pickets, Sabtone, Tex., Gertie "Builders of Destiny"; Song, "Stay
••••••••,••••••
The problem of the Balkans is ically whether
NOrway was the fatal Story an her sister. Manon Craws in' Your Own
attack
on
Backyard"; Play.
complicated first by the fact that
whites-May lose the war ford, Lynn Grove; Bodine Henslee, "Paying a Bet"; Previews of TUST a scribbled note and if you null( hasn't been delivered. Armed
since- the World War most of blunder
her. The Britiasare trying to on the Tennessee. •P. S. Edith Senior Play, "Sappy" which will
for
want an extra quart of milk to- with a container you go foraging
these countries have carried on convince the world ofS- ,
.tt
hat eview- and Vernon Nanny, Farmington, be given Wednesday night; Play. morrow it will be there because one for milk. If lucky, you get a quart
nolitical and economic feuds with
t lies Route 2. Do men ever write cards "Billy is Coming."
point and are doing all
of the simplest operations in the of doubtful sanitary history.
one another. Hungary has desired within their power to mak -that and letters? 0. no honey, they
Otherkvise. you take'your coffee—
Wednesday, May'l. 8 P. M.—The household routine is turning the
to regain territory from Jugoslavia view come true.
and the remainder of the holiday—
N'e. most always delegate that task to secret is out, at last! Now we're milk on or off at the doorstep.
and Rournania; Turkey and Greece
Gercause
for
immediate
the women folks. Then I Shed going to let the cat out of the bag:
The
Unexpected _company arrives to black; with more chicory than cheer.
and Greece and-Bulgaria have many's attack on Norway is clear. a n and that down.
The senior class is about to present spend the night. No need to stretch What do you do in this country?
been at odds," while. Italian quar- but it is less easy to determine.why
the
cream, just leave a note. Hus- When it's time for breakfast, yeti,
Mrs'-Garvey Riley. husband and their 3-act play under the superrels with Jugoslavia and Greece Britain took the steps which gave
band Zecicigs without warning on a are not dietappointed. Why should
have complicated the Balkan situ- Germany the grounds for her in- daughter,' aris, Tenn., visited' her vision of Mr. Jeffrey. That's always weekend jaunt, so there will be no- a mere blizzard stop the milkman?
mother. M sNannie Pullen. San- good news, of course, but this
ation further.
body home till Monday Just leave
Theamore you think about it, the
vasion of this northern country. day.
were guests of year -Sappy" is the name of the a note for
y a
the milkman.
more you are inclined to accept the
As matters now stand, the im- Hitler has stated that it was nec- Miss
Bazzell of play, which tells you in a nut shell
ry Fra
inasmuch
Because
this
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a
part
daily
milk bottle on the doorstep as
Norway
of
the
acattack
essary
.th
portant countries to watch are
church what to expect,: To give away the cepted service of American Milk dis- a symbol of civilized convenience
F
ington and att
Hungary, Roumania, Jugoslavia, as England had violated Norway's
Coldwater
uich
of
rvices
at
the
fun.
spoil
plot would,..tiessto
tribution, most people take it as a Impossible under antiquated methTurkey and Italy. Hungary de- neutrality in an effort 'to blockade Christ. Happy and gay!'
You'll have to see it yourself, so matter of course. Whatever the pen- ods in countries where dog carts,
sires to regain land which she Germany. In order to attack
Youngblood
sustain
Early
cilled
rest.
note, the distributor's route open cans and other laggard devices
with
the
laugh
along
you
can
ne
takelost at the end of the war, She ray. Germany had to
chest injury while trying to pu
the signs and join the man deposits the specified bottles. are employed
has never forgiven Roumania for Mark_ ...So. the entire a -'ck, so out an old fence post. And Mrs. Follow
It would be a different story In
Widespread daily U. S. milk conessary bethrongs who are going to see
taking a large slice of her former Hitler says. was made n
...
mine three points George Connell said that George "Sap " Wednesdar,evening, May other parts of the world, gays the sumption le .Probatily due to d4
kingdom. One can expect. there- cause England
Along
Milk
indUraty
-Foundation.
pendability
of doorstep distribution.
--net- plow-this, hei iiig. Re' I at
ay- in -violation
tha-coast-at l's1
'
in the Lynn CO:we
fore, -that Hmigaiy -wont& be glad'
comes a local holiday or festival Americans can't resist such efficient
t-ti'l*?,
whaled away and cut off a big toe High Schbl,, auditorium.
utrality.
Norwegian
to join in a division of her neigh- of
and you first know of it because the services, and who's to blame them?
eve not denied that by accident pure and simple.
The Briti
The-charac s for "Sappy" are
bor. In such a division of lands, they vio ed Norwegian rights in
It was July 22, 1934, that a ban- as follows:
Bulgaria and Russia. both of Whom minin
e water along her western dit in disguise walked out of
Susie Smitherfs, The cook. Mary
have lost land to Roumania, may
in an effort to stop Swedish Biograph Theatre in Chicago and Todd; Gideon Gumm, the,gardener,
be expected to share. It would
n ore from reaching Germany
Noah Edward Armstrong: ,Lovice
appear then that Roumania. whose from the port of Narvik. They inwheat and oil would do much ci Sist.- however, that wartime neces- if the Germans are able to occupy McLaurin, Josephine,Crawfordsand
Kenneth McLifiirine. a young mtivaid Germany in supplying hoe' de- sity justifies the action they have Norway and Sweden by land forces.
•••=1- 41.
•••••••
Pernicious Peters, the '
ficiencies in these lines, ie..-th great taken and deny, that their action An Allied defeat in -the North ried couple:
Anemia
Wright;
porter.
Mac
danger of attack frornyher neigh- gave Germany .a right to seize the might be all that is necessary to
cause the. Balkan states and Italy Peters, his sister, the maid, Rutk,
bors The chief safeguard. bersiges Scandinavian states.
•
a
friend
Denham: Francine Hoyt,
of,Gerrnany.
•=0,- •••11.1.411M.
•••Mrher own strengths-lies in the disOne strange element appears in to swing to the side
inclination of side Allies to permit the discussion over Britain's atGermany
get access to Rou- tempt to stop the trade in iron ore
manian
oducts. It is suggested by way of Narvik. For the pest
*that
Allies would send.•a force two weeks, the British, have deth
gh Greece to accomplish this clared that they could win the war
The other viewpoint is only by tightening the blockade
that the Allied business interests. around Germany. One of her chief
w..sh control a large share of sources of supply is to be found in
Scandinavia. These slates supply
great quantities of foodstuffs, timber and iron ore. Sweden supplied
415'per cent of Germany's iron ore
imports in 1938 and has been an
important source of thi,s material
since the war began. During the
summer months this ore reaches
Germany from Sweden through
waters that are controlled by Germany. However, since ice prevents
the use of the Baltic during five
months of the year. it is necessary
to send the ore through Norway
and down the west coast. England
decided recently to stop this trade
and resorted to the mining of NorEV
wegian waters to achieve that purpose. Before accepting that pretext
as the real reason for British actp. however, one must take into
cdkideration other elements in
English policy.
When Bngland indicated to Norway that she intended to mine her
waters
to stop the iron ore trades.
You
have V-13 performance—
Norway pointed out that only onefourth the usual amount of ore
and gas economy, too!
has passed through Narvik during
the past -.months, that 'of. this
'An h5 h.p._Ford gave 24.02 miles per
amount
the British had imported
gallon in the annual.offitial Gilirnort70 ter cent and that trade between
cars.
all
open
to
road
test,,
Yosemite.
Sweden and Germany would open
up the first of May. If one acThis n as best mileage of all standard-'
cepts these statistics, he must look
equipped cars in this class!
for other reasens than the desire
to stop shipments of Swedish ore
as the basis of British action.
You can have easy-handling-A common guess just now is that
the British -deliberately forced the
with big-car room and ride!
issue in Norwegian waters in order
Everyone knows how 'easy it is to drive
to draw the Germans aattaits from
their central. position. OPTill'on in
' a Ford. But ;moire could know, till he gets
England has been demanding more
New Spring Line of
is in l'eg- •
inside, how big .this
action against-Germany on the part
LADIES' DRESS SHOES'
room,'seat-room, knee-room . -nor
of the government. If it were posn hat a thrillingly soft. steady, big-car
Latest patterns in whites, blue
sible So draw Germany's fleet out
into the open sea and get an Allied
ride it gises!
and patent. •
victory, it would satisfy opinion at
home. _transfer the war to a point
$198 to $395
upkeep—
You
not so near home and perhaps int.
crease Allied prestige among other
• Daytime Cottons
and enjoy real fine-car features!
neutral countries. It is too soon to
know whether or not this is a good
• 3-in-1 Summer Suits
Bedroom Slippers 79c
Yoti,shift gears on a Ford-with the easyguets and whether or not the Allies
HOSIERY
were wise in making such a move.
acting t)pe fingertip shift Used on costly
• Radiant Frocks
If reports of British successes at
,cars'. You get a semrcentrangal clutch
Shades
59c-98c
Sea
are
correct,
New
then
she
has
done
giving lower pedal pressure at shifting
Costume Dresses
well to push the war with Germany,
speeds. also typical of costly cars ... to
since she has achieved a considerHandbags 98c-$1.95
• Styled for Spring
-able idcjitrar_ a4L4e,a --at German exsay nothing of,the biggest hydraulic
pense. Such a step was a blender
brakes t%er used on a tow-cost car. Your
MEN'S SPORT OXFORDS
tor,
" Dealer's ready and Willing to trade
White and tan combinations $2.98
$
.105A0
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.•• See him now!
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At my farm 2 miles north of Murray,
34-tnile west of County Poor House, I will
offer for sale to the highest bidder:
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4 mules and 1 horse (good work mules)
One 5-year-old saciLdle bred horse -
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6 head young white faced cattle
2 year-old heifers
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1 milk

50 head full-blooded Hampshire sheep,
four fine buck sheep.
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Men's New E&W Shirts 98c
E&W Shirts and Shorts
Snap fasten front, full cut,
and fast colors . . . 25c each
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Straws, Felts, Crepes,
Cartwheels, Casuals,
Sailors, Bretons

WASH PANTS .... $1.25 to $2.95

$795

YOU CAN HAVE

FORD IT•8
—and that's what you'll want when you.try it!

J. E LITTLETON & Co.

For Economy and Quality Have
Your Shoes Repaired at

North Side of Court Square

Dutch's Shoe Shop
Basement Elmul Beale
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Murray, Kentucky
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